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The-Establishment Ispra of the  CCR  employes  presently about  1800 
persons,  among  whom  about  1360  scientists and  technicians. 
The  most  important  fact  of  the research carried out  at Ispra du-
ring  the last eight years  has  been integrated in the  development 
of large reactor development  projects,  namely  ORGEL  (heavy water 
moderated- organic  cooled reactor),  fast  neutron  sodium  cooled 
reactors,  light water reactors.  Furthermore,  it includes modera-
te but well  coordinated research activities in some  areas  such 
as  neutronphysics,  solid state physics,  direct conversion,  biolo-
gy,  radiation chemistry. 
The  purpose  of  the present  document  is to  provide national  pro-
jects,  industries or other organizations with information on  the 
research potential available in Ispra.  Since  the existing expe-
rimental facilities are of little value without  adequate  expe-
rienced personnel,  the data were  related to  the activities of re-
search units.  For  each  tea~ the information is condensed in 2  pa-
ges.  Information is given  on  the  following points: 
Short description of  scope  of work  carried out  so  far or 
underway for  each research unit  and  the characteristics of 
the  experimental facilities available. 
Experience of the personnel  and list of publications furni-
shing information  on  related studies. 
This  document  actually represents  a  catalogue of possible utili-
zations.  The  indicated possible areas  of application are  given 
as  examples  without  pretending completeness.· It must  be  conside-
red,  that many  groups  with their installations can  be  employed 
without  great difficulties in related research fields. 
This  paper will  allpw the interested  organization~ only a  preli-
minary selection of possible utilizations.  A  confrontation of 
"clients"  and  scientists should in a  later stage lead  to  the 
precise definition of the  tasks  to  be carried out  and  the  amount 
of people  to  be  envolved  • 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. List of Main  Facilities or Activities  +) 
I~  Test Reactors 
I/1  ECO 
I/2  Ispra I 
I/3  Irradiation and  Post  Irradiation Tests 
II.  Physics 
II/1  Reactor  Physics 
II/2  Solid State Physics 






IV.  Materials 
Basic  Design  Problems 
Heat  Transfer 
Electronics 
Fabrication Methods 
Component  Testing 
IV/1  Material Testing 
IV/2  Material Development 
V.  Chemistry 
V/1  Organic Chemistry 
V/2  Nuclear and  Radiation  Chemistry 
V/3  High  Temperature  Chemistry 
V/4  Chemical  Engineering 
VI.  Informatics 
VI/1  Basic Soft  Ware 
VI/2  Application of Soft  Ware 
VI/3  Transmission  Systems 
+)  For  ESSOR-Reactor  and  Heavy  Water  Activities 
see special document  EUR/C-IS/471/68  e 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e I)  Test  F.eactors 
I/1  ECO 
I/2  Ispra  I 
I/3  Irradiation and  Post  Irradiation Tests 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e • • 
Activity No.:  I/1 
Area of activity 
ECO  (critical facility for  heavy water moderated reactors). 
Competence  acquired 
Experimental programme  in the field of heavy  water reactors, 
Buckling measurements of several fuel  ele~ent types 
(U  metal,  UC,  uo2  with different cluster geometry and 
coolant) at different lattice pitches  in the range  from 
18,8 to  30  em.  (progressive substitution and  flux map-
ping methods).  Detailed parameters measurements  by  foil 
activation technique in moderator and special fuel ele-
ments(£  ,  p,  I.C.R.,  spectral indices,  thermal flux fi-
ne structure,  Doppler effect),  burn-up measurements  by 
fuel  element  oscillation, transfer function  and reactivi-
ty measurements. 
Experimental  facilities 
a)  ECO  - Zero  power critical experiment  9  2  Max.  power  1  KW,  Max.  thermal neutron flux  10  n/cm  s 
D20  moderator  (2_5 .. :tons)  5  natural uranium  fuel  (200  fuel 
elements),  simulated organic coolant 
Reactor tank:  diameter  3m,  height 4,  22  m 
Bottom  and  side  graphit~ _reflector._0,9 m 
Biological concrete shielding  1,7 m 
.  . 
b)  Loop  for  heating and circulating liquids in pile  (or- o  '  '  0  ganic coolants up  to  300  C and  H 20  - n2o up  to  200  C). 
c)  High  precision period meter,  analog and digital reacti-
vity meters  for calibration of control and  safety  de-
vices  (from  10-2-pcm  to-about  5000  pcm). 
d)  Fuel element  osciilator for burn-up  studies with  ~Tla­
diated fuel. 
e)  Sinusoidal reactivity oscillator for transfer function 
studies  (from 10-3 to  20  Hz). 
f)  Pulsed source equipment  for reactivity calibrations or 
high  frequency pile modulation. 
g)  Equipments  for  a and·¥, 
- automatic  8  channels unit  for  S  counting 
- automatic single channel for  8  ,  S-y,  y-y 
coincidence measurements 
- 4  further special counting channels. 
Possible areas of application 
The  reactor may  be  utilized for experiments  in the field 
of reactor moderated with heavy water and  cooled  with 
hea\~ water,  light water,  organic liquids  (fuel elements 
with various  configuration and  composition natural or sli-
ghtly enriced Uranium,  Pu-U  and  Th-U  alloys e.a.). 
See  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e nd  (2  page) 
Activity  No.  :  I/1 
Experiments  in hot  conditions  by  means  of a  special loop 
measurements  of void coefficient.  Studies  with  irradiated 
fu.el  elements.  (By  the progressive substitution techni-
que  or by  oscillation). 
References 
- ECO-Experience  critique pour l'etude de  la filiere ORGEL 
- Design  criteria,  engineering features  and  experimental 
program  of the  ECO  reactor. 
Reprint  from 
11Energia Nucleare'i  Vol.  9,  N.  9,  1962 
- The  ECO  reactor 
Programming  and  utilization of research reactors,  Vol.  2, 
1962,  37-44 
- Manual  on  shielding of the  ORGEL  Critical Experiment 
EUR  149  e 
- A measurement  of t.he  temperature coefficient· of the ef-
fective resonance  intepral for  Uranium  Carbide 
Energia Nucleare,  Vol.  14,  N.  5,  1967,  289-294 
- Heavy  water lattices analyses at Ispra 
Proceedings of the  Conference on  Physics  problems  in 
thermal reactors  design. 
- The  use of heterogeneous  methods  at  Ispra 
Proceedings  of the  Conference on  Physics problems  in 
thermal reactors design 
- Spectrum  indices measurements 
EUR  3736  e 
- A simplified direct reactivity meter for  o2o moderat.ed 
systems  -Nuclear applications,  Vol.  3,  1967,  532-539 
- Reactivity calibration by  a  digital analysis of flux 
transients  - Nukleonik,  Vol.  11,  1968,  1-4 
- First experiments  with the  zero power  facility ECO 
Atomkernenergie  (ATKE)  13,  1968,  133-138 
- Principi costruttivi e  programma  sperimentale del reat-· 
tore  ECO  -




Area of activity 
Reactor  Ispra I 
Competence  acquired 
Activity No.:  I/2 
Operation of Ispra I  (5  HW  heavy water  cooled and moderated 
research reactor).  Maintenance  and  improvement  of the nuclear 
and non  nuclear circuits and  components  of the  whole  plant. 
Operation of in-pile oreanic fluid loops. 
Experimental facilities 
- 2  organic liquid cooled in-pile loops  (actually out of servi-
ce), working temperature  300°C  and  400°C,  serving for irra-
diation of fissile or non  fissile materials,  flux  7.  1013  nvt 
and  3.  1013  nvt; 
- Possibility of in core irradiation of ring~ with maximum  dia-
meter of 4  inches  to  6  inches,  flux  5.  10l  nvt to 101  nvt; 
- Possibility of irradiation in vertical  irradiation  channel 
of 3,  3  inches  diameter,  flux  3.  1013} 
- 8  spectrometers~ choppers or diffractometer's  for basic research 
on  condensed matter using the reactor beam  tubes; 
- Possibility of use  on  reactor beam  tubes  from  4  to  12  inches 
diameter~  3  - Irradiations by  fast neutrons  in a  large volume  (4')5  m  )  ir-
radiation  chamber  using the  Euracos  converter~  fast  fl~= 
2.  1010  nvt: 
- Possibility of using  a  12  by  12  inches vertical channel in the 
thermal  column,  flux  4.  1012  nvt; 
- Production of radioisotope or irradiation of capsules for  va-
rious researches. 
The  following  irradiation facilities exist: 
Name  of facility  Number  of  Volume  Thermal  Max 
capsules  in  of capsule  flux,  temperature 
facility  cm3  nvt  oc 
PH  2/4  ~  2  52,8  1,  7 .lol3  80 
IPA/B/C  6  15,5  2,6-6,3.10  12  113 
Eps;.lon  * 
14  42,4  6.lol2  150  in cost. 
Delta  * 
10  33,4  3.lo13  100  in  cost. 
XCPR-2  1  16,7  1011_1013  20  water 
cooled 
XCPR-3  2  36,1  1011_1013  20  water 
cooled 
Cryostat  1  73,8  1,5.1013  - 170 
fast  1011 
Schuele  1  125  1013  200  elec. 
heated 
DG-65  converter  1  196  fast  1011  40 
~ These facilities are operated by  the reactor personnel; the other 
facilities are operated by  the experimenters. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e nd  (2  page) 
Activity No.:  I/2 
Possible areas of application 
Technological and  vasical research using reactor neutron 
or gamma/beta radiation. 
Radioisotope  production~ 
Use  of the  experimental installation indicated under 
point  3). 
References  see next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  I/2 
References 
The  indications refer to reports or publications on  the 
reactor and  on  the experiments.  This list is not  complete, 
namely  as  to publicationsin scientific and technical jour-
nals  and to patents.  Detailed information might  be obtai-
~ed directly from  the  experimenter concerned. 
Some  reports on  the  Ispra-1 Reactor  have  been  issued by 
the  former  C.N.E.N.  staff. 
Contribution to scientific and technical journals 
- Euracos,  un  dispositive di  irradiazione ad elevate flus-
so  di neutroni  veloci. 
Energia  Nucleare  - Vol.  15  no.  11  - novembre  68 
- Le  attivita del C.N.E.N.  presso  i.l Centro  Comune  di Ri-
cerca  Euratom  di  Ispra 
Notiziario del C.N.E.N.  ·-no.  11:~  novembre  68 
- The  control System  of the  Ispra-1 Reactor. 
Nuclear  Science and  EnEineering  12~  1962 
- Drop  Time  MeastU~ement Apparatus of Nuclear Reactor Safe-
ty Rods 
Energia Nucleare Vol.  7  no.  11,  novcmbre  60 
- I  dispositivi di controllo di  radioattivita degli af-
fluenti liquidi e  gassosi del Reattore  Ispra-1 ed edi-
ficio annesso 
Minerva  Nucleare  - Vol.  4  - no.  10  ottobre 60 
- Experimental  Peterminations of the statistical Dynamics 
of Ispra-1 Reactor 
Energia Nucleare  - Vol.  .  .  ..lt  no.  8  agosto  67 
External reports 
Irradiation facilities in the  Ispra-1 Reactor 
EUR  374.e 
- In-pile test of a  thermoionic  converter 
EUR  485. e 
Operating  experience  with an  experimental nuclear hea-
ted thermoionic converter 
EUR  861.e 
- In-pile application of strain gauges 
EUR  2120.e 
- Gamma  heat  generation  in the  4GV1  b~am of the  Ispra-1 
Reactor 
EUR  217S.e 
- Die  Meteorologischen  BE~dingungcn de!'  Ausbreitung luft-
fremder  Stoffe in  Ispra-1 ItaJ.icn bei den  Reaktoren  der 
Euratom 
EUR  3167.d 
See next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Other reports 
(4th page) 
Activity No.:  I/2 
- Euratom's  Neutron  Physics_Activity at  Ispra 
- Il sistema di controllo autornatico del Reattore 
Ispra-1 
CNEN  RT /ING.  65. 3  .· 
- Il sistema di regolazione del Rcattore  Ispra-1 
CNEN  no.  145 
- Descrizione generale  del sistema di regolazione 
- Calcul dtantireactivite Gt  etude  de  la reparti-
tion du  flux dans  la boucle  DIRCE 
Vielvoye-1966 
- Etude  de  la variation  du  Kcff du  reacteur  Ispra-1_ 
en  fonction  du  titre de  l'e~u  lourd~ 
Vielvoye-1966 
- Calcul des  doses neutroniques  et gamma  a la sortie d 9un 
canal  IS  du  Reacteur  Ispr2~1 
Vielvoye-1965 
- Etude neutronique des  elemc:nts  NUKEr'1 
Vielvoye-1966 
- On  non-destructive methods  of burn-up  determination 
in  irradiated uranium  fuel 
EUR/C-IS/814/67  e 
- The  double  chopper neutron spectrometer at  Ispra 
EUR/C-IS/444/68  e 
Exploitation  de  la boucle organique  DIRCE  II 
IP/0141/N 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
Area of activity 
Post-irradiation examinationsof fuel and  structural 
materials. 
Competence  acquired 
Dismantling  and  examination of UC/SAP  fuel rods  and 
thermionic  fuel  capsules. 
Experimental facilities 
nLaboratoire de  i1oyenne  Activite" with the possibility 
to perfonn  the following operations: 
- dismantling of fuel  elements  and  capsules 
- gamma-scanning 
- puncture-test 
- dimensional measurements 
- determination of density 
determination of expansion  coefficient  (dilatometry) 
- metallography 
- hardness  measurements 
- mechanical properties  (tensile test and  impact test) 
- post-irradiati~n annealing test. 
Possible areas of application 
Perfurrr.ancc  study of reactc.r materials. 
Possible interested industries 
Electrical utilities v.rith  nuclear power  stations 
Eeactor industry. 
ReferencE.s  s.3e  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
I/3/a Activity No.: 
References 
- Ra~porto di  sicurezza  - Laboratorio di media attivita 
dell'Euratom  CCR  Ispra 
EUR/C-IS/1129/67  i 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
I/3/a Activity No.: 
Area of activity 
Preparation and execution of irradiation tests. 
Competence  acquired 
Irradiation tests of UC/SAP  fuel rod  in an  organic loop 
(reactor Ispra I) 
Capsule  irradiations of fuel  in  Ispra  I  and  HFR  (Petten) 
Experimental facilities 
Laboratory for construction  and  "f::E:sts  of experimental 
irradiation devices. 
Possible areas of application 
Fuel element  development. 
Possible  interested industries 
Manufactures of nuclear fuels. 
Reactor industry. 
I/3/b 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  I/3/b 
References 
- Description and  operation· characteristics of the 
experimental fuel  element  irradiation  loop  DIRCE 
EUR/C-IS/1182/66 e,  f 
- Final proposal for the irradiation of an  Orgel 
type  fuel assembly  in  WR-I.  Exp-'HRI-601 
Communication  1292 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
Area  of activity 
Packaging  and transport of radioactiv€ materials 
Competence  acquired 
Several  design  studies.,  safety reports for approval by 
competent Authorities  - structural, thermal,  shielding, 
criticality (with  TCR  support),  calculations,  drawings 
and  assessment  - for type  A~  B,  great  source packagings 
and  for capsules. 
Hodifications, additions and transformations of road-
vehicles  for transport of radioactive materials. 
See  references  for details. 
Experimental facilities 
Facilities to test type  A  1- ··1ckaging  for radioactive 
materials are available. 
Calculation on  Cetis  computers  have  been  done  for 
type  B packaging. 
Possible areas of applications 
Design and  development of transport  packaging  and  vehi-
cles for radioactive and/or dangerous  materials accor-
ding to  existing regulations,  even  in  collaboration with 
industries and national organisations. 
I/3/c 
References  see next  ~age 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
References 
External reports 
- Securite nucleaire  du  conteneur de  transport pour 
elements nourriciers  Essor irradies  (to  be  published) 
R.  RICCHENA  (TCR),  P.  ROCCO 
- Shipping  flask for  UC/SAP  irradiated fuel  (to be pu-
blished) 
J.  COSSE,  D.  PRUESS,  P.  ROCCO 
Patents 
- Patent no.  1,  130,  762  of the  Patent Office,  London 
Carrier for transportation of radioactive materials 
Inventors:  G.  BONNET,  G.  MOLLICA,  G.  BOTTANI 
Other references 
- Modification of BEI-BEN  designs of BR2  and  HFR 
Irradiated fuel transport  flasks 
Meeting  ¥Tith  UKAEA  experts to have  British Approval  for 
these flasks  (type B •  packaging  for great source 
fissile Class  II) 
The  criticality calculations for these flasks  have 
been  done  with  TCR  support 
- Preliminary design  of ESSOR  irradiated feeding  fuel 
transport  flask  (type  B - p~ckaging for great  - fis-
sile Class  II) 
- Criticality calculations for the final design of 
point 2)  flask  (in collaboration with  TCR)  The  flask 
will be built by Robatel-SLPI 
- Design of a  shock absorbing-structure. with aluminium 
honey-comb  for  transport  flask  - To  be pater.ted 
- Preliminary and  fin:tl  ck;si£;n  of  ~  tx'a.nsport  flask  for 
irradiated fuel to  be  shipped  from  Canada  to  Ispra 
(Type  B  pa~kr:Je:inc; for great  source  - fissile Class  II) 
The  flask was  built 1;.; .. ;11:. l\T  •·•  A-crroval  of the flask was 
obtained by the Canadian  /i.vthori L  ·.~ 
- Designs  and modific2tionE  on  capsules  and  type  A  packa-
gings  for external and  i:1t2rna1 tr2nspc:-t  of CCR-Ispra 
- Design revisions, modification  and addition  tG  road-
vehicules  for radioactive materials transport 
- Some  minor tests have  been  done  to have  approval  for a 
type A packaging 
- Contribution to  Euratom/CNEN/Montecatini-Edison 
contract no.  032-66-IECII  Investigations on  fission 
products release from  ir:·)adiated fuel 
- Contribution to Euratom  contract no.  024-65-6  ECIC 
(Le  reglement  de  transport  des matieres radioactives 
de  l 1 1AEA). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
I/3/c Activity No.: 
Area of activity 
Instrumentation  for irradiation tests 
Measurement  of high temperatures  and  neutron  flux. 
Special types of welding  and  brazing  (without  flux) 
Resistivity  (at cryogenic and  room  temperatures) 
Competence  acquired 
- Diffusion  boundings  of sheat of thermocouples  and 
plugs of fuel  elements 
- Fabrication of composite  thermocouples  for high and 
medium  temperatures 
Study of the insulation of various  ceramics  up  to_ 
1700°  (Be0-Al203) 
- Flux  detectors 
11Collectror..s
11
:  fabri.cution,  calibra-
tion~ measuring  devices 
- Calibration of thermocouples  up  to  1700°C  with three 
reference  points  (Gold,  Antimcny,  Nickel) 
- Brazing wihtout  flux of current or refractory metals 
- Special types of weldings:  TIG  - ~icroplasma - Resi-
stance  Vle lding 
- Resistivity 
ExQerimental  facilities_ 
- Precision  electric~l measuring  apparatus 
- Furnaces  ~or calibrations up  to 1750°C  (in  vacuum  or 
hydrogen) 
- Several welding  facilities 
- Resistivity bench  with  cryostat 
Possible areas of application 
- Measurement  of high temperatures  (up  to 1700°C) 
- Continuous  measurement  of neutron  flux 
- Bonding  of refractory metals  for  high temperature 
experiments 
- Physical properties of materials  (Resistivity) 
Possible interested industries 
Space  Industry  - Hotor  Industry  - Metal-
lurgical Industry 
I/3/d 
References  see  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  I/3/d 
References 
Contribution to  scic~tific Journals 
- DurcissEment a basse  temperature  dans  les alliages 
type  SAP  - par P.  GUYOT  - R.  DEBEIR  -
Acta !,1etallurgica  1966 
- Misurc di resistivita elettrica a  bassa temperatura 
e  di effetto hall nellialluminio  e  nel  SAP 
par R.  DEBEIR,  D.  NOBILI,  L.  PASSARI  -
1965  - Supplemento al Nuevo  Cementa  Serie  I~  Vol.  3,  ~-
External Reports 
- Les  collectrons -H.  GRIN  - 1967- EUR  3567.f 
- Cryostat en  phase gazeuse  - R.  DEBEIR  - M.  GRIN 
1966  - EUR  2710.f 
- Essais  de  traction a  basses temperatures sur  SAP  4%, 
1966  - D.  BOERMAN  - R.  DEBEIR  .- EUR  2648. f 
- H8sure  de  flux neutronique par collectrons 
R.  DEBEIR  - M.  GRIN  - 0.  SIMONI  - 1969  (to  be published) 
Patents 
- Modele  d iutilite en  Allemagne  1'Verbindungskapsel  fiir 
Thermoelemente0  depose le 1.9.67 No.  E 25  707/42  i. 
Other reports 
Rig  rivelatori di  flusso neutronico 
R.  DEBEIR  - M.  GRIN  - 0,  SIMONI  - 1967  ISP  1183 
- Mesures  de  resistivite a be.sse  temperature 
M.  GRIN  - R.  DEBEIR  - 1963  ISP  468 
- Depots  chimiques  en  phase  vapeu~ ce metaux  refractaires 
f.  BROSSA  - R.  DEBEIR  - M.  GRit:  - G.  PIATT!  -~  H.  VENKBR 
Present€ au  Premier Colloque  International sur les ap-
plications des  science3  ·..:t  tectniquc~s du  vide  aux re-
vetements  et etats  de  surface. 
DIJON  15  - 19  Octobre  1968. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e II)  PHYSICS 
II/1  Reactor  Physics 
II/2  Solid State Physics 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity  No.:  II/1/a 
Area  of activity 
Theoretical dynamics  ln general:)  of nuclear reactor facilities  in 
particular. 
Competence  acquired 
Establishment  and  treatment of mathematical r:1odels  for the time 
behaviour of every nuclear  reactor--type.-
Nuclear part:  Here-point and more-energy group kinetics.  Linear 
and nonlinear stability,  LIAPUNOV  theory.  Pulsed reactor kinetics. 
Conventional -part:  N-on-stationary heat transfer through fuei 
elments,  dynamics of boiling and  two-phase  flow,  heat  exchange 
simulation.  Control part:  Control philosophies,  simulation of 
components,  aut_omation  of components  and  plants. 
Direct and  indirect nuclear accident analyses. 
Design of reactor components  by  dynamical points of vie"Y:. 
Experimental facilities  (disposable at Ispra computation  center  CETIS) 
i\nalog  computer  PACE  231  R,  3  consoles apP.roximately -with  150 
amplifiers  and  60  multipliers. 
Various  important auxiliary components,  e.g.  SIOUX,  a  device  for 
automatic  scale change. 
Digital computer  IBM  7090. 
Digital computer  IBH  360/6  5. 
Possible  a.reas of apolicati(')g_ 
Vesign  calculations,  both nuclear and  thermohydraulic of'fuel 
elements  and  coolant  circuits.  All  dynamics  and nuclear-safety 
analyses. 
Two-phase  flow 'problems  (theoretical).  Plant automation. 
Possible interested indu2tri  ~-:;~3 
All nuclear  firms. 
References  see next  pa.ge 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  II/1/a 
References 
-
11Die  Selbstregelfahigkei  t  von  Leistungsreaktoren"  9  H.  Wu11dt, 
J~ukleonik. 5,  H.  5  ( 1963) 
-
110n  the structure of consistent  equation sets to  describe 
mul tiphase  flo~.;~~;~  H.  vlunctt,  Symp.  on  Two-Phase  Flotv  Dynamics, 
Eindhoven  (1967) 9  proceeGings  in press 
-
11Losung  der  instationaren h'armeleitungsleistung mit  zeitabhangiger 
Umgebungstemperatur  und  ~eitlich veranderlicher und  raumlich 
ungleichmassig  verteilter  Warmequelle
11 ~  R.  Palinski,  Nukleonik 
6,  H.  '6  (1964) 
- "Losung  der instationaren Warmeleitungsprobleme fur hohlzylindrische 
Korper mit  zeitabhangigcr Umgebungs1  e~peratur und  Flachenbelastung
11
, 
R.  Palinski,  Nukleonik  7,  H.  2  (1965) 
- "Zeitliche Reaktivitatsanderung eines mit  der  Temperatur  des 
Hoderators  geregel  ten  ReaktoT~s'v  ~  R.  Palinski,  Nukleonik  7,  H.  5  ( 1965) 
-
11Mathematisches  Hodell  zur  Beschreibung  des  Betriebsverhaltens 
eincs Reaktors mit  Notstromaggref,at
11 ~  R.  Palinski,  Nukleonik  9 9 
H.  5  (1967) 
- aA  mathematical model  for the  dynamic  behaviour of a  power 
reactor with particular regard to non-stationary heat transfer", 
R.  Palinski,  Nukleonik  (to appear) 
- non  ascertaining asymptotic stability in the large of nuclear 
power  reactors  by  means  of Liapunov 
1 s  second methodr',  D.  Schwalm, 
Nikleonik  8,  H.  7  (1966) 
- "Asymptotic  stability of a  coupled reactor with linear power 
feed:back"~  D.  Schwalm,  Nukleonik  9,  H.  4  (1967) 
-
11Stability of P1-dynamical equations
11
,  D.  Schwalm,  Nukleonik 11, 
H.  6  (1968) 
- aTechnik  und  Kosten  der Automatisierung  von  Kernkraftwerken", 
K.  Ditterich,  Atomwirtschaft-Atomtechnik  Nr.  10,  Okt.  (1968) 
External Reports  (selected) 
- "Dynamics  and  control of the fast  pulsed reactor  SORAn,  H.  Hundt, 
EUR-2553.e  (1965) 
nBasic relationships  in n-component  diabatic  flovl
11
,  H.  Hundt 5 
EUR-3459.e  (1967) 
-
11The  part of thermal non-equilibrium  in  boiling co-current  flo':of?l  ~ 
H.  Wundt,  EUR-4188.e  (1968) 
110n  a  rnultigroup kineticsn,  D.  Schwalm,  EUR-2285.e  (1965) 
- ~·on  a  derivation of the multigroup kinetic equations of coupled 
reactors",  D.  Schwalm,  EUR-2416.e  (1965) 
- nDer  Einfluss  von- Storungen auf das  Zei tverhal  ten  von  Kernreaktoren 
unter Verwendung  eines !-1ehrgruppen- und  Mehrpunkt-Modells  bei 
Berucks~chtigung von  Ri..ickkopplungseffekten",  D.  Schwalm,  (to be 
published) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  II/1/b 
Area  of activity 
System  dynamics. 
Competence  acquired 
System  identification and mathematical simulation;  development  and 
tec~~iques and  instru~ents of measurements;  realization of control 
means  and prototypes. 
Typical realizations 
Transfer function of nuclear reactors; noise analysis in nuclear 
systems;  dynamic  behaviour of pulsed  reactors~ direct spectral 
method of identification of" linear systems;  thermodynamics  for  a 
digital code  for  liquid-cooler} rr:u:  ti-c~hi1nnel reactors; mathematical 
model  of heat  exchangers~. analog simuli1tion of the control system 
of Reactor  Ispra I. 
Automatic control  system  for Dragon  Reactor  (UKAEA);  transfer func-
tion analyser;  statistical dynamics  analyser; high resolution Moss-
bauer effect  analise~. 
Pile oscillators; development  and  e~ection of mock-ups  of liquid-rod 
shut-down  systems;  fast  safety.rod for a  pulsed reactor;  fluidic 
control system  (for pnemnatic  oscillators~ pneumatic driven  irradia-
tion  facility~ level control device). 
Possible areas of application 
Basic research,  traditional.  industrial processes,  nuclear plants, 
economical  systems~ bio-engineering. 
References  see next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Ac;-ivi  ty No.  ~  II/1/b 
References 
11Noise measurements  ia  c.  Z('l'"'O  power  reactor and  ana. lysis of its 
influence  0:1  oscillation  measurements
11 ~  A.  Garroni~ A.  Lucia, 
F.  Sciuto,  En2T'gia  Nuc.leare  N.  2(1967) 
- "Experilnentai  determination  of the statistical  dynami~s of ISPRA-I 
reactor",  A.  Garroni,  A.  Lucia,  F.  Sciuto,  Energia  Nucleare  N.  8 
(1957) 
- tiSulla sintesi di corre ·.tori digitc.li nei sistcmi  di controllo a 
segnali carnpionati  con  rnodul'37:ione  di larghezza  d ~ :i.mpulso" 9  G. 
Bressanins  Convegno  nANIPLAn  Roma,  OttobPe  (1967) 
- "Problemi relativi ad  un  metodo  digita.le  diretto per la determina-
zione di matrj_ci  di  coer·enzan,  A.  Gar·roni.,  F.  Sciutc,  Co:1vcgno 
i'ANIPLAn  Roma!l  Ottobre  (1967) 
- iiUn 'apparecchiatuPa digita. 1_0  per  l  ·, ar:2lisi  di  dinarr:ica  e  dj:1amica 
statistica di sistemin,  A.  Garronj_,  F·.  Sciuto)  Convegno  r:ANIPLA" 
Roma,  Ottobre  (1967) 
-"A liquid-rod shut-down  system
11
,  A.  A:~:azzi  ...  A.  2rcg8i~  S.  Galli 
de Paratesis  L.  Ghiurghi"  A.N.S.  To:{'Onto)  July  (1969) 
- "Development  of fluid:i.c  systems  fo:r.  n12clea:r.··  plant  ccn-t:rol n, 
S.  Galli de  Paratesi,·L.  3hiu~ghi,  H.  Musik 3  Convegno  di 
Fluidica,  Tor>ino,  Haggio  ( ~.968) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  II/1/c 
Area of activity 
Reactor dynamics  studies. 
Competence  acquired 
Development  of numerical programmes  for  space and  time  dependent 
neutronic and for the thermohydraulics of the cooling channels with 
boiling and non  boiling coolants.  These are  the series of the Codes 
COSTANZA  in one  and  two  dimensional geometry for the  study of the 
normal operation and for the dynamics of accidents of intermediate 
gravity.  · 
Problems  of stability of the plant are studied with zero-dimensional 
digital codes  and analogical methods. 
Xenon  stability is treated with the series of COSTANZA  codes adapted 
for  long term transient, and also analytical methods  for·non  linear 
stability were  studied. 
Normal  power  excursions of pulsed fast  reactors  inclusive of Doppler 
and thermal  expansion  feed-backs. 
Analysis of elastic vibrations  induced by  pulsing. 
Tools 
IBM  360/65 digital computer. 
3  PACE  Analog  computers. 
Possible areas of application 
Stability and  intermediate accidents for any type of thermal reactors 
and  pulsed fast reactors. 
The  extension to the domain  of power  fast reactors is possible. 
Remarks 
An  Information  Center on  space dependent  dynamics  is being organized 
at  Ispra in order to collect,  evaluate and distribute through 
regular bulletins and meetings,  world-wide  data  and  codes. 
References  see next  page 
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References 
- "A  dynamic  model  for  the cooling channels of a  boiling nuelear 
reactor with forced  circulation and  high pressure level", 
G.  Forti, EUR-4052.e  (1968) 
- "FRANCESCA.  A dynamic  programme  for  boiling cooling channelsu, 
G Fo~ti)  EUR-2650.e  (1968) 
.. 
- "Etude  de la stabilite axiale  <;lu  prototype  ORGELH,  A.  Hartinet, 
E.  Vincenti,  EUR-2651.f  (1968) 
-."Instabilite Xenon  dans  un  reacteur.  Theorie a un  groupe  de. 
neutrons.· Reacteur avec reflecteur
11
,  A.  Sola,  ISP-1262  (1968) 
11Eindimensionale Dynamikuntersuchungen  von  ~uz und  Langzeit-
vorg~ngen", K.  Friedrich,  L.  Massimo,  E.  Vincenti  (in  collabo-
ration· with  BB/Krupp),  to be  presented to· the  German--Atom  Forum  of 
~-oril 1969  f  .  .  ·  .  .  .  "  - Research o  Xenon  excurs~ons 1n  bo1l1ng water reactor  , 
G.  Forti:.  U.  Schmidt,  E.  Vincenti  (in collaboration v1ith: AEG), 
to be presented to the German  Atom  Forum  of April  1969 
- "Computing methods  in reactor physics",  H.  Greenspan,  C.N ..  Kelber, 
D.  Okrent,  A.N.L.  (Editor Garden  & Breach),  from  page  480  to 
page  488.  The  method  used  in our Codes  COSTANZA  is discussed. 
- "Feedback due  to elastic waves  and doppler coefficient during 
the excursions of a  pulsed fast reactor",  J.  Randles,  J.  Nucl. 
Energy A/B,  20,  1  (1966) 
-
11Accident  and  self regulation studies of pulsed fast reactors",  J. 
Randles,  J.  Nucl.  Energy A/B,  20,  713  (1966) 
- "Theoretical analysis of hypothetical destructive accidents  in a 
pulsed fast reactor17 ,  J.  Randles,  Fast Reactor  Phys.  II, Vienna 
(1968)  .  . 
- "Some  problems of stress wave  production encountered in.tbe 
study of pulsed fast reactor dynamics",  J.  Randles,  EUR-3654.e  (1967) 
- "Analysis of accidents  in  pulsed fast reactors:  Computer  prograrranes 
DOPPELAS  and  SOREX  1
11
,  J.  Randles,  EUR-3615.e  {1968) 
- "Amplification of vibrations  due  to the repetition of thermal 
Shocks  in a  pulsed fast reactor
11
,  J.  Randles,  EUR-4060. e  ( 1968) 
'  - ~  . 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Area  of activity 
Nuclear  Data 
Competence  acquired 
Activity n°  II/1/d 
Elaboratfon  o·f  scattering kernel  models  (hydrogen  bound  in organic  mole-
cules  and water,  crystalline model  for  carbon)  for use  in multigroup 
thermal  codeso  Development  of  simplified formulae  for  the  evaluation 
of resonance  integrals of U-238,  Th-232  and  U-235  in  heteroge~eous 
systems  for use  in multigroup  cell calculations.  Execution of resonance 
integral  and  Doppler effect measurements  for uranium carbide  rodso 
Analysis  of cross-section formalj_sms  for fissile and fertile nuclei 
in the resolved  and  unresolved  energy regiono  Utilisation and  development 
of standard libraries  (GAM?  GATHEI<.  etc  a).  Processing of  nucle~r data from 
ENDF-B  files for use  in Montecarlo  codes~  Assessment  of experiments  in 
ECO  for  the  evaluation of  integral· nuclear data of plutonium in thermal 
systems  and  their interpretationo  Studies  of fission product  chains  and 
their representation in simplified  schemesa  Measurements  of spectra 
and  integral nuclear parameters  (conversion ratio,  Doppler ·coeffic:::i:ent 
of  U-2~8 etco)  in fast  spectra by activation,· proton recoil,  stilbene 
and  Li  - sandwich spectrometers  (EURACOS)o 
Tools 
IBN  360/65 digital computer- ECO,  heavy water critical facility·-
EURACOS  converter facility;  analog  and digital direct reactivity meter; 
counting  equipment;  calibration converter  DG65a 
Areas  of appljcation 
Collection andaaboration of multigroup  cross-section librairies for 
nuclear design  and  operation in thermal  and  fast  systems.  Documentation, 
analysis  and  execution of clean-geometry integral  eJEperiments  o  Reliability· 
tests of cross  section libraries on  clean integral  experiment-so  Assess-
ment  of  the  influence of cross-section uncertainties  on  design para-
meterso  Elaboration of  standard sets of cross-section librarieso 
Nuclear  safeguard evaluationso 
Remarks 
This  activity is  a  part of  the  proposed  INDAC  (Integral Nuclear Data 
Center)  activity. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69/eo  References  see next  page Activity n°  II/1/d 
I.(eferences 
- V~  ARDENTE,  R,  CUNIBSRTI,  1L  KILG,  G,  ROS.SI  - i··Iolecular  model  for  polyphe-
nyls  and  its use  in calculating reactor parameters  - IAEA  Ann  Arbor 
Con£.  vol.  1  - pag.  467  - Vienna  1968 
- v.  ARDENTE,  G~  GALLUS  - Hindered rotations effects on  neutron  therma-
lization in light water- Nukleonik,  band  11,  heft  5,  1968,  pag  ..  251 
- R.  DIERCKX  - In pile fast  neutron  spectrum measurements  by  threshold 
detectors - neutron  dosime~ry vol.  1  Vienna  1963 
R.  DIERCKX  - Neutron  spectra measurements  in fast  reactors using fuel 
detectors  - EUR  2532  e.  1965 
- R.  DIERCKX,  G.  KISTNER,  R.  MISENTA  - On  the  interpretation of  the 
exponential  experiment  in natural uranium- EUR  2413  e.  1965 
- R.DIERCIX-Use  of  RDMN  for  the calculation of differential neutron 
spectra of fast reactors  from  foil  activation data - memo  to  the 
Con£.  on  "Radiation rvreasurements  in Nuclear  Power"  - Berkeley 
England  1966 
- R~ DIERCKX  ,  A.IviAI(CHAL,  A. VArJ  WAUvJE  - A simplified direct activity meter 
forD  iJ  moderator  systems- Nucl.  Appl,  3,  1967 
2 
- R.  DIEI.CCKX  ,  A. HAGE,  A  ..  VAN  WAU~vE - l''leasurement  of  small  reactivi  t:ies 
by  the direct reactivity meter method- Nucl.  Inst,  and  Meth.  63-1968 
- R.  DIERCKX  ,  A. VAlJ  \·JAUirJE  - Analog  direct reacti  'li  ty  :-~1eter  tehcnique  -
Inter,  Simposium  on  Analogue  and  Hybrid  Computation  applied  to  Nucl. 
Energy  (Varsailles  1968) 
- I<.  DIERCKX,  \v.HAGE,  I-L,HETTINGER  e".  al,  - Eeactivity calibrations by 
analog  and  digital methods  used  during  ESSOR  zero  power  e~perime~ts­
to  be  published - Atomkernenergie  1969 
- L.,  ANSELMI,  VLHAGE  et al,  - :heactivity calibration by  a  digital analysis 
of flux transients- Nukleonik  11-1-68 
- AQ  BACCOLINI  et al"  - Zero reactivity method  in nuclear parameter eva-
luation of  heavy water  power  reactors - Heavy  ~later Power  r~eactors 
IAEA  1968 
- Wo  HAGE  et alo  - First experiments  with  the  zero  power  facility  ECO 
Atomkernenergie  13-26  (133-138/1968) 
- W.HAGE  et al.  - Results  of  the  ESSOR  zero  power  experiments  - Heavy 
Water  Power  Reactors  IAEA  1963 
- W,  DE  HAAN  - Calculation of  the  absorption  and  fission resonance  inte-
grals of  U-235  by  a  fitting procedure  - EUR  3936  e, 
- F~  BEONIO-BROCCHIERI  et al,  - Studies  of  240-Pu  resonance  absorption 
in heterogeneous  systems  - ANS  Heeting  on  Reactor  Physics 1  San  Diego(1966) 
- Fo  BEONIO-BROCCHIERI  - Calcolo dell'evoluzione dei materiali fertili 
e  fissili e  di prodotti di fissione  in sistemi irraggiati - to be  publ. 
EUR/C-IS/121,69/e. Activity  no  II/  1/  e 
Area of  activity 
Radiation  Shielding 
Competence  acquired 
Shield  design methods  and  calculations~  evaluation of bulk 
shields 7 radiation  streaming  through  ducts  and  voids;. heat 
deposition in reactor componeDts  ~  radiation  d8.t11age  in pres-
sure  vesse~s9  activation of  components~  Development  of  computer 
programs  for  the  calculation of  n~utron and  gaw~a ray attenua-
tion with  the  removal-diffusion  ths·ory  (r:~AC-RAD/  SABINE)  and 
tran.sport  theory  ('BIGGI:;  CI1Jl'TA)  ~  collection and  evaluation of 
computer  codes  and  nuclear data  interes~ing in shielding ap-
plications.· 
~Xp?rimental investigations~  Mock~up studies for specific 
shields;  neutron  dosimetry  and  spectrometry;  assessment  of  de-
sign methods. 
Tools 
High  flux  converter  EURACOS~  Power~  17 5  KW 9  source  strength 
1014  n/sec;  incident fast flux  2.1010n/cm2sec;  IBM-computers 
7090  and  360/65. 
Possible  areas of  application 
Shield  design~  heat  deposit  and  radiation  damaGe  calculations 
for  light~  heavy water reactors)  HTGH 7  fast reactors;  Shield 
design for accelerators;  Accessibility problems for  actived 
reactor components.,  etco;  Shielding for  spent  fuel  clements  .. 
Remarks 
It is foreseen  to  establish at Ispra a  ~uropean Shielding 
Information Service  (E.Soi  .. S.)  with  tasks  similar to  that 
of  the  R~S.I.C.  operating in the  UoS.Ao  The  ~.SoioSo  is 
intended  to  serve nuclear industries  and  organizations  of 
the  European  Community. 
References  see next  page 
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Referen'Ces 
-
0 ~in verallgemeinertes Gamma-Transport  Progra.mm  BIGGI  '-';.n  .. 
H.  Penkuhn:  Atomkernenergie~  H.  3/4  (1967) 
-·  "Solution of  the neutron  slowing-dovvn  problem via a  :r1ul ti:Fle 
collision approach" 9  C.  Syros5  Nucl.  Sci.  &  Eng.  28  ( 1967) 
203-214 
- "The  space-energy-angle-dependent Fourier solution of  the  Slab 
Problem.,~  N.  Papmehl,  Part  I>  Nucl.  Sci.  &  :2ng ..  ( 1968) 
- "EURACOS~  Un  dispositive  di  irradiazionc:  ad  elevate  flusso  di 
neutroni  veloci
11 ~  G  ..  Perlini~  ~nergia Nucleare  (1968) 
- 11Investigation of  the  accuracy of  different  shieldinG  codes 
in water-iron shields",  R.  Hicks  et al.,  Nucl.  Eng.  & Design 
(1968)  ' 
- "MAC-RAD,  a  reactor  shielding  coc1e 11
7  U.  Canali  Et  al.  ~ 
~~UR  215 2  e  7  1  9 64 
"Etude  ex:perimentale  de  la propagation  de  neutrons.moaoener-
getiques  dans  1' eau
11
,  ·  R.  Nicks  e-t  al  ..  ,  EUR  2161  f,  196-1-
-"User's manual  for  the  gamma  transport  codes  BIGGI  JP  and 
BIGGI  4TH,  H.  Penkuhn?  EUR  3555  e 9  1967 
-
11SABINE>  a  one  dimensional bulk shielding  program
11 ~  C.  Ponti 
et al., ~  ~UR 3636  e,  1967 
- "SABIN:S:·  a  one  dimensional  shielding program which  employs 
experimental  removal  cross-sections"~  C.  Ponti  et al.,Proc  .. 
of  the  Conference  on  '1The  Physics Problem of  Reactor  Shielding", 
Ha~rell 1967,  Paper RS/1.1/1>  A~?ili-R 5773 
- 11Today' s  approaches  to  reactor shielding problem·si' 1  R.  -N-icks 
et al.,  paper presented at the  ANS  Vlinter meeti-ng  1968. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No.:  II/1/f 
Area  of activity 
Reactor safety analysis. 
Competence  acquired 
Theory and  calculation of reactor and  plant safety; assessment of 
fission  product  di~persion resulting from  hypothetical extreme 
accidents; criticality control of fissile materials on  the basis 
of the different national regulations.  In particular computer· codes 
were  developed and used  for:  reactor dynamics  studies  (COSTANZA, 
SOREX  1,  DOPPELAS);  associated thermodynamic  calculations  (EQUSTA); 
atmospheric diffusion of radioactivity  (CLOUD). 
Tools 
IBM  360:65 digital  computer~ 
Possible areas of application 
Analysis  of non-destructive accidental transients for:  boiling water 
reactors; pebble bed.reactors;  heavy  water reactors; light .water 
ship propulsion reactors. 
Analysis of Xenon  spatial oscillations.  Analysis of non  destructive 
accidents  in fast 'reactors.  Site hazards  evaluation following  a 
maximum  credible accident •. Studies of the storage transport  and 
handling of nuclear fuel. 
Remarks 
The  nProtezione  Sanitaria" and  0Genie Radioactive"  Services are 
contributing, together with T.C.R.  to this activity. 
References  see next  page 
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a) Journals 
- "Feedback  due  to elastic waves  and  dopler coefficient during  the 
excursions of a  pulsed fast reactor
11
,  J.  Randles,  J.  Nucl.  Energy 
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- HAccident  and self regulation studi_es  of pulsed fast reactors", J. 
Randles~ J.  Nucl.  Energy  A/B,  20  (1966)  713 
- "Theoretical.analysis of hypothetical ·destructive accidents  in  a 
pulsed fast reactor", J.  Randles,  Fast  Reactor  Physics  II,  IAEA 
(1968) 
b)  External Reports 
- HSome  problems of stress wave  production  encountered in the study 
of pulsed fast reactor dynamics 11 ,  J.  Randles,  EUR-3654.e  (1967) 
- "Analysis of accidents  in pulsed fast reactors:  Computer  Programmes 
DOPPELAS  and  SOREX  1
11
,  J.  Randles,  EUR-3615.e  (1968) 
- '
1Amplification of vibrations  due  to tpe-. repetition of thermal 
shocks  in a  pulsed fast reactor",  J.  Randles,  EUR-4060.e  (1968) 
- lfPrimo  esame  di  un  reattore ad escursione di potenza  da  impiegare 
per la ricerca sulla sicurezza dei reattori nuclear  if?,  .V.  Coen, 
G.  Dondi  et al., EUR-271.i  (1963) 
- "Finite difference method  for solving the spatic-temporal 
diffusion equation  in the two-group approximation",  R.  Monterosso, 
E.  Vincenti,  EUR-596.e  (1964) 
- "COSTANZA.  A nu."1lerical  code  for the study of the reactor spatial 
dynamics  in two  groupsn,  E.  Vincenti,  A.  Agazzi,  R.  Monterosso, 
EUR-2103.e  (1964) 
- "The  code  COSTANZAn,  E.  Vincenti,  A.  Agazzi,  R.  Monterosso, 
EUR-2104.e  (1964) 
- "An  advanced power excursion reactor for research  in reactor 
safety".  Preliminary studies",  C.  Rinaldini,  V.  Coen,  EUR-2433.e 
- "COSTANZA  Cylindrical.  A cylindrical one  dimensional dynamics 
code for liquid-cooled multi-channel nuclear reactors'
1
,  A.  Agazzi, 
G.  Forti, E.  Vincenti,  EUR-3171.e  (1966) 
- "The  code  COSTANZA  for the dynamics  of liquid-cooled nuclear 
reactors",  G.  Forti,  E.  Vincenti,  EUR-3633.e  (1967) 
- ncontrol rod oscillator tests.  Garigliano nuclear  reactorr~, 
R.T.  Lahey,  E.  Vincenti et al., GEAP-5534.e  (1967). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity n°II/1/g 
Area of activitl 
Reactor cell calculations 
Competenc~ acquired 
Development  of analytical  and  numerical  methods  for  the  evaluation 
of collision probabilities in various  geometries  (codes  SHOCK, 
PROCOPE)o  Elaboration,  test  and  use  of design lattice calculation 
schemes,  based mainly  on  integral transport  equation,  for  Uranium 
Thorium  and  Plutonium bearing  systemsp  including fuel  evolution 
and  point reactivity curve  as  a  function  of burn-up  and  various 
geometries  (rods,  clusters)-(codes  PLUTPARCO,RABBIT,PINOCCHIO,HEROIC)o 
Development  of refined calculation models  to rigorously treat.the 
resonance  phenomena  in heterogeneous  systems  (code  PETARD),  Improvement 
of existing codes  for  resonance  integral calculations to deal with 
coated particle fuel  elements  (code  ZUT-CP)o 
Use  of  one  and  two  dimension  sl'_  (WDSi-J,  DTF-IV,  2DXY)  and  Nontecarlo 
d 
cell codes  (REP,  MOCK-UP)o 
Tools 
IBM  360/65  - IBM  7090  computers 
Areas  of application 
Evaluation of core  group  constants  in nuclear design  and  operation · 
of  thermal  reactors;  calculation of hyperfine distributions  in fuel 
bundles;  refined calculations of reactivity temperature  coefficients~ 
Extension  to fast  systems  is in progresso  Burn-up  studies  (isotopic 
and  reactivity analyses)o 
Remarks 
This  activity is  a  part of  a  more  general  competence  in the field 
of fuel  burn-up  analysiso 
~eferences see next  page 
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and  f<eactor  Spectra-Symposium,  .A.nn  Arbor  17/21  July  1967-Vol~ .1  p-~-+67 
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EUR/C-IS/121 ,69/e. 
.-. Area  of ac·ti,vity 
Activity No.  TI/1/h 
•1·-_eactor cell Meas"'-'lrc,nen ts 
Competence  acquired 
r:.ritical· e:-J?Frirnt-:.;.1ts 9  activation  techni.q:..les  -:-or  detailert 
param:::tcr  rneasnre·n0.nt.s  ann  snectrn.l  indir~s  r:ts  Pn.nction  oP 
tornperature; rea~ti  vi tv calibrations of critical asseml)l  i.es 
bv  n'lanv  clifPert:::nt  ~nethods,  Data -urocPssi.n  .  nro:rrawts  For 
e~·peri"'11.ent.s  with ·r'ritical  asse:nblte.s  (about  ~.1  'Xn.P·:tblLshed 
data processin ·codes available),  ::~1rn  Ul?  rneasure1nf'nts  '~'i.th 
pil~ oscillator  technia~ es. 
'1peration .e:·Deric:nC"e  with subcri tical D2 l  assewtblies  oDerated 
with  s tatioflary  n.ncl  pulsed  so11r~~s  .,  )~na·l  vs  i_ s  m~?tl1ocls  based 
on  ·3  ·~ro'JlP  heteroueneous  :--r1.ethods  in i"r1ono  a~1d  di-pol  appro~·'  .~mation  -
.
0or stationary and  pulsed  source  ooPrati.on  ( r:::JD-F-I..S )8)  in 
order  to  obtain  the material  huckli:s.1~r  a:s.1d  t~~e  rni.~;ration  area 
anisotronvo 
Tools 
FC'!IJ  reactor,  fuel  e_le1'11ent  o.scillator9  loop  -Por  .hort  chann€1 : 
e""perim0iits  9  .~everal  automatir.,·. n.nd  SPYJ'Liat1to"Yiatf·  "acti  vi. t~/··  ·, 
cou.nti.nr,  installations,' oil0 reacti..vit".T calibration equinrnent 
hot  CE·ll  .for 1TIO'l1rl'tin' r  ·acti.Vr'  Fnel .clements,,  ·:tr.<=Lt.i~I~n  .~nE:·i:al 
alld  uraniu.l'rl1  carhide fuel  in form  of rods?.·: 
Subcritical faci.litv r;:·2>  eaniDpe-d  wi_th  f'ullv  auto~atic scFL1ners 
for  ~JlohAl  scans  a;  .. -L altv  a~1d  radi all  v  .:tnd  cell · fi·1e  structure 
in "Tl.Odarator  aro,n1d  each  fUPl  eleMEnt,  S·tatfonary  and  1?Ll1Sed 
sou.rc:e  analv.si.s· equiprrteni·,  .. oderator heatable  "L~D  to  (V1° 1~. 
Areas  of applicatfori. 
F:~rperiments  to  test codes  for  n11~lear ·desirrn ·of reactors, 
oarti ··i_uation  Or  f';J,ll  r.har0~  Of  DOW€.r  start Up  fiYDerin1CUtS 
with trained  PPrso~s  afl~  pnuiprnent. 
keferences  see next  page References  Activity No.<! ..  IT/1/h 
- Ao  BOEUF,  S.  TASSAN  - A measurement  of  the  hyperfine  structure of  the 
thermal  neutron flux·distribution in organic cooled  UC  clustered.fuel 
elements  in  a  D2o moderated  lattice - Energia  Nucleare,  .21.,  2  (1966) 
- A  ..  BOEUF,  s  ..  TASSAN  - A measurement  of  the  effective resonance  integral 
of  UC  rods  - NucloSci  ..  and  Engo  25,  365  (1966) 
- P.  ARCIPIANI,  AoBOEUF,  et  alo  - Heasurements  of  the effective resonance 
integral of  a  natural uranium metal  cluster containing moderating  coolans 
Energia Nucleare,  21,  6  (1966) 
- S~  GUARDINI,  ~~  TASSAN,  AoBOEUF- Measurement  of fast fission ratios 
in uranium carbide rods  - Energia Nucleare,  in press  (1966) 
- S.;  'TASSAN,  Lo  HAElVIERS,  Ao BuEUF  - lVIeasurement  of  the  temperature coeffi-
cient of  the effective resonance  integral of uranium carbide - submitted 
for publication to  Energia Nucleare 
- s.  GUARDINI,  s  ..  TASSAN  - A technique  for  the measurement  of  the fine 
structure of  the  thermal  spectrum  index  in clustered fuel  elements 
in  a  D2o  moderated lattice - Energia Nucleare 
- G.  MARACCI,  F.  RUSTICHELLI  - Fast fission ratio in natural uranium 
cluster heavy water lattices- J.Nucl.Energy Volo  21  pp.857  to  865 
- V.  AIELLO,  G.  MARACCI ,.  F.  RUSTICHELLI  - Single rod fine distribution 
of  the fast fission ratio- Nucl  .. Sci.  and  Engo  to  be published 
- W  ..  HAGE  et  alo  - Heavy  water  power  reactors  - Results  of  the  ESSOR 
zero  power  experiments  - SM-99/43  IAEA  Vienna  1968 
- Ao  BACCOLINI  et alo  - Zero reactivity method in nuclear parameter 
evaluation of heavy water power  reactors  - SM-99/23  IAEA  Vienna  1968 
- R.  DIERICKS  et  alo  - Reaktivitatseichungen mi·t·  Analoger  and Digitaler 
Datenverarbeitung bei der  Essor  Nulleistungsphase - Atomforum  -
Reaktortheorie  Tagung  1968  Muenchen 
- R.  DIERCKX  et  alo  - Measurement  of small reactivities by  the direct 
reactivity meter method- Nuclolnstr.and Method  ..  63(1968)  166-72 
- G.BIRKHOFF,  LoBONDAR,  WoHAGE- Analyse  von  Exponential-experimenten 
mit  schwerwassermoderierten Stabbundelgittern - Vortrag  Deutsches 
Atomforum  Munchen  1968 
- Go  BIRKHOFF  - Experimentelle  Bestimmung  der neutronenphysikalischen 
Entwurfsdaten von D20-modedierten  Reaktoren - Vortrag  TH  Aachen, 
Seminar fur  Reaktortechnik  am  28.11.68 
EUR/C-IS/121/69/eo Activity No.:  II/1/l 
Area of activity 
Reactor core calculations,  fuel cycles analysis • 
. .  Competence  acquired . 
Development,  test and  use of two  and  three-dimensional  (of homogeneous 
.and .heterogeneous type)  computer  codes  for reactor design,  burn-up 
and  fuel management  calculations:  MAFIA;  (under contract -·'l-rith 
:fiAT-ARS)  SQUID,  CONDOR,  EREBUS,  TRITON;  (under contract with GAAA) 
TRIHET,  _HETROIS;  ORACLE.  Development  test and  use of burn-up 
computer  codes  for fuel cycles assessment  for a.  continuous  charge 
and  discharge of the fuel:  BACCHUS,  MOGA,  BACON.  Fuei ·cycles 
a!}~+ysis for  High  Temperat·ure  Gas  Cooled  Reactors,  Heavy  Water 
Moderated  Organic or  Wa~_er Moderated  Organic or  Water  Cooled 
R-e.actors,  Light  Wate:r  Reactors:  assessment of the once through 
and  of the  Plutonium  recycle  schemes  for Uranium  fuelled reactors; 
assessment of the full r·ecycle and of the  segregation scheme  for 
Thorium  fuelled reactors. 
Tools 
IBM  360/65  digital computer. 
Possible areas of application 
Development  of calculation methods  for design  and  operation of 
power  thermal reactors.  Extension to fast reactors is possible. 
Comparison  and  assessment of the various possibie fuel cycle schemes 
for a  given reactor type.  Comparison  of different reactor types, 
on  the basis of their fuel utilization,  in  view of power reactors 
strategy studies. 
Remarks 
This activity is a  part of a  more  general competence  in the  field 
of the fuel burn-up analysis. 
References  see next  pa~e 
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References 
- uHAFIA.  A one  dimensional burn-up  codeu,  L.  Massimo~ presented at 
the Conference on  the  Application of Computing  Methods  to Reactor 
Problems,  Argonne,  Hay  (1965) 
"BACCHUS.  A burn-up  code  for  continuous  charge-discharge fuel 
cycles'
1
,  L.  Massimo,  EUR-3076.e  (1966) 
"Fission product  chains  and  their importance· 5_n  high  burn  -up fuel 
cycles
11 ~  J.J.  Devos,  L.  Massimo 9  EUH-3119.e  (1966) 
- ~:Performances d v un  rcacteur  ORGEL  alimente au  Thoriumfi,  (F.  Lafontaine, 
C.  Rinaldini,  C.  Zanantoni,  SM-99/44,  IAEA  Symposium  on  heavy  water 
power  reactors,  Vienna  Sept.  (1967) 
- "The  value of plutonium  as  a  make-up  for  thorium thermal  converters", 
G.  Graziani,  C.  Rinaldini,  C.  Zanantoni,  presented at the Symposium 
on  the economics of nuclear fuel,  IAEA-Gottwaldov,  May  (1968) 
- "Can ·Thorium  compete  with  Uranium?  An  assessment of heavy  water 
and  graphite moderated  reactors'
1
,  G.  Graziani,  C.  Rinaldini, 
C.  Zanantoni,  Panel  on  the  utilization of Thorium  in  power 
reactors,  IAEA,  Vienna  June  (1968) 
-"The use  of Thorium  in  heavy water moderated reactors
97
,  G.  Graziani, 
C.  Rinaldini,  C.  Zanantoni,  Encrgia  Nucleare,  June  (1968) 
- "The  use of heterogeneous  methods at  Ispra",  G.  Casini,  W.  Hage, 
A.  Kind,  Conference  on  physics  problems  in Thermal  Reactor 
Design,  June  (1967)  (London) 
- "Application des methodes  heterogenes aux reacteurs  ORGEL  (code 
TRIHET  V),  J.  Ligon  (GAAA),  Communication  EURATOM  1.6.1950. 
- HQracle  II.  An  operating reactor assembler code  for life evaluation", 
W.  De  Haan,  A.  Inzaghi,  (to be  published as  Euratom  Report). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e A~tivity N°  II/1/~ 
Area of activity 
Stochastic and  analytical methods. 
Competence  acquired 
Development  artd  application·of Monte·Carlo codes  to·neutron  transport  in 
complex structured reactors,  two  phase  transitions  in  thermo~dynamics 
and differential equations  of mathematical  physics.  Analysis  of  ~pace­
energy-time  cepende~t  ~Tansport problems  by  variat~on~l and  i~te~ral 
transformation  methods  and  their application  to reactor research  and 
deveiopme~t,  electro-d)rnamics,  signal transmission  and  polymer  physics. 
Mathematical  methods  of statistical- and  continuum~mechanics. Stochastic 
processes~  n'oise  analysis  and statistics. Design  and  programming  of  com-
puter codes  including large scale data handling. 
Tools 
Computers:  IBM  1090  and  360/65 
Possible  a.reas  of  application 
Reactor  ~,alysis in  complex  3-dimensional geometries,  optimization of 
experimental facilities,  calculati-on  of differential effects,  energy 
release,  space-:-c:iependent  kinetics,  neutron  thermali~ation. Application 
of stochastic methods  to differential- and  integral  eqtiat~ons of mathe-
matical  physi.cs,  queu~ng.theo:;;-y,  population evolution,  renewal  theory. 
Analysis  of  the  dynamic  characteristics of  physical  processes  by 
statistical methods,  regression  and  variance.  Design  and  optimization 
of nuclear experiments.  Simulation  of  radiation  damage,  two-phase 
transition,  fracture mechanics  (stress analysis  and·crack  propagation), 
biophysics. 
References  see next  page 
EUR/C/IS/121.69/e Activity N°  II/1/~ 
Refeeences 
-"Reactivity calculations for  a  periodically pulsed:fast reactor by  the 
TIMOC  Code",  H.  Rief,  H.  Kschwendt,  R.  Jaarsma,  Proceedings  for  the 
International Conference  on  the Utilization of Research Reactor Mathe-
matics  and Computation,  CNM-R-2,  Mexico  (1967) 
- "Reactor analysis by Monte  Carlo'~,  H.  Rief,  H  •.  Kschwenrit,  J. of Nucl. 
Sci. & Eng.  30,  (1967)  395-413 
-"The expected leakage·estimator·applied to time-dependent  neutron  trans-
port",  H.  Kschwendt,  H  ..  Rief,  J •. of.Nucl.  Energy  22,  (1968)  127-138 
- "The  application of Monte  Carlo to neutron  tr~sport. and  reactor ana- .  .  "  lysis.  probl~ms at the  .. Euratom Research Center  Ispra  ,  H.  Rief,  Invited 
paper at  the Joint American,  Canadian  Nucl.  Soc.  Meeting,  ANS-CNA  ~rans. 
11,1,  Toronto  (1968) 
- "Model  calculations of  phase  transitions  wi  tl~  Monte  Carlo",  W.  Matthes, 
accepted  for  publication  in  the J.  of  Comp.  Phys.  (1969) 
-"The J  method  for  time-dependent  neutron  transport  problems",  T.  Asaoka, 
Procee~ings of  the  Int. Conference  on  the Utilization of  Research Reac-
tors  and  Reactor Mathematics  and  Computation,  Vol.  II,  Mexico City,  May 
2/4,  1967  pp.  1059-1085 
.  .  ..  '  ..  " 
- "The JN  method  for neutron  transport  problems  in a  bare  sphere  ,  T. 
Asaoka,  J. Nucl.  Energy,  22,  (1968)  99-121 
"Space-angle--en.ergy-t.ime-dependent neutron  transport  in  a  homogeneous 
slab by  the JN  method",  T.  Asaoka,  Nucl.  Sci. & Engng.  34  (1963)  122-133 
- "Wave  properties  of· tinear transport".;  K. -H·.  MUller,  A_tomkernenergie 
(1969)  in  press 
- "Ein  an~lytisches Verfahre~ zur Untersuchung der  z~itlichen Zerfa11s-
konstanten  eines  N~utronenpuls~s.in Platten  und  Kugeln  baliebiger Dicke", 
H.· Hembd,  Atomkernenergie  12  (1967)  334-336 
- "Die Untersuchung  von  schnel1en  gepulsten Anordnungen  mit  der Monte 
Carlo Methode",  H.  Kschwendt,  EUR-4037.d  (196o) 
-"Measurement of  the Transfer-Function with Statistical Methods",  w.  Matthes, 
Nukleonik Vol.  8,  Heft  1  (1966)  2 
-"Theory of  Fluctuations  in Neutron  Fields",  w.  Matthes,  Nukleonik Vol.  8, 
Heft  2  (1966)  d7 
-"Usefulness of  Noise Analysis  in Reactor Physics",  w.  Matthes,  NPY-Semi-
nar on  Noise Analysis  in Kjeller  (Norway)  (1966),  Invited Paper 
EUR/C/IS/121.69/e Activity No.:  II/2/a 
Are2  of activity 
Direct  observation of imper•fections  in  crystals by  means  of 
X-ray diffraction topography. 
~·1easurements of X-ray  di~fracted intensities to detect  phenomena 
of impurity clustering. 
Competence  acquired 
Experimental and  theoretical knowledge of X-ray dynamical diffrac-
tion phenomena.  Experience in techniques:  a)  for X-ray diffraction 
topography 5  b)  for quantitative measurements  of X-ray diffracted 
intensities. 
Experimental facilities 
X-ray diffraction  equipment  (generator,  tubes  and  geniometer). 
Possible  areas of application 
Study of dislocations,  segregation and precipitation  in  semiconduc-
tor crystals.  Examination of diffusion  induced dislocation patterns 
in  semiconductor junctions. 
References  see next page 
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References 
- "Borrmann  topographic· investigation on  dislocation configuration 
in  well-annealed and  lightly deformed ·copper  crystals~', A.  Merlini, 
F.W.  Young,  J·.  de  Physique  C-3,  Suppl.  au no.  7-8,  tome  27,  (1966) 
219 
-
11A  camera  for  Borr~ann Sterc X-ray topographsn,  F.W.  Yoilllg,  T.O. 
Baldwin,  A.  Merlini,  F.A.  Sherrill, Advances  in X-ray Analysis  9, 
(1966)  1. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  II/2/b 
Area  of activity 
Magnetic  Resonance  Spectroscopy. 
Competence  acquired 
- High-resolution  NMR  spectroscopy 
- Electron spin resonance 
- Relaxation  and·  double resonance spectroscopy  .. 
Experimental facilities · 
- High-resolution  NMR  spectrometers  at  60  and  100  MHz 
- Electron spin resonance  spectrometers 
- r.f.  pulse spectrometer at 4,6,15 and  48  MHz 
- double  resonance  spectrometers 
- liquid helium facilities 
Possible areas of application 
Structure of matter,  molecular motions 
Possible interested industries 
Chemical  industry 
References  see next  page 
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References 
aKernrelaxation  und  Spindiffusion in organischen  Fastkorpern mit 
paramagnetischen Radikalzentren'',  J.  Haupt,  W.  Miiller-t-larmuth, 
Z.  Naturforsch.  22a,  (1967)  643 
- "Zeeman  and dipolar nuclear relaxation  by  paramagnetic impurities 
in CaF2",  R.  Van  Steenwinkel,  P.  Zegers,  Z.  Naturforsch.  23a,  (1968) 
818 
- "Nuclear-Electron  interactions  and molecular motion  in fluoro-
organic solutions of free radicals", G.J.  Kruger,  W.  Hiiller-Warmuth, 
R.  Van  Steenwinkel,  Proceedings  of the  XIVth  Colloque Ampere  (1966), 
North-Holland Publishing Co.  (1967),  60 
(and  18  other papers). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e III) Engineering 
III/l  DESIGN 
III/2  HEAT  TRANSFER 
III/3  ELECTRONICS 
lii/4  FABRICATION  METHODS 
III/5  COMPONENT-TESTING 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e ..  ·. Activity No.:  III/1/a 
Area of activity 
Mathematical and  experimental models  for Eng.  Problems 
Strength of materials 
- Heat  transfer 
Competence  acquired 
Experien·ce  in the use  of~both analogous and.digital computers 
for  ~g~neering problems:  ·~ 
- Photoelasticity - Stress loading  - Moire 
- Straingage technique 
Electrical analogies · 
Experimental facilities 
Computation  .facil~ties.of the  Ispra.Center  (CETIS)  .  .  . 
- Photoelasticity bank 
- Electrical analogy equipment 
Possible areas of application 
- Stress analysis in graphite.  and  in prestressed concrete 
structures 
- Heat  transfer 
Possible interested Industries 
- Chemical,  nuclear,  aeronautical, naval,  mechanical and 
automobil  industry 
References  see next page 
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References 
Extern9.l reports 
- "Etude  des  perturbations circonf'erentiell.as et axiales  de-
temp.era ture _dans  un~ gnine_ cylindriq_ue  d f element  co-mbustible •. 
(Methode  mathematique  et  Rheoanalogique)~ J.  Rey~~n,  E.  ~abarre, 
E.  Aranovi tch,  ~  2480.f  ( ·19 65) 
- "Temperature  and  thermal  stress distribution in  smooth  and 
finned cannings  due  to axial flux vnriations",  J.  RE=ynen, 
EUR  3557.e  (1967) 
- "Problemes  thermiqu"s lies a un canal  de  Ziroaloy a a_ilattes 
dans  un reaoteurs  ORGEL",  J.  Faure,  J.  Reynen,  EUR  3886.f  (1968) Activity No.:  III/1/b 
Area of activity 
Investigations needed  for  the design of prototype fuel  elements 
and their final realisation 
Competence  acquired 
Design  study and realisation of fuel elements  applied for 
physical measurements  in  ECO  and  ESSOR 
Experimental facilities 
- Design  office 
- Mechanical workship  for the manufacture of structural elements 
- Workship  for the manufacture of fuel pins 
- Fuel elements  and models 
-Other facilities:  vacuum  furnaces  of big dimensions, 
hydraulical press 
Possible areas of application 
Design  study and  construction of fuel pins, fuel  elements 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/1/c 
Area  of activity 
Study and  development  of nuclear reactor components 
- design  of nuclear reactor channels,  of  thermal  insulation 
for concrete  pressure vessels  and  of fuel  handling  devices 
- design  of  a  space  reactor 
Competence  acquired 
Design  and fabrication  of  an  organic  loop for in pile  · 
experiments 
-Design and fabrication  of  experimental.chan?als for  the 
ESSOR  reactor 
Lay  out  studies  ef  small  thermionic  reacters 
Development  nf  integrated  space  power  plant  (100  kWe) 
Design  and  testing of  remote  handle  tube  closure 
- Measurements  of  thermal characteristics  ~f materials 
Experimental facilities 
- Experimental  set-up for  testing the  behaviour  of  a  remote 
handle  tube  closure 
- Mock-up  to  test insulation and  lining materials under  tem-
perature  and  pressure  (300°C,  100  atm) 
- High  temperature,  high vacuum  equipment 
- Laboratory  of  thermometry 
Possible ·areas  of apPlication 
Nuclear vessels,  core  of  pi~.es 
- Pressure  tube  reactqrs 
- Cericrete pressUr-e ·vessels 
- Thermal characteristics of refractory and  of insulating 
materials. 
Possible  interest~d industri~s 
Nuc·lclar·  Indus  try.' 
EUR/G-IS/121/69  e 
Referencee  see next  page Activity No.:  III/1/c 
Ext~rnal raports 
- "Determination  de  la di:ffusivite  thermiq_ue  des  isolants par 
la methode  du  signal tres brcf",  J.  Faure,  EUR  1822.f (1964) 
- "ORGEL  channel"  J.  Bernard,  the  paper is presented.·a·s:  chapter 
11.2.3.2 of  thci  Euratom's  scientific activities:  Orgel  program 
EUR  1830.a  part III (1964) 
- "Isolement  thermi~ue d'u.n  canal  Orgel par  une  lame  de  gaz 
stagnant",  J.  Faure,  E.  Labarra,  EUR  2175-f  (1964) 
.  ,f'l 
- "A  heat pipe  thermionic  reactor concept",  P.  Fi.abalmann,  H.Neu, 
C.  Rinaldini,  Pap'dr  presanted .at:  "Second  International  Conf. 
on  Thermionic  Electr:i.cal  Powdr  (knc;ration",  Stres.~,  Italy, 
May  27-31,  1968,  publish.ad by  th~  ~atom  Centr~ for  informa-
tion and  documentation as  Eu~ 4210.f.e  (1968) 
Patents 
- "Nuclear reactor cooling duct  or  pr~ssure tube  with  s·olid 
internal insulation",J.  Dufresne,  F.  Farfaletti-Casali,  G.Volta, 
Int.Clas.  G 21  c  15/20,  1'atdnt  Spec·ification  Engl~nd 1,  119, 
469  ~ 
- "Isolement  thermique  pour  tubes  a combustiblB  de  reB.cteurs 
nucleaires",  M.  MontA.gnani,  F.  F8.rfA.l8tti-Casali,  Int.  Clas. 
G 21  o  3/00,  Brevet  d'inv8ntion  Franc~ P.V.  nc  101.098, 
N°  1 • 5 27.025 
.  •)  , 
- "Het~rogeneous nucl.aar reactor  liquid moderated  and  cooled", 
J.  Bernard,  J.  Bunge,  J.  Dufresne,  S.  Finzi,  G.  Volta,  Int. 
~ 
Clas.  G 21  c 
"Isolemcnt  thermique",  S.  Finzi,  J.  Faure,  J.  Lebru.n,fup.  in 
France  n°  65.819  - in U.S.A.  n°  555.191 
- "Heterogener Kernreaktor",  P.  Fiebcllrnann,  Dep.  Germany  DT  1281594 
"Nuclear fuel  arrangement",  P.  Fiebalmann,  rep.  France  1.500.£04 
- "Tube  calorifique  ou  de  transmissio!1fdc  chaleur",  P.  Fiebelmann, 
Dep.  France  1.480.628 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/1/d 
lrrea of activity 
Calculation and design of structures subject to dynamic  loads 
Competence  acquired 
Calculation of strain and stress in  complex structures which 
are subject to the following loads: 
- pulsating forces  and/or displacements 
- shock 
Experimental facilities 
Vibration and acceleration measuring  0nd  analysing equipment 
Possible areas of aoplication 
Calculation and  design  under  the  special view  of dynamic 
loading of the following  devices: 
foundations,  lifting appliance, metallic framework 
in general,  shells etc. 
- foundations,  framework 9  protection walls  against fragments, 
shock  absorbers  as  honey-comb  structures, spring configu-
rations,  hydraulic  and  pneumatic devices  etc. 
Refer nces  see next  page 
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References 
External reports: 
-"Studio dinamico  di una  struttura a  porta~en.by A.  Benuzzi, 
M.  Biggio  (to  be published) 
- "Un  metodo  di calcolo dei sistemi reticolari di travi", 
M.  Biggio,  G.  Di  Cola  (to  be  published) 
Others reports 
- "Oscillateur rectangulaire E.C.O.  -·  IV partie:  amortisseur  -
recuperateur"  - Category· 1,  5  - Communication  1935  - . Year  1968 
by  M.  Biggio,  M.  Ceresoli 
- Safety report (April 11,  1967)  i
1Contenitore  ESSOR",  P.  Rocco 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Aotivity No. :  III/1/e 
Area of activity 
Calculation and  design of fast rotating equipment 
Competence  acquired 
Calculation of flexional,  torsional,  and  axial critical velo-
cities of peculiar  conf~gurations, including special effects 
as gyroscopic,  shear and  processional effects.  Stress analyses 
within the rotating bodies with special regard to stress 
concentrations.  Application  of high velocity bearings. 
Experimental  verification of the  systems. 
Experimental facilities 
Vibration measuring  and  analysinB  equipment 
Testing pit for fast running machines  (under project)· 
Possible areas of application 
Mechanical  design of any  kind of fast running equipmept  with 
high circumferential velocities asp.  ex.:  Neutron-choppers, 
centrifuges,  angular decoders etc. 
See  References  next  page 
F.UR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/1/e 
References 
- '
1Calculating the critical v,alocities of a  Chopper",  EUR  3883. e 
1968,  by  M.  Biggio 
-"The double  Chopper  neutron spectrometer at  Ispra",  (K.  Krebs) 
Symposium  on  "Neutron inelastic scattering, Copenhagen, 
May  1968 
c. 
Patents 
- 0 Appareil de  selection de  neutrons a l'aide d'un rotor selec-
teur tournant",  Will,  Geist~ Krebs.  Brevet  Fran9ais no. 
1.476.064  - Patentanmeldung  in  Deutschland  12.4.1965 
Nr.  E 29.102 
Other reports 
- 11The  calculating of the critical torsional and  flexional 
velocities of a  Chopper-Shaft"  - No.  556  (December  1963) 
M.  Biggio 
- "Calculating of Chopper rotor stresses"  - No.623  (April 1964) 
M.  Biggio,  H.  Geist 
"The  calculatirig of the procession velocities of a  Chopper 
Rotor
11  -No.  969  (Hay  1966))  M.  Biggio 
- "Safety Report  (July 1966)  Double  Chopper  facility"  - H.  Geist 
K.  Krebs 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e • 
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Activity No.:  III/2/a 
Area of activity 
Fluid flow. and heat transfer studies for thermal design  of nuclear 
fuel elements  (rod assemblies and  other complex geometries),  cooled 
by  fluids  in  single phase  flow. 
Competence  acquired 
The  competence  acquired has its origin  in thermal design studies 
for  ORGEL  and  SORA  fuel elements  (bundles made  up  of finned or 
smooth  rods)  and  in basic fluid flow and heat transfer studies in 
rod bundles.  The  following aspects were  dealt with:  development  of 
calculation models,  distribution of local coolant velocities and 
subchannel  flow rates,  coolant mixing,  rod bundle  temperature 
distributions,  entrance effects.  ·  · 
Experimental facilities 
Low  pressure water circuit and  laboratory facilities. 
Possible areas of application 
Thermal  design of: 
- fast-neutron reactor.fuel rod assemblies 
- compact  rod-bundle fuel elements  for  space power  systems 
- compact  rod-bundle  fuel  elements  for water  (heavy or light) 
cooled reactors. 
References  see  next page 
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References 
- fiHeat  transfer calculations of organic cooled seven-rod cluster 
fuel elementsu,  R.  Nijsing,  l~.  Eifler, ·Nucl.  Eng.  &  Design  4, 
(1966)  253 
- noescription of  IBM  360  Computer  program  for the calculation of 
liquid cooled 7-rod cluster fuel  elements",  W.  Eifler,  R.  Nijsing, 
J.  Airola,  EUR  3733.e  (1968) 
-"Studies on  fluid mixing between  subchannelsin a  bundle  of finned 
tubes",  R.  Nijsing,  W.  Eifler,  B.  Delfau,  J.  Camposilv-='"'),  Nucl. 
Eng •  & De sign  5 ,  ( 19 6  7)  2  2  9 
- "Der ortliche Wanneubergang  in  einem  a us  spiralform::g ber ippt2"!1 
tmd  parallel angestromten  Staben gebildeten Re.aktorbrennelements'•, 
W.  Eifler, R.  Nijsing,  Nucl.  Eng.  & Design  (in  press) 
- "Temperature  and  heat  flux distribution in nuclear fuel  element 
rods",  R.  Nijsing,  Nucl.  Eng.  & Design  4  (1966) 
- "Fundamental studies of fluid flow and. heat transfer· in fuel element 
geometries",  R.  Nijsing,  I.  Gargantini,  W.  Eifler,  EUR  2193.e, 
Part I,  (1964) 
- "Analysis of fluid  flow and heat transfer in a  triangular array 
of parallel heat  generating rods",  R ..  Nijsing)  I.  Gargantini, 
W.  Eifler,  Nucl.  Eng.  & Design  4  (1966)  375 
- "Fundamental studies of fluid  flow and heat transfer in fuel 
element  geometries",  W.  Eifler, R.  Nijsing,  EUR  2193.e,  Part  II 
(1965) 
- "Experimental investigation of velocity distribution and  flow 
resistance in a  triangu,_ar array of rods",  W.  Eifler, R.  Nijsing, 
Nucl.  Eng.  & Design  5,  (1967)  22 
- "Uber die turbulente Geschwindigkeitsverteilung  und  Wandreibung 
in  Stromtmgskanalen  verschiedener Querschnitte",  W.  Eifler, 
Dissertation T.H.  Darmstadt,  (1968) 
- nAnalysis of liquid metal heat transfer in assemblies of closely 
spaced rods",  R.  Nijsing,  it!..  Eifler'!  submitted to  Nucl.  Eng.  & 
Design 
- "Predictions on  liquid metal heat transfer in closely packed fuel 
rod  bundles",  R.  Nijsing,  W.  Eifler, to  be  presented at 
"Reaktortagung  des  Deutschen  Atomforums 11 ,  April  ( 1969). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
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• Activity No.:  III/2/b 
Area of activity 
Boiling water heat transfer in  the pressure ·range  up  to 250  bar. 
Competence  acquired 
Measurement  and  theoretical investigations of critical heat  flux 
densities on  various  channel geometries  in  the indicated pressure 
range.  Influence of turbulent promoters  (twisted tapes and artificial 
roughnesses)  on  heat transfer and critical heat  flux density. 
Heat  investigations in the postcrisis region.  Investigations on  the 
heat transfer mechanism at supercritical pressures.  Boiling instabi-
lities.  Steam-water separation.  Visualisation of fundamental  boiling 
phenomena. 
Experimental facilities 
High  pressure water loop:  Pressure max  250  bar 
Power  max  2, 5  MW 
Mass  flow max  100  m3/h 
Low  pressure water loops  and  laboratory facilities. 
Possible  areas of application 
Thermal  design of BWR  and  PWR  cores.  Heat  exchanger and  high heat 
flux  nonce  through"  vapour generators  development.  Reactor safety. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/h 
References 
- "Die  Bestimmung ortlicher und  mittlerer Warmeiibergangszahlen  in 
Rohren  bei  hohen  Warmestrorndichtenn,  w.  Hufschrnidt·,  E.  Burck,  W. 
Riebold,  Int  ..  J.  of Heat  & Mass  Tran$fer  9  (1966),  539-565 
-
1'Zur  Bedeutung  der  von  Dampfblasen  erzeugten Mikrokonvektion  auf 
die Warmeubertragung  beim  Sieden
11
,  A.  Bahr,  Chernie-Ingenieur-Technik 
38,  (1966),  No.  9,  922-925 
- 11Warmeiibergang  an  Wasser  bei  ~rzwungener Strornung  irn  Gebiet  des 
kritischen Druckes  unter hohen  Heizflachenbelastungen",  P. 
Mork-Morkenstein,  H.  Herkenrath,  Chernie-Ingenieur-Technik  39 
(1967),  No.  5/6,  250~253 
- "Der Einfluss ternperaturabhangiger Stoffwerte auf den  Warrneubergang 
bei turbulenter Stromung  von  Flussigkeiten in Rohren  bei.hohen 
Warrnestrorndichten  und  Prandtlzahlen", ·W.  Hufschmidt,  E.  Burck, 
Int.  J.  of Heat  & Mass  Transfer 11  (1968),  1041-1048 
- "Die  Warmeiibergangskrise  von  Wasser  bei  erzwungener  Stromung  unter 
hohen  Driicken,  Te1.l  I:  Darstellung und  Vorausbestimrnung  der-
kritischen  Warrnestromdichte  fur  Drilcke  von  170  bis  215  barli j 
H.  Herkenrath,  P.  Mork-Morkenstein,  Atornkernenergie  2  (196S) 
- "Die Ausbildung  der Warrneiibergangskrise  in Rohren  mit  und  ohne 
Wirbelerzeuger",  A.  Bahr,  H.  Herkenrath,  P.  Mork-Morkenstein, 
Nukleonik  11  (1968),  No.  6,  261-264 
- "Experirnentelle Untersuc.hung  des  Einflusses der Prandtlzahl auf 
den  Warmeiibergang  und  Druckverlust kGnstlich aufgerauhter 
Strornungskanale",  E.  Burck,  Diss.  T.H.  Aachen  (Germany),  8.6.1968, 
to be published in:  Warme-Stoffilbertr.  (1969) 
External Reports 
- uGrundzuge  der Probleme  auf dem  Gebiet der Blasen- und  Filmverdamp-
ftmg11,  H.  Herkenrath,  P.  Hork-Horkenstein,  EUR  2211. d 
- "Messung  der kritischen  Warmestrorndichte  an  Wasser  irn  unterkiihlten 
Zustand  in Rohren  bei erzwtmgener  St:r.omung".~  E.  Burck,  W.  Hufschrnidt, 
EUR  2433.d 
- "2,4 MW  Druck- und  Siedewasserkr8isleuf zur  Untersuchung  des 
Warrneilbergan~ s",  H.  Herkenrath, -P.  Hork-Morkenstein,  EUR  3605. d 
- ''Der  Einfluss kilnstlicher Rauhigkeiten auf die  Erhohung  der 
kritischen  Warmestromdichte  von  W~sser in  Ringspalten bei 
erzwungener  Konvektion  Teil I:  ~Jnterkuhl  ter Zustand  am  Austritt 
der  M~sstrecke"~  E.  Burck,  W.  Hufschmidt,  ~.  DeClercq,  EUR  4040.d 
- "Warmeubergang  an  Wasser  bei erzwungener  Stromung  im  Druckbereich 
von  140  bis 250  bar",  H.  HerkeP~ath, P.  Mork-Morkenstein,  U.  Jung,  F. 
Weckermann,  EUR  3658.d 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/c 
Area  of activity 
Instability and natural convection  studies with water in the 
pressure  rang~ 1-250 bars. 
Competence  acquired 
Measurements  of local and  mean  heat transfer co·efficients with 
liquids  in  different geometries especially at high heat-flux 
conditions.  Indirect and direct heating techniques  and  dynamic 
temperature and pressure measurements. 
Experimental facilities 
High-pressure water loop:  Pressure 
Power 
Length of test section 
three parallel channels) 
Hass  flow 
Possible areas of application 
225  bars 
700  KW  (total) 
8 m (one  to 
30  m
3 /h 
Hydro- and  thermodynamic  design  for  BWR  and  PWR  primary circuits. 
Emergency  cooling by natural  convection  and  spray.  Stability 
problems of steam-generators  in parallel arranged tubes. 
References  see  next  page 
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References 
- unie  Bestimmung ·artlicher und  mittlerer Warmeubergangszahlen  in Rohren 
bei  hohen  Warmestromduchten",  W.  Hufschmidt,  E.  Burck,-W~ Riebold, 
Int.  J.  Heat  Mass  Transfer 9  (1966)  539-565 
- "Der Einfluss temperaturabhangiger  Stoffwerte auf den  Warmeubergang 
bei turbulenter Stremung  von  Flussigkeiten  in Rohren  bei hohen  Warme-
stromdichten",  W  •.  Hufschrnidt,  ·E.  Burck,  Int.  J.  Heat  Mass  Transfer 
11  (1968),  1041-1048 
- "Der  Einfluss klinstlicher Rauhigkeiten auf die Erhohung  der kritischen 
Warmestromdichte  von  Wasser  in Ringspalten bei erzwungener  Konvektion", 
E.  Burck,  W.  Hufschmidt,  E.  DeClercq,  EUR-4040.d_(1968) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/d 
Area  of activity 
Coolant  ejection and  unsteady-state  water-vapour  two~phase flow 
studies  in  the  pressure  range up  to  60  bar. 
Competence  acquired 
Studi~~  :·of coolant ejection phenomena  starting from: 
.;..  stagnant  condi  ti'ons  and  without  heat addition' 
- forced, c_onvecti6.n  conditions and  :wi-th  heat addition 
for  determining· coo'lant  voiding  time and mean  coplant density 
variation with respect to time.  ·  · 
Pressure loss, 'instabilitles·, sonic velocity·of two-phase ·flow. 
Expanding  behaviour,  supersonic phenomena  and  rnotnenttmi  of two-
phase free jets.  Vapour  suppression  phenomena  and  systems. 
Experimental facilities 
Large  scale "forced convection  ejection"  installation  FORCE  with: 
- vessel pressure Pk  60  bar 
0  - vessel temperature  Tk  270  C 
- electrical power  supply to test section:  Qh  96  KW  (actually) 
and  special instrumentation for measuring steady-state and 
rapidly varying pressure,  momentum,  temperature and  velocity. 
Possible areas of application 
Design  information  for reactor dynamic  behaviour and  reactor 
safety problems  for  BWR  and  PWR  cores.  Flash boiling studies for 
desalination problems.  Fundamental  studies on  two-phase  flow  phenomena. 
References  see next page 
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References 
- "Ausbildung  von  iiberhitztem Kuhlmittel  einem  Reaktorkiihlkanali
1
, 
G.  Friz,  B.  Milliot, Ausschuss  fur  Hochtemperaturtechnik  (VDI), 
DUsseldorf  (Germany),  11.3.1965 
- "Coolant  ejection studies with analogy  experiments~i, G.  Friz, 
ANL-7120,  Argonne  National Laboratory  (1965) 
- "Coolant ejection experiments with heat excursions  for  exploding 
wires",  G.  Grass,  G.  Friz, Meeting  on  Reactor Safety Technology 
"Rapid Transients",  Cadarache  (France) April  (1966) 
- HEjection  experiments  by  heat  excursion from  exploding wires", 
G.  Friz,  European .Two-Phase  Flow  Group  (EURATOM)  Ispra  (Italy), 
14/17.6.1966 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/e 
Area  of activity 
Liquid metal heat transfer and pressure  loss in various  channel 
geometries  (single phase) 
Competence  acquired 
Measurement  of temperature distribution  in  channels of different 
geometries.  Measurement  of local and  average heat transfer coef-
ficient.  Pressure  loss  in  single and multiparallel channel  system. 
Investigation of hydrodynamic  stability of parallel channel system. 
Experimental facilities 
NaK  loop:  Liquid temperature  (max) 
Power 
System  pressure 
Pressure head of the pump 
Mass  flow 
Na  loop  Liquid  temperature  (max) 
Power 
System  pressure 
Pressure head of the  pump 
Mass  flow 
Possible areas of application 
600°C 
150  KW 
2  atu 
1,5 at 
9  m3/h 
1000°C 
500  KW 
5  atu 
5  at 
6  m3/h 
Design  of fast breeder core  and  heat  exchanger for liquid metal 
as coolant. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
References  see activities 
III/2/f-h Activity No.:  III/2/f 
Area  of activity 
Liquid metal boiling under  forced  convection with regard to 
safety aspects  in a  fast breader reactor. 
Competence  acquired 
Measurement  of superheat  during  incipient boiling and after 
incipient boiling.  Investigation of flow  pattern of boiling 
liquid metals  under  forced convection.  Investigation of'construc-
tial and  physical or  chemical measures  to avoid  superh.eating. 
Critical heat  flux of incipient boiling.  Boiling tests in rod 
bundles. 
Experimental fayilities 
Na-loop  Liquid temp.  (max) 
Power 
System pressure 
Pressure head of the pump 
Mass  flow 
1000°C 
500  KW 
5  atu 
6  at 
6  m 3/h 
Instrumentation tc measure  transient phenomena  at high temperature. 
Possible areas of application 
Fast  breader safety problems  with regard to the nuclear feed-back 
of the void effect in case of an  accident which  leads to evapora-
tion of coolant. 
References  see next  page 
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References 
- "Beitrag zur Untersuchung der Dampfbla-se  in  siedenden Fllissigmetallen", 
B.  Scl.:~l.ten  Peterssen,  W.  Schulze,  G.  Grass,  AKTE  12  (1967),  No.  1/2, 
15-19 
- "Das  Sieden  von  Alkalimentallenn,  G.  Grass,  H.  Kottowski,  R.  Warnsing, 
AKTE  12  (1967),  No.  3/4,  101-110 
- "Mesures  de  la surchauffe et etude  .. de  l'ebullition des metaux 
liquides;',  G.  Grass,  H.  ·Kottowski,  K. H.  Spiller,  Bulletin 
d'Information  Scientifiques et Techniques  du  Commissariat a 
l'Energie  Atomique,  no.  12  (1968) 
- "Hesures  de  la fraction  de  vide  dans  un  ecoulement double  phase 
NaK-Argonv',  B.  Hilliot, J.  Lazarus,  J.  Ph.  Navarre,  Proceedings 
of the "Conference  International sur la surete .des reacteurs a 
neutrors  rapid~s"at Aix-en-Provence 19/22.9.1967 
- "Vber die Verdampfung  und  Ausbildung  einer Restschicht· beim 
Sieden  von  Alkalimentallen in  Kanalen",  H.  Kottowski,  Diss.  T.H. 
Aachen,  JunJ.  (1968) 
- "Mesure  de la .fraction  de  vide  dans  un  ecoulement double phase NaK-
Argon  par attenuation  d'~ rayonnement",  B.  Milliot, J.  Lazarus, 
J.  Ph.  Navarre,  EUR  3935.f 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/g 
Area  of activity 
Liquid Hetal  Boiling Instabilities, formation of A.erosols  and 
condensation. 
Competence  a~quired 
Studies of hydrodynamic  instabilities in boiling liquid metals 
systemsa  Influence of periodical and aperiodical  dist~b~nces 
on  the hydrodynamic  stability.  Propagation of disturbances  in 
a  single and  two  phase  systems.  Evaporation of Na-aer6sols. 
Condensation  on  solid and liquid surfaces.  Measurement  of size 
and  density of droplets  in an  aerosol. 
Experimental facilities 
a)  Na  loops  :  Liquid  temperature  (max) 
Power 
System  pressure 
Pressure head of the pump 
Mass  flow 
b)  Na  loops  Liquid temperature  (max) 
Power 
System  pressure 
Pressure head  of the pump 
Mass  flow  (max) 
.  0  : ··1000  c 
500  KW 
5  atii 
5  at 
6  m3/h 
1000-:-1200°C 
500  KW 
2  atii 
4-6 at 
9  rn3 /h 
c)  Apparatus  for studies of formation of Hg-aerosols.  High 
speed camera. 
Possible areas of application 
Design of MHO-converter,  fast breeder safety. 
References see next  page 
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References 
- lfBeitrag zur Untersuchung  der Dampfblase·in  siedenden  Flussig-
metallen",  B.  Schul  ten  Peterss€m,  W.  Schuize, . G  •.. Grass,  AKTE  12 
(1967)  No.  1/2,  15-19 
- "Das  Sieden  von  Alkalim(tallen"  ,  G.  Grass,  H.  Kottowski,  R.  Warnsing 
AKTE  12  (1967)  No.  3/4,  101-110 
"Mesures  de  la surchauffe et etude  qe  l'ebt4lition des  metaux 
liquides
11
,  G.  Grass,  H.  Kottowski,  K.n.  Spiller, Bulletin 
d'Information  Scientifiques et Techniques  du  Commissariat a 
l'Energie Atomique,  No.  12  (i968) 
- "Mesures  de  la' fraction  de  vide· dans  un  ecoulement  double phase 
NaK-Argon",  B.  Milliot, J.  Lazarus,  J.  Ph.  Navarre,  Proceedings 
of the nconference  International sur la surete  des reacteurs a 
neutronsrapidesu at Aix-en  Provence  19/22/9/1967 
- "tiber die  Verdampfung  lLT'ld  Ausbildung  einer Restschicht beim 
Sieden  von  Alkalimetallen  in  Kanalen  11 ,  H.  Kottowski,  Diss.  T. H. 
Aschen,  Juni  (1968) 
- "Mesure  de  la fraction de  vide  dans  un  ecoulement  double  phase 
NaK-Argon  par attenuation d'un rayonnement
0
,  B.  Milliot, J.  Lazarus, 
J.  Ph.  Navarre,  EUR  3935.£ 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No,:  III/2/h 
Area of activity 
Liquid metal  small scale experiments  (specially Na,  K,  NaK). 
Competence  acs~ired 
Measurement  d.f  physical properties,  wetting and  void fraction. 
Studies of boiling,  superheat and ejection.  Visualisation of 
liquid metal boiling, 
Experimental facilities for  pool boiling experiments.  Set  up  for 
purification and distillation of liquid metals,  for  boiling, 
superheat and  ejection studies.  High  frequency generator  (MHz, 
15  KWHF)~  Film  cam~~a with accessories  included densitometer 
for temperature  determination out of black and  white or colour films. 
Electrical recording vacuum  balance.  Apparatus  for the measure-
ments  of surface tension of liquid metals.  Differ-Thermo-Analyses 
Apparatus.  Equipment  for  swift or slow recording of mechanical 
and  electrical data. 
Possible areas of application 
Experiments  in the frame  work  of liquid metal cooled reactor 
safety (fast breeders). ·studies for  heat  exchanger design  for 
liquid metals.  Physical properties measurements.  Direct  energy 
conversion heat pipes. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/b 
References 
- "Messungen  zur Fiillstandanzeige,  zur Benetzung  und  zurn  Blasennachweis 
bei  fliissigem  Na  it"  einem  Be halter a us nichtrostendem  Stahlff,  K. H. 
Spiller,  D.  Perschke,  EUR  1823.d 
-
11Elektrische  Schaltung  zur Fiillstandsuberwachung;  zur Feststellung 
des  Siedens  und  zur Verwendung  bei  Benetzungsuntersuchungen  in 
Metallbehaltern mit Flussigmetall",  D.  Perschke,  K.H.  Spiller, 
Deutsche Patenschrift Nr.  1232762  (Kl.  42e  - 34) 
- "Zur  Kenntnis  der physikalische Stoffeir,enschaften von  Flussig-
metallen Teil  r~  Temp.  Bereich zwischen  Schmelz- und  Siedepunkt", 
K.H.  Spiller, Atomkernenergie  10  (1965)  H.  3/4,  127-138 
- i'Zur. Kenntnis  der physikalischen  Stoffeigenschaften von  Flussig-
metallen, Teil II:  Temp.-Bcreich  zwischen  Siedepunkt  und  etwa 
1300°C,  K.H.  Spiller, Atomkerncnergio  10  (1965)  H.  5/6~  215/227 
- "Beitrag zur Untersuchung  von  Benetzung,  Blasenbildung  und  void 
fraction  in  Flussigmetallen",  K.E.  Spiller,  D.  Perschke,  G.  Grass, 
Atomkernenergie  11  (1966)  H.  11/12,  447-456 
-
11Besondere Aspekte  des  Siedens  in  Flussigmetallen'',  G.  Grass, 
H.  Kottowski,  K.H.  Spiller,  Thermodynamik  Kolloquium  (1966), 
Bad  Margentheim 
- "Uberhitzung  l.ffid  Einzelblasenejektion bei der Verdampfung  von 
stagnierenden  Fliissigmetallen'
7
,  K  •. H.  Spiller, G.  Grass,  D.  Perschke, 
Atomkernenergie  12  (1967)  H.  3/4,111~114 
- "Mesure  de  la surchauffe et etude  de  l'ebullition des  metaux liquides", 
G.  Grass,  H.  Kottowski,  K.H.  Spiller,  International Conference 
on  the Safety of Fast Reactors  19/22.9.1967, Aix-en-Provence, 
Proceedings  II b-4 
- "Uberhitzung  und  Einzelblasenejektion von  stagnierendem Natriumn, 
K.H.  Spiller,  D.  Perschke,  G.  Grass,  Atomkernenergie  13  (1968)  H.4, 
245-251 
- "Messungen  der Restfilmdicke bei der Einzelblasenejektion  von 
fliissigem  Na  in  einem  Rohrn,  K.H.  Spiller,  D.  Perschke,  G.  Grass, 
Atomkernenergie  14  (1969)  H.  2,  (im  Druck) 
- 11Sichtbarmachen  von  Natriumsieden  im  Modell  eines ReaktorklihlkanaleS
11
, 
K.H.  Spiller,  D.  Perschke,  G.  Grass~ Chemie-Engenieur-Technik 
(angeboten) 
EUR/C-IS/12~69 e Activity No.:  III/2/i 
Area  of activity 
· Experimental and theoretical determination of thermo-dynamic  and 
transport properties. 
Competence  acquired 
I1easurements  of the: 
thermal conductivity of gases,  vapors  and  liquids, 
viscosity of liquids, 
density of vapors  and  liquids, 
molar heat of vapors  and  liquids, 
latent heat of vaporization, 





calculations of transport properties  (thermal  conductivity, 
viscosity,  diffusion)  using the theory of intermolecular forces 
and  different potential models. 
Experimental facilities 
Apparatus  for the measurements of the a.m.  properties. 
Possible areas of application 
Heat  transfer calculations of non-boiling  and  boiling liquids 
and of gases,  safety problems,  combustion  and  explosion calcula-
tions,  intermolecular forces. 
Possible interested industries 
Chemical  and Nuclear Industries. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-lS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/i 
References 
'  ; 
- "Bestimmung  des  absoluten  Warmeleitvermogens  von  Gasen  bis  1100°C
11
, 
K.  S~hafer, F.W.  Reiter,  Naturwissenschaften  43,  (1956)  286 
- "Eine Messmethode  fUr  die Ermittlung  des  Warmeleitvermogens  bis 
1100°C",  K.  Schafer,  F.W.  Reiter,  Ber.d.  Bunsen  - Ges.  f.  Phys. 
Chemie  61  (1957)  1230 
110ber das  W!rmeleitvermogen  von  organischen  Reaktorkilhlmitteln  im 
fllissigen  und  dampfformigen  Zustand
11
,  F. rT.  Reiter,  Ber.  d.  Bunsen  -
Ges.  !·  Phys.  ~bernie 70  (1966)  686 
"Bestirnrnung  der Zahigkeit  von  Polyph~nylen mit Hilfe einer Methode 
fur kleine  Substanzmengen"·,. G.  Fritz,  EUR  594.d  (1964) 
- "Density  and  surface-tension measurenie'ilts  of pure  Polyphenyls and 
Polyphenyl mixtures",  G.  Fritz,  H.  Vossen,  EUR  165.e  (1963) 
- "Vergleich dreier Methodcn  zur Hessung  der  Oberflachenspannung  von 
Polyphenylen",  G.  Fritz, R.  Nehren,  EUR  209.d  (1963) 
- "tiber die  Molwarme  von  dampfforrnigen  Benzol,  Diphenyl,  c- und  m-
Terphenyl",  t.W.  Reiter,  Ber.  d.  Bunsen  - Ges.  f.  Phys.  Chernie  71 
(1967)  629 
- "Verdarnpfungswarrne  von  Diphenyl,  Naphthalin, o-, rn- und  p-
Terphenyl",  F.W.  Reiter,  EUR.301.d  (1963) 
- "Bestimmung  der  Schrnelzwarme  von  o- und  m- Terphenyl
11
,  G.  Friz,  E. 
Krayer-Boullet,  R.  Nehren,  EUR  2223.d  (1965) 
- "Kritische Daten  von  Diphenyl  und  den  Terphenylisomeren",  F.W.  Reiter, 
EUR  302.d  (1963) 
- "Transportph3.nomene  und  zwischenmolekulare  Krafte in dampfforrnigen 
Benzol,  Diphenyl,  o-, m- und  p- Terphenyln,  F  .W-.  Reiter., ·Forschung 
im  Ingenieurwesen,  (in press).  ·  - -- - --- ...  ----- -
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/k 
Area  of activity 
Oetermination of accomodation  coefficients  by_  thermal conductivity 
measurements at  ~ery.low ·pressures. 
Competence  acquired 
Thermal  conductivity measurements 'in. dilute gases  up  'to 1100°C. 
Experience in  UHV~teGhnique.  Exact  studies of radiation and thermal 
conductivity losses of a  hot  thin wire in a  Ultrahigh vacuum. 
Determination of radiation properties of solid surfaces. 
Experimental facilities 
Apparatus,  instruments  and  regulating circuits for accomodation 
coefficient measurements. 
Possible areas of application 
Heat  transfer between  solid surfaces and gases,  temperature 
distribution  in a  fuel  element and heat transfer from  the fuel 
to the cladding.  Catalysis of gas reactions. 
Possible interested industries 
Nuclear  Industry,  Chemical  Industry. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/k 
References 
- "Bestimmung  des absoluten  Fii:"'melei tvermogens  von  Gasen  bis 1100°C", 
K.  Schafer,  F.W.  Reiter,  Naturwissenschaften  43  (1956)  286 
- "Ein  Messmethode  fur die  Ermittlung  des  Warmeleitvermogens  bis 
1100°C",  K.  Schafer~  F.W.  Reiter,  Ber.  d.  Bunsen  - Ges.  f.  Phys. 
Chern.  61  (1957),  1230 
- "Bestimmung  der Warmelcitfahigkeit;· der gesattigten Dampfe  von 
Benzol,· Diphenyl,  o-, m- und  p- Terphenyl
19
,  F. W.  Reiter,  W.  Link, 
EUR  2282.d  (1965) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/1 
Area of activity 
Heat-Transfer studies with  g~~_es  .•. 
Com.p.etence  acquired 
·-\ 
Mea~urem~~ts of heat-trans~er coefficient and  pressur~~drop jn 
gas·· he~t~exchangers.  Techniques:  for stationary and· transient 
measurements  at ·high  tempe:ratures'  and  heat-fluxes·~  Knowledge 
in the  design of leak-tight gas  loops.  Cooling  problems  with 
water under high pressures  (up.to critical point). 
E~erimental facilities 
Blow~r  __ .for  20  ba~~' 45g
0c.for.,air, co2,  N2  (he)  with variable 
flow-rate  (2400-18000m  /h) with frequency  transformer  (990-3000 
routes ·-/min ) ,  power  2  40  KW.  Different tubes ,  valves ; venturi  -tubes 
0  witnring-:joint flanges  (NW  500.)  for  20  bars~  450  e..  Different 
blowers. for atmospheric pressure  (air). 
·Possible.areas of application 
Heat-Transfer in fuel-elements  for gascooled reactors.  Irilet 
effects•  Spacer influence on  heat transfer.  Hot  channel· factors. 
Influence of geornetrie on  heat transfer. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/1 
References 
- "Warmei.ibergang  an  turbulent stromende  Gase  im  Rohreinlauf", 
G.  Grass,  Allg.  Warmet.  H.  3  (1956),  58-64 
- "Warmei.ibergang  von  Querrillenrohren°,  G.  Grass,  A~_g.  W~rmet., 
H.  5/6  (1956),  104-108 
11Die · Eigenschaften  von  Rippen:t;tohrl;.Uftkuhlern  im  Arbei tsbereich 
der  Klimaanlagen
17
,  W.  Hufschmidt,  Forsch  •. Ber.  des  Landes  Nord-
rhein-Westfa,len,  Nr.  889.(1960) 
- "beitrag zur Untersuchung  uber wertschaftliche Abrnessungen  von 
Kreisrippen bei der Konstruktion  luftgeki.ihlter Warrneaustauscher", 
E.  Burck,  Chemiker-Zeitung  Chern.  Apparatur  85  (1961),  512-514 
- "Die  Bestirnmung  ortlicher und  mittlerer Warmeiibergangszahlen  in 
Rohren  bei hohen  Warmestromdichten 
11
,  W.  Hufschrnidt,  E._  Burck, 
W.  Riebold,  Int.  J.  Heat  Mass  Transfer  9  (l966),  539-565 
'  '  ~  ; .. ',  .  '  . 
- "Der  Einfluss ternperaturabhangiger Stoffwerte auf den  Warrnei.ibergang 
bei turbulenter Strarnung  von  Fliissigkeiten in Rohren.bei  hohen 
Warmestrorndichten  und  Prandtlzahlen
11,.W.  Hufschmidt,  E.  Burck,  Int. 
J.  Heat  Mass  Transfer 11  (1968),  1041-1048 
- "Messung  der kritischen Warrnestromdichte  von  Wasser  irn  unterkuhlten 
Zustand  in Rohren  bei erzwungener  Stromung",  E.  Burck,  W.  Hufschmidt, 
EUR  2432.d  (1965) 
-
11Der  Einfluss kunstlicher Rauhigkeiten auf die  Erhohung  der kritischen 
Warmestrorndichte  von  Wasser  in.Ringspalten bei erzwungener  Konvektion", 
E.  Burck,  E.  Hufschrnidt,  E.  De  Clercq,  EUR  4040.d  (1968) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/m 
Area of activity 
Electronical measurements  and analysis of.. physical phenomena 
related to stationary·· and  transient hea"t  transfer.  Stu9-ie~, 
construction and adaption of apparatus.for these measurements. 
Visualisation of rapid phenomena. 
Compe.tence  acquired 
Different methods  con-trolling temperature .and  pressure in  the· 
dynamic  region.  Construction of pressure pick-up. Visualisation 
of boiling and  condensation ·simultaneous with the physical mea-
surements.  Boi~ing detection.by means  of spectral analysis  using 
·the frequency  caused  by.th~ ·p~essure pulses during  c~nd~nsation. 
Detection and  localisati"on of  .. burn-out phenomena  in channels of 
different geometries.  Electronical equipment  for meastirement  of 
the  v-i-scosity  o.f  liquids under  high pressure and  high ·temperat·ure. 
Static and  dyn~mic measurements of two  phase flow  phenomena  in 
liquid metals with high time resolution using carrier frequenc.ies. 
Development  of  electron~cal ·apparatus for measurement  anc,l  regula-
tion. ·Realisation· and  studi'es for statical and  dynamical measure-
ments of local temperature.  · 
Experimental facilities 
Electronical, thermical,  and  optical laboratories for studies 
and realisation  of prototypes of special instrumenis for the above 
mentioned  investigation. 
Possible areas of applicat-ion 
Reactor  industries pnd  other special measurements •.  Studies  and 
realisation of test sections. 
Possible interested industries 
Nuclear and  research industries. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/m 
References 
-"Prise de  P:r'ession",  M.  Hardy,  E.  Boullet~ Everhard,  WW  016  M, 
(1960)  Eindhoven  (T.H.) 
- "Visualisation 'idirect condensation",  M  o Hardy,  L  o Rigolini, 
Film  presente a la Conference  de  Grenoble  (1969) 
- "Beitrag  zum  Problem  der Burn-out  Detektionrt,  Po  Herzberger, 
Ro  Morin,  Zeitschrift ATM,  April  (1966)  N.  363 
- uElektronische Messanordnung  zur Bestimmung  der Fallzedten in 
einem  Fallkorperviskosimeter fur  hohe  Temperaturen  und  Oberdruck", 
P.  Herzberger,  H.  Kuhlborsch,  Zeitschrift ATM  (1969)  · 
- "Gerat  zur  Burn-out-Detektion mit  Ortungsmoglichkeit fur gleich-
strombeheizte Einzelrohre  und  Rohrbundel",  P.  Herzberger,  Externer 
Bericht 
- "Tragerfrequenz-Abs·orptionsmessgerat zur Blasenbestirilmung  in  Flus-
sigmetallenii,. P.  Herzberger,  B.  Nilliot  (in Erscheinung) 
- "Visualisation de  .l'ebullition nuclee de  l 9eau a pression atmosphe-
rique et mesure  simultanee des  variations  dE:  temperature  de  surface
11
, 
G.  Bonnet,  E.  Macke,  R.  Morin~ EUR  1622.£ et EUR  1622.e 
- "Fluctuations  de  temperature  dans  la paroi  chauffante et dans  le 
liquide au  cours  de  lvebullition  nuclee
1 ~,  G.  Bonnet,  E.  Macke, 
Ro  Morin,  EUR  3162.f 
Patents 
- "Detecteur de  Burn -out
11
,  P.  Herzberger 
- nTransducteur rheoelectrique a liquideii 5  P.  Herzberger~  (lauft noch) 
- "Tragerfrequenz-Absorptionsmessgerat zur  Blasenbestimmung  in  Flus-
sigmetallen  n,  Po  Herzberger,  (lauft noch). 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/n 
Area  of activity 
Applications of Radiotracers in fluid flow measurements •.. 
Competence  acquired 
Fluid flow measurements  and  tim~ of res~dence in different fluids 
(water,  terphenyl,  gasoil) with-different radio-tracers. 
- Leak-detection. 
Experimental facilities 
- Electronic apparatus to measure  and  to count the radiation with 
scintillation counters. 
- Preparation of radiotracers. 
- Water  loop. 
Possible areas of application 
- Study of fluid flow,  flow distribution, time of resistance of a 
liquid or gas  in a  mock-up  or in  industrial plants. 
- Leak  detection and measurement  in  industrial plants. 
Possible interested industries 
Nuclear,  chemical,  petrochemical industries. 
References see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/2/"A 
References 
"Messung  der Verweildauer  von  Flussigkeitspartikeln in  einern  durch-
stromten Ringspalt,- Untersuchungen mit einer radiomarkierten 
Wasserstomung",  E.  Ohlrner,  Atomkernenergie  13-65  (1968)  387-393 
- "Riv~lazione di fughe  nell'irnpianto  nHydrotreater" della Raffi-
neria  SHELL  di  RHO  mediante traccianti  radioattivi~', F.  Girardi, 
R.  Lopes  Cardozo,  E.  Ohlmer,  IL  CALORE  No.  10  (1968)  3-8. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/a 
References 
Contributions to scientific and  technical journals: 
- "Some  particular solutions for a  nuclear counting chain", 
G.  Colombo,  L.  Stanchi  - Nucl.  Instr.  and  Meth.  42(1966)  pag.  104 
- "A  new  method of ADC  for  improving resolutionn,  G.  Colombo~ 
L.  Stanchi - IEEE  Trans.  on  Nuclear  Science 15,  291  (feb.  1968) 
External report: 
nsistema modulare  di conteggio della sezione elettronica"  -
report  EUR  2444  i.  (may  1965) 
Patents: 
"Metodo  per digitalizzare una  grandezza analogica di breve 
durata"~  G.  Colombo 
"Noise  reduction in AD-Converters",  L.  Stanchi 
Other reports: 
"Quantizzazione dei segnali casuali nelle misure di fisica 
nucleare
11
,  A.G.  Colombo  -Thesis of Laurea  - University 
of Rome  - July 1968 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e -' 
\' ..  Activity No.:  III/3/b 
Area of activity ._ 
Fast electronics techniques  in the  subnanosecond range 
Competence  acguired 
- Development  o-f  ad_vcmced  techniques  employing  fa·st  components 
- Use  of these techniques  in- equip~ent design and _construction 
for nuclear  m~asurements (discriminators,  time to  height 
converters,  single-channel analyzers,  etc.) and 'for the 
detection and  display of fast events.  (spatial sampling 
oscflloscope) 
Experimental· facilities 
Labopa:tory  equipment  including_fast_phototube assembly 
Possible areas of application 
- Conventio_nal nuclear elec.tronics.equipment  transported into 
the ·subn_anosecond  range.  _-_  ·  ·  · ·  ·- · 
- Components  layout and assemblin'g  .. -t_echniques  for high speed 
networks,  presently very interesting for  fast  computers 
- Radar  equipment  with very high time  (space) resolution, 
applied to traffic security problems 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/b 
References 
Contributions to scientific and  technical journals 
- "Tunnel diode as tristable element of circuit",  L.  Stanchi  -
Proc.  IEEE  Vol.  54  No.  1  Jan.  1966  pag  68-69 
- "A  very fast discriminator using the tristable characteristic 
of tunnel diodesn,  A.  Pedrini,  L.  Stanchi  - Alta  Frequenza 
N.2,  vol.  XXXV-1966,  pag.  138-43 
- "Apparent  changes of the static characteristic of a  tunnel 
diode  when  oscillating and  their utilizationlt,  I.  De  Lotto, 
E.  Gatti,  L.  Stanchi -Alta Frequenza  N.S  Vol.  XXXV~i966 
pag.  103-110 
- "Time  to pulse-height converter using bitripoles
11
,  L.  Stanchi -
IEEE  Trans.  on  Nuclear  Science  15~  315  (feb.  1968) 
- "Spatial sampling  for fast single events'?,  L.  Stanchi  -
will be  published on  IEEE  Trans.  on  Nucl.  Sc.  Feb.  1969 
External reports 
"Preliminary results cri  timing with photomultipliers and  solid 
state detectors",  G..  Bertolini,  V.  Handl,  A.  Pedrini,  L.  Stan  chi  -




,  L.  Stanchi 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/c 
Area  of activity 
Automatic  design of printed circuits and masks  for  inte~ated 
circuits 
Competence  acquired 
- On-line connections with small computers  (PDP-8) 
- Digital control by  punched  tape 
- Automatic  nuclear experiments . 
- Equipment  design for photo-engraving- processes 
Experimental facilities 
- Possibility of access to CETIS  computers  for off-line 
processing with punched  cards and magnetic tape equipment 
- Facilities for the production of printed circuits by  photo-
engraving 
Possible areas of application 
- Printed boards for digital integrated circuits, the operation 
of which  is identified with a  synthesis of simple arithmeti-
cal and geometrical rules 
- Design  of masks  for  semiconductor devices made  by  ion  im-
plantation 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/c 
References 
Contribution  for  scientific and  technical journals 
- "A  twelve  inputs ti.me-of-flight converter for  use with  a 
PDP-8  computer",  G.  Colombo,  N.  Coppo,  L.  Stanchi- Nucl. 
Instr.  and  Method  - Vol.  56,  86  (feb.  1968) 
- "Software controlled multiple  scanner for nuclear experimentn, 
G.  Colombo,  N.  Coppo,  L.  Stanchi  - To  be  published on 
Nucl.  Instr.  and  Method 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/d 
Area  of activity 
Numerical position control,  special purposes computers. and. 
recorders for  acquisted data 
Competence  acquired· 
Design  and realisation of the following  digital electronic 
systems: 
- posit~on control  (stepping  motor~ shaft encorders) 
- computing  systems  (reactor periodmeter,  linearizer, digital 
mode  control for  analog computers  (SIOUX) 
- control units for measurements  equipment  (timing-generator, 
read-out of ''Instronn tensil t~st machine) 
- control units for recorders  (printers,- card and tape perfo-
rators, tape readers) 
Experimental facilities 
Data acquisition and  processing  equipment  available in the 
center 
- Electronic laboratories for research,  design and maintenance; 
production facilities for  designed equipments 
Possible areas of application 
Systems  requiring high precision mechanical posi  tior; ing, 
computation,  automatiz~tion of measurements,  input and  output 
of data acquisition  systems 
References  see  next  page 
EUR/C- IS/121/S9.· e Activity No.:  III/3/d 
References 
Contributions to scientific and  technical journals 
-
11Computation of the base  two  logarithm of binary numbers
11 
IEEE  Transactions on  electronic computers,  Dec.  1965 
- "Periodimetre numerique"  - Onde  Electrique~ Nov.  1966 
- "The  SIOUX-system  and  hybrid block diagramsn  -
Simulation,  Vol.5,  No.1,  July 1965 
External report 
"The  SIOUX-system"  - EUR  1917 
Other  reports 
"Period Meter  for adjacent time intervals"  -
Internal report  EURATOM  Ispra 910 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No. :  III/3/e 
Area of activity 
Levelmeters of high precision for liquids  (radioactive,  corrosive 
a. s.o.) 
Studies and  design of two  different measuring  systems of the 
o2o - level in the reactor tank.  The  first is based on  a 
servo-mechanism  which  commands  a  posi  tior~ ing  head  including 
a  pressure detector.  When  the moving  head  in  the reactor tank 
is reaching the liquid level, the pressure  detector gives  a 
signal and  the head position corresponding to the level is 
visualized  (precision 0,1  mm:~  indication on  request). 
The  second  system  consists of a  differential pressure gage 
measuring by  means  of two  tubes  in the reactor tank the 
liquid column  pression and  an  electronic equipment  converting 
the pressing indication  in the numerical level display 
(precision 1  mm,  permanent  indication). 
Experimental facilities 
o2o reactor tanks  ECO  and  ESSOR 
height  2.500  rrm 
temperature  :  20-80°C 
liquid flow  :  3-400 m3/h 
Electronic laboratories  for research,  design and maintenance; 
production facilities for  design  equipments. 
P0ssible areas of application 
Measurements  and  visualisation of level for all liquids, e.g. 
radio-active,  corrosive,  high viscosity. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/e 
References 
External report 
"Les  erreurs  dans  la determination  du  niveau d'un liquide par 
difference  de  pression" - EUR  2958  f.d. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/3/f 
Area  of activity 
- Analog  techniques  - digital techniques  - power  electronics 
- Detector systems 
Competence  acquired 
- Design  of an  analog  computing direct reading reactivity meter 
with associated peripheral equipment.  Reactivity measurements 
of the  control rods  of Ispra-1 a.nd  ECO 
- Development  of a  standard thyristor power  for electrical 
drives with control circuits to achieve the characteristics 
of DC,  AC  and  synchronous motors.  Realisation of double 
chopper drive  - crystal spectrometer drive - slow neutron 
chopper drive 
- Non  nuclear detectors:  multiple  D
2o d2tector systems  (50  po-
sitions)  - smoke  detectors for  organic  loops  - liquid detectors 
for organics 
Experimental facilities 
Laboratory equipment  for  design  and  production of electronic 
instruments  for  a  staff of about  10  technicians 
Possible areas of application 
- Control and  safetyrod adjustment,  measurement  of small 
reactivity variations during flux kinetics experiments, 
reactor instrumentation 
- Electrical drives with high frequency stability requirements 
and/or phas€  lock  properties.  Industrial applications  in the 
paper or  t~xtile industries 
- General application of smoke  detectors for plants where 
the output of vapours  and  smoke  must  be  detected 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/a 
Area  of activitl 
Magnetic  forming  shaping 
Competence  acquired 
More  years of experience in this  fie~d 
Experimental facilities 
1  apparatus 
11Magneform"  of 6  KJ 
1  apparatus  "Magneform"  of 12  KJ 
Possible areas of application 
Direct shaping of construction  elements  consisting of good 
conductive materials  (aluminium,  copper and their alloys) 
In the case of bad  conductive materials, the same  technique 
may  be applied  using  and  intermediate of aluminium  or copper. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/a 
References 
Patents 
- M.  VEAUX  - F.  MARCHAL 
Procedepourle formage  de  gorges profondes  sur des  pieces 
en materiaux  conducteurs,  particulierement tubes metalliques 
ou  en  materiaux eeramique-metal, a lvaide  d'un appareil de 
formage  magnetique et disp0sitif pour la mise en  oeuvre 
de  ce precede. 
Brevet belge No.  518.374  (1964) 
- F.  MARCHAL 
Dichtung  fUr  die Befestigung einer Brennstoff-Elementhulle 
fur Kernreaktoren  aus einem Verschlusstopfen 
Brevet allemand  1.937.790  (1966) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/b 
Area of activity 
Working  by  electroerosion of all conducting materials and 
alloys,  allowing the realisation of very complicated forms 
or the machining  in  inaccessible places,  by  conventional 
methods 
Competence  acquired 
Machining  of very hard, refractory or sintered metals  (hardened 
steel, stainless steel, carbide,  tungsten, molybdenum) 
Complex  machining of conductor materials 
Grate  construction, microholes,  dies 
Particular experience  in deep  boring and  long holes of very 
small diameters. 
Available  equipments 
1  machine  6  kw  material removed  :  150  mm3/mm 
1 machine  18  kw  mateiral removed  :  1200  mm3/mm 
1  worktable  for every long holes  (with dimensions  ranging  from 
~ 4  mm  to greater than  2 m) 
A technique,  which  to our knowledge  did not exist  ,  has been 
put  into practice after fruitless research under the European 
Market 
Possible area of application 
- on  machine  :  all complex  forms  of machining; all conducting 
materials 
- on  work-table  : 
obtainment of high precision tubes with large 
wall thickness and  of extreme lengths  (appli-
cation to test section) 
Possible interested industries 
High  precision mechanique 
All the latest technological development 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e ·' 
.•  ': Area of activity 
Welding 
Competence  acquired 
- Welding: of sinte.red ·aluminium· SAP 
- Welding  of light alloys 
Welding  of refractory materials 
- ~elding of Zirconium.alloys 
Experimental facilities 
Activity No.:  III/4/c 
- 3 welding  sets applying  electronic bombardment 
(1 gun  of 1,5  Kw,  1  gun  of 3  Kw  and  1  gun  of· 10· Kw)  · 
- 1  apparatus  for  flash welding 
- 2  sets of argon arc welding 
- 2  apparatu:;  "magneform"  allowing to perform welds  by  rnagne-
tical impulses. {of. the. same  type but more  f~e.?Cible tta:n  with 
welding  by· explosion.) 
different welding.:. sets.:fur  welding by  diffusion 
- brasing  furnace  under  vacuum  conditions of ·high  capacity 
- metallographic laboratory 
- helium  leak tightness control at room  temperature and at 
high temperature 
- 1  horizontal press of 150 tons  (welding  by.  coextrusion) 
- 1  high. frequency  heater· 
Possible areas of application 
All types of welding,  espe.cially·welding of fuel  elements  and 
of non.conventional  ~aterial. 
Remark: 
This activity is strength relat·ed to the laborat.ories of 
classical metallurgy ·(studies of diffusion, mechanical· tests, 
delatation research,  determination of the points of transfor-
mation,  non-destructive testing) and  in thus well adapted to 
the study of weldability. 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/c 
References 
Contributions to scientific and  technical journals 
- "Das  Schweissen  von  SAPH-"Kerntechnik~ Isotopen  und  Chemie", 
R.  Klersy,  G.  Musso  9  67  p.152-157 
- "The  welding of SAP  - Canning  Tubes  by  Magnetic Pulse
1
' 
M.  Grin,  D.  Pruss,  F.  Marchal  ~  To  be  published in the 
Welding  Journal 
- "Contribution a l'etude du  soudage  du  SAP  dans le cas  des 
elements nucleaires",  C.  Dumont,  Julien~ Moneyron,  Savornin 





- "Das  Verschweissen  von  Brennelementen aus  SAP  durch Diffusion" 
W.  Worner,  Communication  13  1520  - 1967 
- "Realisation de  crayon~ combustibles  en  carbure  d
9uranium 
gaine pour irradiation dans  le reacteur  NRX  (Experience  NRX  716)n 
R.  Klersy,  C.  Musso,  G.  Detiffe, J.P.  Lecoq 
Bericht EUR.2158  f  (1964) 
Patents 
- R.  Klersy,  G.  Musso  - Precede  pour la soudure  de  tubes  en. 
materiaux composites metal-oxyde,  particulierement destine 
a la fermeture  de  gaines  d'elements  combustiples  pour reacteurs 
nucleaires 
Brevet belge 509.480 
- M.  Grin,  D.  Pruss  - Precede  de  -~gnesoudage sous  atmosphere 
speciale 
Brevet belge  - Dec.  1968 
- R.  Klersy,  G.  Husso  - Procece  pour  la soudure de  tubes  en  rnate-
riaux composites metal-oxydes particulierement  pour la 
fermeture  de  gaines  djelements  combustibles  pour reacteurs 
nucleaires 
Brevet belge  N.  29513 
- G.  Musso~ M.  Portal - Precede  pour le soudage  de  materiaux 
frittes 
Brevet  belge  N.  32844 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/d 
Area  of activity 
Welding  a.!ld  joints 
- study  o~f· ·special  welding probienis· · · 
- explosive  weldings 
- heterogeneous  tube to tube rolled joints 
Competence  acquired 
Refining of the crystal grain 
- Measurements  to study the welding performance  (fracture 
toughness,  measure of thermal  electromotive force) 
- Evaluation of the welding goodness  as  a  function of the 
thermal compatibility of the materials 
- Adjustment  of explosive welding techniques 
- Development  of heterogeneous rolled joints 
Experimental facilities 
- Semi-automatic facility for fabrication of rolled joints 
- Laboratory equipment  for rolled joints control  (leak-tight·-
ness,  strain measurements,  thermal shocks,  pull-out tests) 
- Set-up for explosive  welding 
- Facility for remote welding of pressure  tubes  in nuclear 
reactors 
Possible areas of application 
- Control of weldings  in place 
- Pressure tubesand calandria tubes joints  (nuclear reactors) 
- Plating of different metals 
- Weldings  of tubes  in heat  exchangers 
- Welding  of plugs on  fuel elements  cannings 
- Cryogeny 
Possible interested Industries 
- Large  vessel constructors 
Vacuum  industry 
- Nuclear and  mechanical industry 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
References  see next page Activity No.:  III/4/d 
References 
Contributions  to  scientific and  technical Journals 
- "Das  Schweissen  von  S.A.P.·" ·R.Klersy,  G.-Musso 
Kerntechnik,  Isotopentechnik und  Chemie,9,Jg.1967,Heft  3/4 
s.  15 2-15  7 
- "Proprieta meccaniche  e  controllo non distruttivo mediante 
misure di potenziale  termoelettrico di  saldature su tubi 
di forza.in  Zr-Nb  2,5  %"  G  .. Husso,  G.Volta  .. 
Ingegneria  Nuclear~ n  ..  4,1968  .  · 
Reports  and  Meetings 
- "SAP-Steel  channel  connections"  by.J.Bernard 
Paper  presented  as  chapter 6.6  of the  "Euratom's  Scientific 
Activities Orgel  Program"  EUR  1830  e,  part  II  (1964) 
- "Explosive  welding of nuclear materials''  by G. Verze.letti, 
M.Montagnani,  P.Golinelli,  G.Beghi. 
Paper presented at  "Conference  on  explosive welding" 
Hove . 1  8-1 9  Septembe.r  1  96 8 
- "Applicazione della saldatura per esplosione  nel  campo  delle 
leghe di  ..:\lluminio"  G. Verzeletti,  H. Hontagnani,  P. Golinelli, 
G  .. Beghi 
Paper presented at  "Giornate sulla tecnologia delle  leghe 
di  Alluminio"  Nilano,  14-15  novembre  1968 
- Metodi  per ridurre  l'ingrossamento del  grano  nelle sal4ature 
di  leghe  di  Zirconia.  F~Brossa,G  .. ilusso. 
Paper -presented at  "XIII  Congresso dell'  .l\.ssociazione.  Italiana 
Hetallurgia"  Hilano,  17-20 Giugno  1968o 
- "Valutazione dell'affidamento di  materiali fragili  ed  in 
particolare di  strutture sald2te"  ;)., Basile  ~G.Husso  .G. Volta. 
Paper presented at:  "XIII  Cov1gresso  Jell'  l\ssociazio~e 
Italiana Hetallurgia"  Milano,  17-2C  Giugno  135'8 
Patents 
- "Procedimento di  saldatura di  Zirconio  e  sue  leghe" 
F  .. Brossa,  G. F'errari,  G. r·1usso 
Dep.  in Italia 3'6941  .A/68 
- "Ramatura della Zirconia  e  sue  leghe  per  spostameYlto  chimico" 
F.Brossa,  G.Ferrari,  G.,Husso.,  Dep.,  in Italia 35942  A./68 
- "Procede  de  realisation d'un raccord  etanche entre  deux 
tubes  heterogenes et  joi~'1t  en faisant  application" 
].Bernard,  A.Faraoni- Dep.,  Germany  P  16752)7.,9 
- "Sistema e  dispositive di  saldature per esplosione  tra un 
tuba  ed  un  tappa  e  tra due  tubi" 
G  .. Verzeletti  .. 
Dep.  Germany  n.  35  301  1b/4J  h 
EUR/C-IS/121/69,e. Activity No.:  III/4/e 
Area  of activity 
Welding  by electron beam  of metals  and alloys realizing a 
high quality quite impossible to obtain  by  other fusion  welding 
systems 
Competence  acquired 
Welding  of linear and circular shapes of refractory materials, 
zirconium alloys,  stainless steel, for  very thin thicknesses 
ranging  from  some  tenths  up  to several millimeters. 
Welding  with or without  supports on  machined pieces 
Available equipment 
- Generator of 10  kw  - 60  kv  (electron  beam) 
- Penetration power  of greater than 20  mm  into stainless 
steel 
- Polyvalent tank of large capacity operating under vacuum 
(or controlled atmosphere),  allowing the welding of micro-
pieces~ up  to a  diameter of 200  mm,  and  a  length of 
7000  rom. 
- A device  for particularly flexible  niovements  of translation 
and rotation allows  for several combinations 
Possible  area of application 
Applications of development of various industrial types of 
weldings materials and refractory alloys, direct assembly 
of differential materials,  geometry and  precision,  vacuum  sealing, 
contamination risks  ••• ) 
Possible interested industries 
Sheet metal and  high precision mechanical 
All the latest technological  developments 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/f 
Area  of activity 
- Surface treatments by  chemicals,  destined to form  or reform 
an  external  layer~ for metal protection against  other 
etchings operations  (pickling,  passivation~olishing) 
- Extension of chemical  etching,  consisting of the removal 
of material from  prefixed areas  by  chemicals 
Competence  acquired 
- Surface treatments:  - normal  process for stainless steel 
and  aluminium 
- acquired process for  zirconium alloys 
and  sintered aluminium 
- Chemical  treatment:  - chemical boring for enlarging of 
aluminium  tubes  (canning of com-
bustible elements) 
Available  equipment 
- Complete  equipment  for surface treatment  allowing the 
treatment  of tubes up  to  7 m long 
- Containers complete with temperature  setting devices 
Possible areas of application 
- Establish and  coordinate all known  processes 
Working  out and  setting up  of new  processes,  covering all 
alloys and  etching,  accJrding to latest technological 
developments 
- Extensive and  far reaching  use  of chemicals to obtain the 
required shapes of metals  and  alloys, the mechanical 
properties of which  cause  extreme difficulties for all 
common  cutting, milling and  boring operations 
Possible interested industries 
All industries working  metal alloys, according to the latest 
technological developments 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/g 
Area of activity 
Thin  evaporated films 
Competence  acquired 
Evaporation of metals or semiconductors  in high vacuum 
on  substrates of glass and mogocrystals of CaF2(111)  at 
temperatures  between  20  - 650  C. 
- Measurements  of the film thickness  and  velocity of evapo-
ration 
Ultra high  vacuum  techniques 
- Examination  of the structure of the films 
Experimental facilities 
Vacuum  evaporator with  <::lGctron  8Urt  and resistance heating, 
with the possibility of heating also the  substrate 
- Apparatus  for mechanical treatment of single crystal sur-
faces 
- Film thickness monitor  (quartz oscillator) 
- Gas-ana1 yser  "Atlas",  type  !·1assenfil  ter AMP  3 
- Metallographic microscope "Reicherth, 
- Electronic microscope  HSiemens  ELMI  II
11 
- X-ray equipment 
- Magnet)  type  B-E20-E8  "Brucker-Physik  AGif 
Possible areas of application 
Studies  in the field of cataly  zators  corrosion and  new 
semiconductors, microcircuits obtained by  evaporation. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
Area  of activity 
Metallic  film deposition 
Competence  acquired 
Film  deposition on  metallic or ceramic  supports using the 
following  techniques: 
III/4/h 
Electrolytic deposition in  acqueous  solutions or in molten 
salts 
- Chemical  deposition in acquaeous or in molten  salts 
- Immersion  deposition  in molten salts 
- Vacuum  evaporation  by  Joule effect heating or electron beam 
- Refractory metals  deposition  (W,  Mo,  Ta,  Nb)  by  chemical 
reduction of the volatile salts in  vapour phase 
- Specially oriented films  deposition 
Experimental facilities 
- Equipment  for vacuum  deposition 
- Equipment  for electrolytic deposition 
- Thermostat ·and.  cryostat 
- Melting furnaces .for salts and metals 
- Equipment  to deposite refractory metals  by chemical reduction 
- Control tests equipment  for  the deposited films 
Areas of application 
The  metallic deposits  may  have many  applications.  Examples 
are 
- corrosion protective layers 
- wear  and diffusion  layers 
- films  improve  the  brazing between metallic or ceramic-
metallic components 
- the oriented films  can  find useful application in the direct 
conversion 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/h 
References 
Contributions to scientific and  technical journals 
-
11Etude  de  la comptabilite dans  les systemes  zircaloy 2/Al, 
zircaloy 2/Cu,  zirca.loy 2/Ni",  F.  Brossa,  A.  Hubaux,  D.  Quataert, 
H.W.  Schleicher- Mem./Sci.  Rev.  Metallurg.  LXIII,  1  (1966) 
- "A  computer program  for the description of diffusion 
kinetics in metalsn,  F.  Brossa,  R.F.  Gloden,  A.  Hubaux, 
H.W.  Schleicher- Z.  Metallkde,  Bd.  58,  1967,  H.5 
- HUber  die Abscheidung  von  Nb,  Ta,  ~1o,  und  W  durch Reduktion 
der  entsprechenden  Chloride mit  Zinkdampfn,  F.  Brossa, 
H.W.  Schleicher,  H.  Venker- Metalloberflache_21,  J  •  1967) 
Heft  6,  S.  175-176 
-
11l1etodi per ridurre l'ingrossamento del grano nelle saldature 
di leghe di  zirconia",  F.  Brossa,  G.  I1usso,  G.  Volta  -
Congresso  "Associazione Italiana di Metallurgian,  Milano, 
17-20 giugno  1968 
- "Studio della diffusione tra Al  e  Nb
1
', F.  Brossa,  G.  Musso, 
H.W.  Schleicher- Congresso  "Associazione  Italiana di  metallurgia"~ 
Milano,  17-20 giugno  1968 
- "Depots  chimiques en  phase  vapeur  de  metaux refractaires" 
F.  Brossa,  R.  Debeir,  M.  Grin,  G.  Piatti,  H.  Venker  - Presentato 
al Congresso  di Digione  - Ottobre  1968 
- "Legierungsbildung  zwischen  niedrig- und  hochstschmelzenden 
Metallen  durch Reduktion  fluchtiger Metallhalogenide  und 
Klarung  des Aufbaus  der  so  erhaltenen Legierungen", 
Th.  Heumann,  H.  Venker  - Report  EUR  4041.d  · 
Patents 
1l.  patents 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
Area of activity 
High  temperature techniques 
- Testing of materi1ls at very high temperatures  (above 
1000°C) 
III/4/i 
- Ceramic-metal  __ so_l<ie:ring  ~  fabrication  of metal-.cer!amic  sand---
wich 
Surface blackening  · 
Chemical  vapor deposition 
Competence  acquired 
r: 
of 
- Soldering of Al203 to  Nb  1%  Zr  and~sed quartz to  Kovar 
- Improvement  and  development  of new  methods  for  surface 
blackening 
- Deposition of Nb  on  Al203  for working  temp·eratures  in .the  1000  -+ 
1500°~ range 
Experimental facilities 
- Plasma generator -::.power  100  KW  . 
0
·  .. 
temp.  1000  +  15000  k 
- Furnace of high temperatures  (1000  +  4000°k) 
- High  vacuum  furnace  for soldering by high  frequency 
induction heating or by  infra red. radiation ,h~ating 
- Thermal  cycling fapil!  ty ·and  test :facilities for  endu-.. 
ranee tests· at very high  temp~~atures 
.- Chemical vapor deposition ·plat'ing equipment 
- Plasma  flama  spray  system  METCO  type  2M 
Possible  areas of application 
(· 
- Direct  energy conversion 
- Refractory materials 
- Test sections with quartz tubes;  quartz window 
- Insulator in corrosion  environment 
- High  temperature insulations 
- Thermionic  converters; diffusion barriers; nuclear fuel 
cladding 
- Thermal  control surfaces for space power  plants 
Possible  interested industries 
Nuclear 3  Chemical,  Space, Aeronautical Industries,  Industry 
of refractory materials; 
References  see next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/4/i 
Raft:rences 
Contributions  to  scientific  and  technical Journals 
-"A bakeable  qug,rtz-mete.l  St3aled  window",  L.  Verheyden,  J.Soi. 
Instr.  44  (1967),  174-176 
- "A  bakeable  and  diract  joint between  o.  fused  ~uartz tube  and 
a  mdtal  tube",  L.  Verh~yden,  J. Sci. Instr.  1,  Series  2,  ( 19 68) 
145-147 
~ternal reports 
- "Fabrication and  propertias  of  chemical vapor  deposit~d Nb 
layers  on  Al203  bodies for  thermionic  application",  P.Fiebelmann, 
EUR  3743.e  ( 1968) 
- "Herstellungsverf11hren und  Untersuchung von  Mehrschic~trohren 
fUr  Thermionik-Konverter - Ubersicht  und  jetztiger Stand", 
P.  Fiebelmann,  :@UR  4239.d  (1969) 
Patents 
"Quarzlinsenvdrbind1,lllg in Anlagen  zur  q_uantittttiven  Bestimrnung 
der  Konzentration von  Dtlrnpfen  in einem  Trggergas,  und  Verf~hren 
zur Ht3rstcllung  dor  Verbindung",  L.  Verheyden,  K.  Klein,  C.M. 
Cappelletti,  Dep.  Germ~ny.N°  E  30702 IX b/42 1 
- r··LBtverbindung  zwischt:n  Quarz- und  Metallrohr",  H.  Kind,  K.  Klein, 
L.  Verhayddn,  D0p.  ~rmany N°  E  35916  XII/47  f  · 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.: 
.Area  .. ··of  application 
Preparation  and  testing of high temperature materials 
Competence  acquired 
Preparation and  testing of  UC 
Experimental facilities 
0  - High  temperature resistance  furnaces  up  to 2500  C 
- Electron-beam  furnace 
- Hot  press 
- Induction furnaces 
- Arc melting furnace 
- Glove-box  lines 
- Metallurgical testing equipment 
Areas of application 
Development  of nuclear and  non  nuclear ceramic materials 
Possible  interested industries 
- Reactor industry 
- Space  industry 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
III/4/k Activity No. :  III/5/a 
Area  of activity 
Sealing and  Leak-detection 
- Static and reciprocating seals  (metallic,  asbestos organic 
sealings)  . 
- Rotating me.chan.ical  'seals· 
Leak  measurements  and detection  in all kind of seals and  ~ 
joints,  in pressure  o~  vacuum  systems 
Leak  detection by  radioactive.tracers  •. 
Competence  acquired 
- Seals testing criteria and  leak measurements 
Development  of new  metallic seals 
- Deyelopment  of-a leak detector for organic vapors 
- Behavi~ur of mechani~al seal~  a~ el~vated temperature 
- Study of wear of mechanical seals 
- Study  of pressure distribution in a  lubricant layer for rota-
ting seals 
- Preparing of radioactive tracers 
•) 
Experimental facilities 
Test device  for static and  reciprocating seals 
- Test  set-up for load cycling with hydraulic  clamping 
system and  leak-detection facility 
- Installation for testing metallic sealings 
- Vacuum  plant with  He  mass  spectrometer 
- Test device  for mechanical seals· at elevated _t'emperature 
Test  device to study wear  in different materials 
- Electronic chains to measure  radiation by scintillation 
counters 
Possib~e ~eas of.application 
- Vacuum  and  pressure seals 
~- ~al between· nose  unit  o~ refuelling machine  and pressure 
tube in nuclear reactor 
:• 
- .Sealing of valves,  pumps  ~d  compres~ors  ~ 
- Leak  detection in industrial plants 
Possible interested industries 
- Vacuum  industries; Constructors of valves and  joints 
- Nuclear and  Chemical  Industries 
- Petrolchemical Industries 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/5/a 
Refdrenc~s 
Contributions to  sci~ntific and  t~chnical Journals 
- "Equipm~nt for  producing calibrat0d leaks ospaoially  adapt~c:d 
for  substances with melting points above  room  tamperature", 
L.  Varhdyden,  K.  Klein,  J.  Sci.Instr.  44  (1967) 
"Phc;nomana  occurring in  tho  detection  of  vt::;ry  small  l.aakages 
of  gas  nnd  liquids",  L.  Varheyden,  K.  Klain,  Vacuum  (1968), 
457-460 
"Rivdlrizione  di  fughd  n~ll'impianto "Hydrotreg,ter"  della 
raffin1:1ria  SHELL  di  Rho  m-.;;dinnt~  traccianti radioattiva", 
F.  Girardi,  R.  Lopes-Cardozo,  E.  Ohlm6r,  Il Calore  Nn  10, 
( 1968)'  3-8 
Ext~rnal reports 
"Convt:Jrsion  of  leR.k  flow rates for  various fluidas  and  dif~ 
for8nt  pressurl::l  conditions",  J.  Amt:Jsz,  HJUR  2982.a  ( 1966) 
- "Apparecchio  p8r  1~ campionaturR  di  fugh-:;'.',  L.  V.::rhtjy:d~n, 
K.  Klein,  D8p.  in Itf-lly  N°  36173  A/67 
"Dichtungsring",  1.  V1:1rhoydan,  K.  Klein,  Dap.  in  Germany 
N°  E  34882 XII/47.f 
- "Me:surcs  e;:n  contenu  dd  oonc8ntrations  dd  vapeur  d'organiq_ue 
dans  un  gaz  porteur",  1.  Verhoyden,  K.  Klein,  M.ssucer~,  P8.ris 
17-21  avril  1967 
- "Joint metallique  etuvable  dont  le profil represtJnte  une  c~m­
binaison  de  differ~;;:nts pr-ofils e;xistants.  Description et p6r-
formances",  L.  Varhayden,  K.  Klt:in,  Journees  de;  Vide,  Versailles 
20-24  mai  1967 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e ... 
Activity No.:  III/5/b 
Area  of activity 
Testing of components  and  prototypes 
- Testing of components  of organic liquid loops 
- Testing of entire channel sections 
- Testing of fuel bundles  fixation  systems  in nuclear reactors 
- Testing of components  of a  refuelling machine 
- Testing of components  for P. tv. R. 
Competence  acquired 
- Testing of channels  and  fuel  elements  in normal operating 
conditions of ORGEL  reactor  (organic liquid - 4000C  - 20  Atm) 
- Techniques  for performing measurements at elevated tempera-
tures in organic liquid 
- Operating tests of fuel  elements  loading and unloading for 
nuclear reactors with vertical channels 
Experimental facilities 
- Organic  liquid loop allowing  for thermal shocks on  entire 
channel sections  (400°C,  40  Atm,  90m3/h) 
- Organic liquid loop allowing  endurance and reliability tests 
(400°C,  60  Atm,  15  m3/h) 
- Facility for operating tests of fuel elements  loading and 
unloading 
Possible areas of application 
- Testing of channels and fuel elements  for  heavy water mode-
rated nuclear reactors 
- Testing of loading and  unloading operations  for  heavy  water 
moderated nuclear reactors 
- Testing of valves,  flow meters,  ptnnps,  seals, etc··. 
Possible interested industries 
- Nuclear,  petrochemical industries 
- Industries interested in P.W.R • 
EUR/C-IS+l21/69  e .. 
Activity No.:  III/5/c 
Area  of activity 
Behaviour of reactor components  under  irradiation condit-ions. 
(For  instance:  creep under  irradiation of pressure tubes, 
joints and welds  behaviour under irradiation etc  •.• ) 
Competence  acquired 
-Irradiation of different types of·graphite and  carbons 
for the  core structures of a  nuclear reactor 
- Preparation of pressure  tubes  to  be  irradiated in  the ESSOR 
reactor 
- Development  of the correspondent  hot cell apparatus 
Experimental facilities 
- Availability of ESSOR  Reactor  (Ispra) 
- Availability of H.F.R.  Reactor  (Petten) 
- Availability of Hot  Cells  in  Ispra and  Petten 
- Workshops  and  laboratories for fabrication and  instrumentation 
of the  irradiation rigs 
Possible areas of applications 
Nuclear reactor development 
Possible interested industries 
Nuclear industries 
References see next page 




11Comportement  sous  rayonnement  d ~un graphite a basse porosite, 
d' un  pyrocarbone et de  deux  carbones vitreux'
1 
B.  Henry  1969  (to  be published) 
Other reports 
Several internal reports  and notes on  the  ESSOR  pressure 
tubes  construction and  irradiation programme. 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/5/d 
Area of activitx 
Hydrodynamics  and  vibrations. 
Hydrodyn~mic  m~asur0man~s 




Determination of friction coefficients, pressure drop  in 
complex  ·structures,  and of fine ·velocity distribut'ion 
-· Measurement  of ~ery_ small velocities and of turbulence 
- Flow  induced vibrations  in  complex  structures.  ~-
Experimental facilities 
- Water  loop  (monophase  and  biphase water flow  with gas 
injection) 
- Instrumentation to measure  pressure,  velocity,  and  turbulence 
- Electronic measuring  device  to measure  vibration  parameters 
- Analyser of frequencies and of amplitudes  (frequency  spectrum) 
- Organic  liquid loop for tests under thermal flux conditions. 
Possible areas of application 
- Hydrodynamic  behaviour of nuclear reactor components 
- Analysis of complex  structures vibrations 
Possible interested industries 
Industries working  in the  Nuclear~ Chemical,  Naval,  Space, 
and Automobile  fields. 
References  see next page 
r 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/5/d 
Contributionst~"~ aqientific  9.@  t!obJ;ical  Jpurns.ls. 
- "Experim8ntal  study  on  th~ vibrations  of  various f'i.l.dl  rod 
modt1ls  in parallt:l flow",  D.  Basile,  J.  Faure  and  E.  Ohlmer, 
Nuclear  Engindering & Design  7 (1968)  517-534 
- "Analisi  spclttrald  di  vibr8.zioni  mdccanich~ di  componenti 
del reattor.a  ESSOR",  D.  R1.sil8  (2iur::ttom),  L.  Cimorelli  (CNEN), 
A.  Ftidtiric~  (CNBN),  En8rgia  Nuoloarti  (to bd  published). Activity No.:  III/5/e 
!··Area  of· ·activi'ty 
Safety 
Rupture  of a  channel in reactors with pressure tubes  .... "' 
- Coosequences of the rupture of components  in  a  pressuri'z'ed_.  .. 
loop 
Competence  acquired 
- Experimental  study on  full scale models  of thermal and me-
chanical phenomena,  caused by  the burst of a  pressurized 
structure 
Experimental facilities 
- Experimental loop,  volume  5 m3 for tests at high pressure 
(50  atm)  and  at high temperature  (4500C),  connected to a 
reservoir  (12  atm,  12  m3) 
- Pressurization systems  for liquids or for gas  up  to  2000  atm 
Possible  Areas of application 
- Propagation of bursts -in  a  beam  of tubes 
(heat exchangers, reactors with pressure  tubes) 
Possible  interested Industries 
- Nuclear,  Chemical  industries 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e 
References  see  nex~_page 
~ Activity No.:  III/5/e 
- "Full  scald  experiments  on  the  consequences  of  a  pressura 
tube  ruptur~ in  ESSOR  reactor vessdl",  H.  Holtbecker,  M. 
Montagnani,  G.  Vorzel~tti,  EUR  4101.f.e.  (1968) Activity No.:  III/5/f 
Area  of activity 




- Knowledge  of statistical methods  for reliability analysis 
- Analysis of brittle ma~erials 
Experimental data 
- nata from  tests on  weldings  and  of rupture tests 
- results from  tests performed on  components  mounted  in ex-
perimented loops 
.Possible areas of application 
-Analysis of conventional nuclear·structures 
- reliability study of welded structures 
Possible  interested industries 
- Industries fabricating  complex  structures  (reactors,  ships 
- Constructors of electric power  stations 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e Activity No.:  III/5/f 
References 
"Metodi  statistici parametrici  e  non  param~trici :par  la  stima 
dell'affidamento  di  componenti  meccanici",  ].  R~sile,  G.  Volta, 
(to be  published) 
- "Collection and analysis  of  data  on  the  life  t::xpectanqy  of 
Organic  plant components",  S.  Capobianchi,  J.P.  Rougeau, --G. 
Volta,  EUR  2984.e  (1966) 
- "Valutaziona  dell'~ffidamento di  materiali fragili  ed  in par-
ticolare  di  strutture saldate",  D.  BasilG,  G.  Musso,  G  •.  Volta, 
Paper  presc:lntad  at:  XIII  CongrGss  of  "Associazione Italiana 
Metallurgia"  Milano,  June  (1968) 
- "An  integrated  system for  optimal  managem~nt and reliability 
evaluation basdd  on  plant  opere.tion  d~ta",  A.  Schwaitzer,  G. 
Volta,  Paper  pr.asent8d  at:  "Mc0ting  CrGst  on  rsliability of 
electrical supply  systems for  NucL3ar  Re·1ctors",  Ispra,  June 
27-28 •  1 9  68 • IV)  IIaterials 
EUR/G-IS/121/69  e. 
IV/1  Materio.l  ~restinG 
IV/2  I.l&terial Development IV/1/a 
Area of  activity 
Testing of Materials  and  structures 
- thermal  and  mechanical  fatigue 
- creep  and  creep  damage 
- tensile  and  charpy tests 
metrology  and  non  destructive testing 
wear 
- study qf the  dynami.<:  behaviour of materials  ...  (prest!essed 
concrete) 
- effects· of  combined  mechanical  and  thermal  stresses. 
Competenc.e  acquired 
.  . 
- Determinatibn of  param~ters influencing the  therm~~ fatigue 
behaviour of  materials 
Study of mechanical  fatigue~of bellows 
-Creep rupture  and  creep··damage'for  SoAoP.;  analysis  of expe-
rimental data with statistical methods 
- Ultrasonic  controle of pressure  tubes  and  of  Zy-SS  joints 
-Methods  to  test wear  and  fretting corrosion at  elevated--·· 
temperatures 
- Behaviour  of  mater_ials  under  dynamic  soll~citations  ..  produced 
by  exp~os'i  ves· or. by  magneform~ng  .  . 
- Computer  c:;odes  .to  calculate dynamic  behaviour of· structures 
-Buckling  ~nd~r.therm~l cycling of .fuel  elements. 
Experimental f2cilities 
- Mock-up  allowing for  fast  thermal  cycling; ·maximum· temperature: 
1  ('J00·°C,  maxo  cycling 'velocity  3CJ  ·cycles/min 
Facility permitting mechanical· fatigue  tests on  very big 
structures  (reactor vessels)  . 
Apparatus  to  perform fatigue  tests ·on  metallic bellows  at 
elevated  temperatureso 
Creep  furnaces  and  measurement  devices 
3  tensile machines  (5~ tons,  20  tons,  2  tons)· 
2  Charpy machines  (3~  kgm  - 5  kgm) 
Ultrasonic  device  to detect  defects  and  to  mesure  the  thick-
ness  of pressure  tubes 
-X rays  apparatus,  rontgen  apparatus 
facilities  to  perform fretting corrosion in water  (250°C), 
friction  tests combined with vibrations  (350°C,25  Hz), 
measurements  of friction coefficients  4 
r 
- Instrumentation for  measurements  of fast  phenomena  (10  to  10° 
Hz)  pressure  t:rans-:iucers,  shock-tubes,  fast  film camera 
(up  to  1 ,  2  1  :.:)·:.)  fot:o' s/sec  o ) ,  Hopkinson bars, 
- Device  to  produce  dynamic  sollicitations by hydraulic  means. 
Possible  areas  of application 
- thermal  fatigue(fuel  element  cannings,heat  exchangers) 
- quality and  dimensional  control 
- contacts between different materials in nuclear reactors 
- safety studies  on  structures 
- study of fast  phenomena  (water-hammer,  collapse of vapor 
bubbles,  explosive  ev~poration) 
Possible  interested industries 
- :Nuclear  p  chemical,  mechanical  industries Activity No.:  IV/1/a 
ExtcJrnal  roports 
- "Eq_uipment  for  inv~stiga.ting the  thermal  stress fatigue 
bGhaviour  of  SAP",  R.H.  van Erik,  EUR  3899 .a  ( 1968) 
- "Non  destructive  and  destructiv~ testing of  rt~actor pr.assure 
tubes in  SAP",  C.  Albertini,  M.  Monta.gnani,  P.  Wcltevreden, 
EUR  39 29 •  e  ( 1  9  68) 
"The  rasponse  of  a  Vessel  to  an  internal blast  loading",  H. 
Holtbdckar,  A.  Wasarati,  M.  Montagnani,  G.  Verzeletti, 
EUR  4101.f.e  (1968) 
- "Full  scg,la  ex:perim-3nt  on  thc.  c onsdr~uance  of  the  rupture  of 
a  pressure  tube  in  E.SSOR  reactor vessel",  H.  Holtbecker,  M. 
MontagnBni,  G.  Verzelctti,  SUR  4101.f.0  (1968) 
Meetings 
- "A  correlation of  non  destructivd  with  destructive  testing of 
Zircaloy-Stee.l ltelded  joints for  r:-eA.ctor  pressure  tubes",  C. 
Albertini,  J.  Jung,  M.  Montagnani,  G.  Varzeletti,  Paper  pre-
sented at;  "28th national conference. of  the  American  Society 
for  non  De struc ti  ve  Testing",  Detroit  (Mich.)  October  14-1 7. 
1968 
- ''Statistical interpretation of  Creep  data for  the  ~valuqtion 
of  design criteria for  pressure  tubes in  ~-heavy water  moderat-
ed reactor vessel",  M.  Montagnani,  J.  Putzeys,  to be  presented 
at  "Intc;rnational conf.orence  on  pressure vessol  Technology", 
Delft,  September  29!"'0  October  2,  1969 Activity  No.~  IV/1/b 
Area  of  activit;y: 
- I.Iechc:~nicc.'.l  p:Loperties  of  structuro.l  m~ltcrials 
- Technolocical  tests  on  ~ssemblies and  parts  of fuel  elewents 
i
1cnsile  tostin~ between  - 196 still 1000°0  (in air or  ·under 
vacuum) 
Eicro-hurc~ness  ceasu.rel~lents  til_·_  -i 000° C  in v&cuucr 
·rechnological tests  on  tube  ·material at  450°C  (burst  test~ 
fa  tic  .. 0-:.c,  creelJ) 
- Develo:pmE:nt  of  co:::.l~Juter  :program c  ...  ~i.1.
1 T  ( couputer  a.n'----.lysis  of 
tensil...;  tests) 
- Creep  and  fatigue  tests  on  s:,?eciuens  of bars  or  tubes  and 
asse~blies or  subassemblies  of fuel  elenents 
Ex~eri~ental facilities 
- 2  Instron tensile  testers  (1  GT  to  5  tons) 
- AutomL-. tic processing of  tej_  ... sile  c..a ta  ( di.:..:,i tal voltmeter? 
puncher,  timer) 
- I  SEA  VOl~ p1 ototype  clicro-harC.ness  tester  ( 1  g  to  1000  gr) 
in vaCUlVil  till 1000°0 
- Oth:.:r  &p:pc.:ro. tuo·~  Leitz Durimot  micro-he1runoo1J,  2  \'!ol:p~]rt 
macro-hurd.ncss,  2  \folpert  in:pact  testers,  be., sic  metallo~ra­
phic  ec_;_uilJment,  3  burst Ul1i ts 
- Creep  m-.:{.chines:  36  nU.aoel  creep  machine  (900°C) 
2  cree-·J  mc,chincs  for  tc0ts  on fuel  elements 
(test chaUlber  - c1ia~:Jeter  100  Elm,  hei[Sht  1  G) 
- FG· t-i .- :u c  El  .... chine  Q  ~  .  ....r..g  - ......, 
18  rotc~ ti  ve  bendir..g  machines  (room  tempera  t-u.re) 
2  Universal  fat1~ue m&chines  (vibrating 
tables)  fiom  200  kg  to  2  tons at 600°C 
_..,.,r8c.~o  uf application 
-~echL-.nic(..t.l  pro~)erties of all types  of  c1c.teric..ls  in the  ranc;e 
of  196°0  to  1000°C. 
Pos0i  118  in·i~crcstoc1  inc.~u8tries 
.t-:  •. 11  inc~ustries  Hor~~in..;  for~  nuclear  research~  s:pcice  research, 
specic  .. l  metallurGy  9  etc" 
lleferencos  see  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e .R.efere1:;.ces 
- ~:contribution de  1a frac;ilit;:; 
,,  l  A.l  0  II  p  Po·")  o+  ...  I  ·rl·  n  1i  - 2  3  - 0  .0  1 ... .:._ '-'  u  ~  ~  ...  ,~,·  -
"Oontri  bution  b.  1
1 etude  cle  1'~ 
:_t;.  lfu;}ot  - .dcv  o T.I2t o  64 
~ chaud  du  couposite 
D.cv.  ~~ct.  63 
plc....sticitt~  du  s_ .. ?
11 ? 
1:Activation  ~ne:L:_~y  and  Activation 'IolurL1e  inS.;::..})" 
P.  Guyot  - .Acta  ~  .. :et.  64 
ti Contri  but::... on  ~ 1'  etur_~c  lLe[)  alliages  .L-.. 1/J?ei; 
Co  Becchi~  D.  Boerr:1an,  r=.  l~I'in~  Bo  Pic::..tti- Eev.:!et.  65 
11 'I'he  influence  of  the Deflection of  an  Electror.t1echani-
call~·  01Jcr2 tee;_  ~ensile :.lachine 
11 
9  D  0  Boerdc:~n - =~at.  PTufu_ng  7 
Bd.  7 7  No.5,  So  159/164 
-
11 On  the  :·Iechc:~.:.1isuus  of  I./las tic Deforna ti  on  of  S1-LP" 
Po  Guyot  - ?l8num Press 
;jActivation  th·JrL~ioue  d82  ret.;1.ctions  entJ.ce  dislocations 
a ttracti  VGS n  - p 0  Guyot  - .Licta  Eet.  66 
li s·cruttura proprieti leghe  .:-l.l-:l?ei:..l  '
1
.  7 
C.  B8t;hi 9  ]) •  Bo  err.~o.n,  lL  G-l·in,  Eas~,  G.  Pia tti, 
en  co11rs  de  pu1)lica;cion . 
-
11 JJefoJ..nlll~~tion  :.:ech ,_nism.  of ==ctnls  Ha.rc:_8neC.  oy  a  TiiSJ!8rsecl 
Incohel-c:nt  Second  Phase'
1  ~ 
Py  Gu;y··ot,  J.  of.  ?L~t. 
-II  Contj_-i buti  on a 1'  etude  c~e  l  'in:.L'luenG 8  U.e  di  vcrs  tru.i te-
ments  thcrnomecai~iclues  sliT  1a.  structu.L t:  d 'a1l.i:.::tGes  de  ~r 
resista.nt  ~1  la corrosion  en  :'.lilieu organiqusH,  ·  · 
B0.rj_~ozzi  ~  D.  Do8rn-:.c~~n. 9  Po  Bon:rlct 9  - I:n  cours  de  ::/\)_b1ication 
c~c.ns  1<::.  Bcv  o  <le  r::etc...l1urc;ie 
_,l Influence  du  :l."'cvenu  et  cle  1a  L~im..:;nf;ion  Cie  grain  s~L~  les 
p::copriE;tes  uec<J.niql:Lc-s  c1u  SLJ!i
1
, 
P.  t;uJot  - ~l.L~~  2124 
-"Co:_;_l)Utsr  ..::..nE.lysis  of  T8nsi1c  ·rests",  Boerman,  Po  Bonnet, 
:U~  3-ri:n,  l:...  E1.1bc.ux  - :CUrL  2 5  ·1 4. e 
- 11Essais  c·e  tl~action  f.J.  bu.sses  tedperi..-.t'lrres  sur  S..:1.P  41S"  7 
D  ..  Boer:r1.2n 9  H.  Debeir  - ~~UR  2648. f 
_il  A:Z-~-~~1 2 0 3  co~~l~?O~i  ~es.  Pal"t  1,_,.,  ~  ~.~e~,.ho.ni:~~  pro~er·cl:o of  SAP", 
Iu.~..IL ~  - D •  .uocrman,  ~~o  G.L ll1 9  u.  Veu.'Ci..i>.  ~  (en  cou.:t: s  de  publ.) 
-"Tlectar.:.ical  ProlY3l·cies  of  ~-Al~?-·  c_?_GllJ'?sites.  Part  2  ~ 
Fritto:cc.l",  - Do  Bol;Ytll.-11 7  L.  l7..LJ..rl 9  ll.  Veaux~  (en  cot.:trs  d'imprG) 
latents 
11Il.::,c.,lline  c~~  microdurete  a  chaud  ~-Jous  viC.e",  P ..  l3onnet,  .... 1.  Grin  7 
(1SS6) Activity No.:  IV/1/c 
Area  ol activity 
Non-destructive  testing anG.  dimensional  control  of nuclear 
fuel  element  components. 
Comue tenc  e  aci.'-:1..-:ireci. 
~-- - ....  ---·  --~  ~-k-.-..... 
Develo,~ent anu  use  of  the  non-destructive  tcstil1g  techniques 
for~ 
visuc:-11  ins:[),;c·~:..on  "  liquid }Jenetrants  ~  endoscopy 
- sheath  contoux  mc:.sl'-1.-.e;nent,J  and.  suxf'ace--state  control 
S}_)ecie.l  dime;~:3iOllC:l  control~  f  0  i  o  insiC.e  diameter  me;J,Sure-
ment  without  contact;  wall  thicl~neso  measureuent  by beta-
o.bsor-pti.on 
- radiocTa~hy 
ultrasonics~ resonance  and  pulGe-echo  techniques~ attenua-
tion meas1.rreL.cnts; 
- IX1dy-CUl":::entD 
- Tightness  control~  Heliucl  l~!;__·_J.c  test 
E  .... ~)eri<  ~ental facili tics 
-·-:..:;..1;--~-~"-~-~---~~~~--
dimension~l  con~rol  labor2tory~ 
autor11atic  v-t:_;l..,ti~._,~.tl  bencL for  d.e~·lection and.  outer diame-
ter  Tae~:·.S1J-L  ..  men.tc~  ~ 
autom-...tic  ver-tic~.l  be1:cch  for  inner  ui0.;"1eter  measurements~ 
hori  zonta,l  tl:.easu.J."ing  b0nches; 
- contour·  r;~eClDuri:n'-:,·  projE:.:ctor; 
beta-ga<Se  \'!3.11  thickness  ucasureraents  bench  9 
raO.i  oura1_~·:1y la  bora  to  l'Y  ~ 
- 1  50  ~~~v  anc~  50  kV  .::ienerc:~ to::: s 
- semi  al~.tci-10. tic  :c'ac~i o,_):i:: a_ih;:y- bench 
- ultrasonics  l.J.!Jora.-L;ory: 
- SP~~:iil-1Y  '~  ~~-{AL-·J~~:}~.L  ...  ~. =~=(  and.  B~-~ANEOH apparc:. tus 
- sedi-autom._. tic bench 
- Eddy-cui:r'cnts  lab  ore.. tory~ 
- BUDD-1?0ns~_~_irn  a11cl  CNS  alJ~Jara  tus 
- vertic.'J.l  ex)loration bench 
ti~htness control laboratory: 
3  imr;!..eY~3i on  chc.i.lbcrs  ~  P  = 30  k.~/ cm2  - die.mGter  ~  'i 20  mm 
l8n,~;th 3  1~:. 
det~ction chacbers 
- 2  heli  1).hl  lGa~;.:  Getecto:J..~s 
.Aroo.s  oi  Li.lY!Jli ·~~d:i on 
•  ··-~-~- ----~- ·-~ _____  _,.J;.  •  .L. ----- --~--. 
Nucl8c.~r  f\1.el  elo::1unt  COL!.l)Oll  nts  'J  ::_:;2rtic 1~1larly~ 
rods  in  the  course  of  fetbrication~  sheatin3:,  :plut:;s 9 
\'\7 Sldinc~  :~  thErnocouples  ~ 
- c~~Grieilce  eas8ly transferable  to  non-nuclear fields 
~ossible inteleLted inQustrius  ----------·  . 
~:~Jiglit  uct.:.ls 
I'TG clea.r  En:=inc  el~i11,'..) 
- Precision  =~l.L_  ine(::rin~.:; 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.:  IV/1/c 
Heferences 
Publications 
- "Application de  differcntes  methodes  d'essais non dcstruc-
tifs aus  elements  combustibles  type  ORGBLi'  7 
P.  Bonnet,  J.  J~nsen,  - Bucarest  1965 
Brevets 
-"  Ap:;_;areil  pour la rac\.iographie  de  tubGs  et plus pc.rticuliere-
ment  dG  tubes  pour  (J.p)lications nucleairesn, 
J  J  "P  ,  ..  d-.  (1Ci64)  ~  ansen,  ..~..  o  .c  . .an ~rler  .:; 
- "AppCJ.reil  pour  12  confection de  defauts  G.rtificiels 11  ~ 
H.  Eahlcr  (1967) 
-
11Canera  pour  lc~  radio~raphie d r elements  irradiesif' 
F.  Gadda,  J.  Jansen,  A.  Wilhelm  (1967) 
-
11Realisation de  crayons  combustibles  NRX  716  - Controle 
non d2structif des  tubes  de  gaine",  Annexe  1, 
R.  Klersy et al.,·P.  Bonnet,  E.  Borloo,  J.  Jansen 
EUR  2158.f 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.:  IV/1/d 
Area  of activity 
In and  out-of-pile  meas1J.:rei11ents  of  thermal  and  mechc.nical 
behaviours  of solid matsrials 
Co ~~l~) e t enc::_  ~~c  q uir  eq 
Hea. t  transfer coefficient measurements  bet\-veen  room  ter~lpera­
tux·e  up  to  2000°0  of structural and  solid nuclear fusl.  ma-
terialsG 
In-pile  creep· mGasurements  up  to  400°00 
D~sign of irrddiation devices  - Nuclear calcul2tions  - After-
ir:r·adia..tion works  - Hot  laboratories  equipment  - CaiJsules 
construction and  t.2sting  techniques 
EXl)erime.;.*tal  facilities 
- A:ppc.:,ra tus for heat transfer measurenents  between  100° C  and 
2000°0  (steady state,  cu.lorimetric,  comparative  and unsteady 
methodso  electron beam) 
-. oth  ... r  facili  tica  to  :  .. ::.sccmblc  for  oth0r rc:quirod  ~1CC~GUXCffiClltS 
- In-pile rigs for  creep  measurements  up  to  400°C 
- 2  in-pile rigs in  Ispra~~ reactor for  irradiations at 20-30°C 
Engineering  ap~lications for  g~neral purpos~s, 
Nuclear  design  c-:ncl  new materials  evaluation 
P~ssiblY. interested industries 
Nuclear,  me·chanical  and  engineering inctustrie$ · 
References  see next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e ~icti  vi  ty No ..  :  IV/  1/  d 
References 
Contribution to  Scientific and  Technical  J"ournals 
-
11Apparecchiatura per la misura rapida  C:.ella  conduci bili  t8J 
termica di  solidi a  temperatura  ambienten~- :Cnergia  Nuclea-
re  No .. 7,  Vol.14,  Luglio  1967 
-
11 The  dependence  on  wicrostructure  of  the  High  terllpera  t1.,rre 
properties  of Uranium  Oxid"  -"l:Iolybdenum  ancl  Uranium  Oxide 
Tungsten  cermets;  II Heat  Transfer rroperties'
1
,  - Rov.Inte 
Hautes  1'emperatures  et li.efract..  ·T. 4,  1967 
Extern2l Tienorts 
* 
- 11Development  of  I.~ethods for  ·the D ~tor~:lin;_.~ ti  on  of  tho  High 
Temperature  The:cmal ])iffusivity of  UC
1
',  - EUTI-337oe  (1963) 
-"Heat Transfer in a  l~'uel  Element  Gas  Gapn,  - :CUR-521. e  ( 1964) 
- "Thermal  and  riech\.  .. nical  Studic;s  of  Solid-Solicl  Contacts" 7 -
EUR-2486  ..  e  (1965) 
"IIi  sura clcllc:.  conduci bili  t~1  termica  di  materiali  di  interesse 
nucleare  ontro  100°J  e  500°Cn 9  - :SUH-3644 .. i  ("1967) 
- 11Ci....lcul  11Umeriq_ue  c-:.es  COnt::c·aintes  mecaniq_ues  et  th8I'EliCJ.U8S 
dans  un  cylindre  creux  ~c section droite  irres~iere", -
EUR-4  1  8  1 • f  ( 1 9  6  8 ) 
Other  rerJOrts  --·-· -----·----
- "Esperienze  d' irrag,->iamento  in  CI~~O  .l.i  m1  elemento  inguai-
nato  di  grafite impregnata di  leghe  di  magnesio
11
j 
Daniele 9  Donea~  Lanza?  presented in a  CNEN  Commitee  over 
the  CI:RO-Proc;ram,  4-5  July,  1968 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.:  IV/1/e 
Area  of activity 
:experimental Stress  .;:~alysis tbr:bugh Photoelasttci  ty,  Strain-
gu.c;es  (up  to  600°C)  and Haire 
9oillnetenc~ ac~~ired 
StrGss  analysis  of  va~ious narts  of fuel  eleuentso  grids, 
finned  tub-::;s 9  weldil1gs,  stresses around inclusions,  strain-
gij,ges  boncied  with Rokide  process 
Cha.pm.an  lJhotoelastic  bench 
- Syress.":'"freezing  ft.:.rne.ce 
- High-s:peed  ulilling mu.chine  for  i'c:bT.ica.tion  of  models 
- Various  Strain Indicators 
- X-Y  Strain Recorders 
- Flame  spray  t;un for Rokido  Procozs 
- Furn&-cos  for  cali  ln··a tion of  strain-gc:gGs 
Areas  of annlication  -- ... -------- -··~---·-----
DetGr~ine.tion of  the  stress iield in mechanical parts 
(through lJhotoolastic  1n.ocl~ls)  ·  · · 
- Verification of  the  state stress in several points bf me-
chanical part up  to·  600°0  {true part und·er  real loadine 
conditions)  · 
.~ossi  b)-_y  interested industries 
- Lotor industry 
- Sp~ce industry 
- naclline  ·:rools 
References  uce  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity  No.~  IV/!/e 
Heferences 
Externa..l  :~e•Jorts 
- 11l
1=ise  en  08VT8  et  etuc~e  d.GS  jG·u.ges  d 
1 ext;ensometrio  fixees, 
lJ._.r  le nrocecG  Rol~id.en?  .2..  Antoine  9  'l 96£3  ( 100  pa.;es 9  41  fiu·· 
3D  ref  0)  en  cour·s  CL  I iL1i)i·ession  •. 
11Prourietes st mise  en  oeuvre  Lles  A:r·u.ldi tes u-'cilise8s  en 
photoel2sticiten,  ~i.  'Teauj:,  1967  (105  IJG-JCG~  32  fi~~~  32  ref.) 
EUR-3604  f 
- 11 L' emploi  deL  j a uses  de  c.l.ei' o::-mo. ti  on  1 
J3  I  Dr·· ·anc:;t  '' 10Ut  ( Sex.l-a  B,...,  r-•nn,,v)  p 
0  .:..;:;<.:)J..  .:.  9  .....  ~  uc  - c;,b  ...  ~~...-.........  '  Q 
EUR-2473  f 
d  h, ute  tCD1IJE§ratu:rGi1 , 
J3ol1net 7  I~.  Grin~ 
11Re1)arti tion des  contraintc::s  cla::ns  un  tube  ailet0  sov~mis 
a lU1C  pression h;y·drostiatic_LU8
11
'  Go  :Gvrard,  I·.:..  Vo2.U:~~  1967 
( 144  pat_jec 7  52  fi~;Q 7  37  ref  o)  Comnunication  No.  ·1. 5.-1515 
- 1' Orgel  typo  fuel  eloL~18nt for  the  ·  .. rE-·1-906  :C;:c:peri::1ent
11 
7 
p.  Bonnot,  ·J ..  Dtunont'  1':~.  GI·in'  1966  (etude  photoelastique 
2cialisee  dans  le  cadre  Qe  ce  rap~ort: 
11 Tvvo  Dimenst  0112"1  Photoel-c,s  -'ci city~  A  ~~ethod  oi'  .~.1. __  )roxit;l0. ti  on 
to  the  Stresses in the  Tind  Plugs  of  Elernents il, 
G.  Evrard 7  M.  Veaux 
Other_~orts 
iiContribution  E~  1 1 etu(e  C:~G  la nocivi  te  des  defc.uts  dans 
les  tub~  s.  C:tiletes  11 ,  P.  JJonnet  9  J.  J c~.nsen  ~-i~.  Vedux  7 
12eme  Colloque  do  cetallQccie~  S.i-~CLAY 1  24-26  Juin,  1968 
- 11Verification PhotoelustiyU8  cie:~  contraintcs  dans  la grille 
.de  1velernent  combu;_.tible  6-2n,  G.  Evi,ard,  IL  Vea0-...x_, 
1966-Ispra-953 
-
11Renarti tion des  contraintes  G.ano  u.n  bouchon  cl.c  barre 
combu_sti ble  soucie  a  u::.1~  t_;\i.ine  aile  tee'~,  G.  E~.card  ~  I.L  Veaux 
·j 967  - IS?EA-·1  ~165 
"A.no.lyse  cies  deforn.L.tions  p2"T  la methode  de  1,loireo  r~ise 
sn  oeu~.ce et premiere  a~)lic:.atiun~',  J.Fo  IDbert:~  l·L  Veau:~, 
1968  - ISPTIA-1268 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e .Activity No.:  IV/1/f 
Area  of application 
Zirconium Corrosion in water,  steam  or  organic  environments 
at high  tera:peratu.re,  in-pile and  out-pile, 
- Studies  on  Zro2  layers,  catalysis  on  surface 
CompetenGo  acquired 
- Corrosion llle&surements  on  dif~~erent Zr-alloys  on  the  above 
environments.  TOJ;>ical  alloy design 
- Thin film techniques; · measurenents  of  electricL.l  pare..-~ meter 
and  specific apparatus  development;  measurenents  on  catalysts 
Exuerimental facilities 
- Eo.  8  thcrt.i.OSyphon  loops2for  high temperature  terphenyl 
( 420° C max;  p  ~  20 kg;  em  )  - 1  in-pile loop  (KID)  7 
- EooiO  autoclc:.ves  for  water 7  steam.  or  gas  corrosion  meas~­
rements at high  teLlpera  ture  2nd  lJressure  ~  P  ~  150  kg/  em  " 
T  '750°C  (at loweT  temperature  the  :Jrc;ssure  may  be  higher) 
- Hich vacu0m1  metGllizing facilities and  specialized appara-
tus  for  electrical meast..rreuents 
- Hot  laboratory facilities 
R-<2..~~ ble  nr~as of a:p-:)lication 
- Development  of  Llr-alloys for  hi6l:er  temperature  use  in 
stcau  (400°C)  or  gases,  or  org .nic 
- genGral  corrosion te:=ting and naterial :;:ece:ption 
- corroE.:ion  measurements  in general 
studies  on  corrosion mechanisms 
- studies  of  s~~faces 
References  see n8xt  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity Noo:  IV/1/f 
Heferencos 
Publicc.tions 
"I Pluoruri  do:ppi  di  Ul'"'anio  tetravalente nella metalll:t.r-
gia (!.ell I u.rani  0 n  7  G  0  Imari si  0  ~  IL  Sesilli  - Energ. Nucl  0 
Vol.5 7  No .. 8 
-
11Sulla.  corrosione  sotto  sforzo"?  .lLBassi 7  E.  Brutto,  C.Ima-
risio,  G  ..  Perona,  R.  Sesini,  I>~1er.s;ia  ~fucl.Vol.8 9  No.5 
-
11Zircaloy-2  and  Stainless Steel  Corrosion in Flowing \!et 
Stes.m",  A  ..  Bassi,  ::2:.  Brutto,  G.  Camona,  G.  Imarisio,  G.  Pero-
na,  Ro  Sesini- Energ.  Nucl.  Vol.10,  No.4 
-
1'TI.esearch  ..t'rogram.  and  Choice  of  SlJecific  Zirconium Alloys 
for  High  ~eemporature  T'er:phenyl  Use
11
,  G  ..  Imz.risio;  EUR-1162(65) 
- "Selection of  Ne\v  Zi:;.:'coniuu  Allo;ys  for  high  temperat"Ltre 
Terphenyls
11
,  G.  Imarisio  9  ~-= ..  Cocchi,  G.  ~~aini  - Presented 
to  J.  Nubl.  Hat.  - for publication 
-
11Ini'luGnce  of  Thin  Noble  ~·retc:.l  Films  on  Zirconium  Oxidation;j, 
J.  I;lcctrochet1.,  Soc.  _115,  369-371  (1968) 
T:'x+:er-n·-,1  r:r,-..-..ortc 
.l:J  U  =-- --'--'  6J  0 
11 Zirconium Alloys  in Terphenyls",  G.  Imarisio- EU£1-2649  e 
- "Stati.sticc:-1.-l  ~'ochniq_ues  ancJ.  Analysis  in Corrosion Eec..,suT'e-
ments  of  2r-.h.lloys  in T8rphenyls 
11  ?  G.  Imarisi  o,  U.  Cocchi, 
EUR-2999  e 
- nrl
1hG  Compa.tibili ty of  Zirconium Alloys  with High 
1fempcl·'s  .. -
ture  Poly:;~henyls
11 ,  G.  Ir:a.::risio  - EUTI-722 
CISE  re-oorts 
-
1'JJesisn  and  Assembly  of  a  Loop  for· Experic1ents  on  Corrosion 
and  Erosion Propertic:s  on  J.:'lovving  \let  Steam
11
, 
E.  Brutto,  Jo  Cihi,  G.  IGc~risio~  G.  J?alladino~  Go  Perona 7 
R  ..  Sesini~  - CISE  Noo  34 
- "Ticsul ts  of  Corrosion  ancL  :Srosion  ~x:pE::rimcnts  v1ith  SteCl.m-
\/~1. t~r-Spray",  Ao  Bassi,  E.  Brut  to,  G..  Imarisio  ~  Go  Palla-
dino~  G.  Perona,  R.  Sesini~  - CISE  No.  40 
11PJ. ot.:;;ettazione  e  conduzione  di  una  ba  tteria di  L.utoclo.vi n, 
G  ..  Imarisio  - CISE  No.  92 
Patents 
111-rocess  o.nd.  Plant for  the Purification of  Ter:phenyl  and/or 
Analogous  Or.:;;Gnic  Haterio.ls",  G.  Imarisio  . 
R c f  Q  EUR  ~  1  /6  9 2  UK  d c :J o sited  1  7 • 3 o  6 5  G  r  ~_;at  B:::_" i t a in No  Q  3 52 7 8/  6 5 
- nver\rend.ung  von  Zirkoniu..rnlegierunc.;en  d.es  Zr-Fe-V-L:;r-Fe-Cr-
und  des  L:;r-Cr-Ty:ps
1i,  G.  IrJ.1arisio 
Ref.  EuR  I/983  GF  dcyositeu  27o7  ..  66  Gcrm~ny No.  B  32  153 
11  ~irkoni  umlegi 2r1mgenn ,  Go  I::1u.ri si  o 
itef.  EUR  ~  I/954  dcposi ted  27  ..  7 o  1  S66  ;'"::.el""'mc.ny  E  32  152 Activity No.:  IV/1/g 
Jj...rea  o.f  activity 
ComlJC::. ti  bili  ty und  Corrosion 
_9ol~]J)_etence  acquire_£ 
- Coup~tibility an~ diffusion studies  between different 
materials  (solid-solid,  solid-fluid metal  and  solid~gas 
systeras) 
Corrosion  tei:;ts  in organic liqui<ls,  wa·~er  o.nd  water..:.:vapour, 
Huey  and  Strauss  tests, 
- Salt  s~ray  t~sts and artificial industrial atmosphere  tests 
stress-corrosion tests? 
- Electrochemical kinetics,  intensiostatic and  potentiostatic 
polarizations, 
- l'Ie~sm"'erJ.:ents  of  eq_uili bri  um  eo m. f o 
Studiz:;s  of  transport phenomena  in ionic solids, 
- Th\.;rlJ.lodyns.mics  of  m._:ny  COLllJOnents  systems 
~xpcr~ncntal facilitios 
iurnc..ces  for heat  treatments under  vacuu.ra  and  controlled 
atmospheres, 
- .....  lJ})~,ratus  for  :purificc:-~tion and filling of liquid metals 
with low  meltin~ points, 
- Autoclaves~ 
- S2lt spray and  industrial atmosphere  boxes 
- High and  lov:  ter11perntu:re  stress-corrosion device, 
- Tlleruobalanco, 
- A:-9IX:tr2.tus  fo.r  e ..  m., f..  detc;ru.1in~~ ti  on  on cells with very high 
impoq.cnco 
- Polc:  .. ri  za ti  on unit 
- Potentiostat 
.r~.rea  of CJ.,·:_y)lication 
.....!.:..  - . 
Quali  tr.?ttive  and  (~~uantitative  evc..lu:....:.tion  of  corrosion and 
conrJa ti  bili  ty _problcm_s  bet~.-, een diff  ercnt  ma tLrials 
- Stuuy  of  the  pos.:-1i bili  ;~ies  o~~:'  _J::t:·evcl.rcing·  and  neutralizing 
them 
Possibly interested industries 
Metalltrrgical  and  electrochemical  inc1u8tl."'ies 
Referenc0s  see  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.:IV/1/g 
Referenc8s 
-
11Compati bili  t;y  Stuc;.ies  Concernin.r7  the  Use  of  a  J~iq_uid 
Le,:::~d.  Joint in an Uranium-Carbide/Sintered  P~luminium  (Sl-iP) 
J!'u8l  E::.eracntn,  P.J~.  Lensi,  1L~.-~.  Schlc~icher~  Joof  Nucl.Mc.t,. 
to  be  published 
- "Com:portamento  ;_;._llu.  corrocione dell' aluminio  e  sue  leghe 
in liquido  org~.nico  (terphenile)  a  400°0~ 
F.  Coen-Porisini  9  G"  :t;i'""·-tti,  I-L i,,i. Schleicher  9  - ·.:Jonvegno 
11Associ:.:.tzione  Itc;,lic:.,nc:,  ~~et~:llur 0ia
1 '  ~  I.1il2.LO  17-20  Giugno  ·1 968 
-
11 Det~rm  .. ini:..Ltlon  of  ~  .. ater  Oon·cent  in Potd-csium Difluorideii, 
G.B  ..  Barbi,  So  Pizzini 7 - .Anal.Chet:!lo  )5 7  409  (1963) 
-
1'Hyc1roc;en  :Svolustion from  }~IL?2 
r:Ielt~  at 1)1;:-::tinum  Electrodesn 9 
S.  Pizzini,  Go  Stcrnhoim 9  CT"B.  B2rbl,  - Electrochimie  ..:1.cta, 
8,  227  (1963) 
-
1'fhermodynamic  functions  und  Those  Stability Limits  by 
e.  m. f.  hea.sL,U"ecwnts  or  Solid  ~lectrolytic Cells", 
G.B.  Barbi 9 - JoPhysoCheL1.  68,  29'12  (1964) 
- "Punzioni  termodinaL1iche  eli  soluzioni  solide  Cu-Ni  con 
=  Ti sur  e  d i  f  o  e  0  m  0  •;  , 
G  B 
~,,  b.  /1  •  r'l}  .  56 
•  o  .b2~r  l  1  - .1Ull1. v  llfllo  --~'  992  - 1966 
- "'ihcrl:lod;yna:nics  iunc tions  by  e 0  f  0  mo  ~ :easurer:1ents  on  Solid 
Galvanic  Cells  in Non-Stationary Conditions:  System Al  + 
Al2u3 \',  G. Bo  Earbi,  - Trnas o  __ .-·o.r o  Soc.  _62,  1589  ( 1966) 
- "Non-Stationary e.D.f.  neasurements  after Polarization of 
SoliC:l.  Gal  VCl.ni c  Celles  0  '.rhc  st~  bili  ty of  Nbon' 
G.Bo  Barbi  9 - ~eitschri~;~t fiir  Naturforschung 23a,  800  (-1968) 
-"The Stability of  (/Ustite  by Blectromotive  1?o1ce  ~I:::::asu:ce~11ents 
on all Solid Electrolytic Cells 11 , 
G.B ..  Barbi  - J.  Phys.  Chemo  68,  2912  (1964) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity Noo:  IV/2/a 
.tirGa  of a cti  vi ty 
Elabor~tion on  laboratory scale  of metallic and  motallocera-
mic  nateri2.ls 
Coi,~e!gnce acq,uired 
Elaboration of dispersed ,hase alloys  by~ 
- Sintcring of metallic  powders 
- Chemical Renctfon bet\loen solid powdered  lJhuse  and  vapour 
phase 
- Ultra  hi~h cooling  f~ or.1  the  liquid pho.se 
Elaboration of  composite  fiber _reinforced materials  by: 
- Unidirectional solidification 
- Dispersion  of  ceramic fibers  in a  liquid met2llic matrix 
Exucrioental facilities  -·- .... ·•  ~~~-··~· 
- ATI.O-fu:cnace 
- Induction-furnaces 
- Elc;ctron-bombardment  f-cc  .. -naces 
Sin  Gerin,~ press 
- E~trusion-~ress 
- Plusraa-jot sHagi.ng fac.ili ty 
- Sc-,.re::ral  resistance ·furnaces  for heat  treatment, 
- Splat  coolinG apparatus, 
Rolling mill 
_P_o _a  ~-~~9_~.£..  -..-~-I~·  s_-';__·L  s  __  o_f_a..,p....,p_l_i_c_a_t_l_·  o_n~·· 
~labo~ation of  exJerimental alloys,  especially dispersed 
lJh.-.se  alloys  and  fiber reinforced alloys 
Pcssiblv interested industries 
-- y 
l.Ietc:.llurgical  and  i~lechanical industries 
Tieferbnces  see  next  )age 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity  No.~  IV/2/a 
References 
-
11 Quelg_ues  observations relatives a 1
1 effet  SUI  leG  COB~JO­
sites  A~-A1 2 o.1. c"  '~e fusior:  contro~een  ~ 
G.  Be.;hl,  G.  r'lat-cl,- J.  o1·  Nucl.  'I;~t.  15,  1  (1965)  117-120 
-
11The  I.Yaintenance  of  the  Pro~Jerties of  SAP  after a  Treatwent 
of  l~'usi on  of  the  r::c: tJ.."ix 11  , 
G.  Piatti,  g.  Tieghi,  - J.jnert;i~.  Nucl.  Vol. 12 1  No.  10  ( 1965) 
- '
1Contri  bution a l  'etude  des  alliages aluminium-fer
1
', 
G.  Bcghi,  D.  B0erman,  P.  Bonnet,  ~-~.  G:cin,  Go  J?iatti~ 
l'.~em.  Sci.  Revo  T.T.et::.~llurG.  LZII~  No.6,  1965 
-
11 Influence des  trai  tenlents  theJ..'"'miq_ues  de  loncue  C.uree  sur 
les  pr~:pri~-~8~~  ... ~1es  com~-~?~i~t~s  Al~A~ 2 0 1
11 ? 
G.  Beg.nl,  l1~  G.Lln~  G,  .tlatc..L 9  - l·.J.8d.  ~Cl.  Rev  ..  =:etallo 
r,xrv,  No.4,  ·1 967 
- "Struttu~"'a  e  proprieta m~8anicho di  leghe  in fase  c-:.ispersa 
.Al-.FeAl  a  bc:.sso  -~eno:re  in  fel~ro  elc:.bore1to  lJer  im:pieghi 
nuclear£ 
11
,  G.  Be~hi  7  D..  :Boerr11c1n 9  l·=.  Grin~·  TL  IL.si  ~  G.  Pia tti, 
Lu.  Let~--~11  urgic.,  Ituliana  9  No. 5,  1967  · 
-
11 Possibilit~s de  fTittaGe  des  com~osites Al-Al20)  en  phase 
l i  q_ ui  de  11 
7  .J 
G  o  13 e ,_)hi  9  - J ;  of  N  u c l  •  I.L. t  o  2 3 ,  ( ·1 9  6  7 )  2 4  1  -2  4 4 
"Possi  bili  te  d I elaboration  cl 1lU1  alliat;e  en  l)t..a,se  c.1iSl)ersee 
Al-NbAl~ pc-.r  trcrn~:Je rapidc  et  ~·~  1' eta  t  liq_uide
11 
'}  G.  Beghi, 
H.  Hc;/ce:ta 9  G;  Pia tti,  - J.  of  Nucl  0  l.Ia t.  26  ( 1960) ,  219-222 
-
1'Caratteristiche  e  ap::_Jlicazioni  della  soliclificazione ultra 
ra:pic1a  di  leghe  metalliche", 
Go  J3ec;hi,  R.  I',~atera~  G.  Pia.tti,  - l;d  ~·:etalll.lY~·i:t  Itc·.liana 9 
No.  5,  1968 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity NOooiV;2/b 
Structural and  physice-.1  metallursy 
CompctencG  acguir8d 
- Application of  the  electron-microanalyzer in the field 
of  metallo~raphy and  ~olid state diffusion applications 
of X-ray microradiography 
- Ion-analyzer  (s~me as  above) 
- Structural analysis  (~hase identification,  preferred 
ori  Gnt.a ti  on~  pare::: met ar  nGasur  em en  ts  e ct  o  )  with the  aid 
of  an X-ray diffractometer,  · 
- Dilatometry  · 
- OI)tical  micrography  (aluninium-alloys,  zirconiurll-alloys, 
c,2.rbi<les,  lJyrolytic  t;TE~phi tc  etc·o ). 
- Electron uicroscopy  (dispersed  ph~se alloys) 
Exuerimcntal facilities 
-·--·---~·-----·----
- Electron microprobe  CAT.IECA 
- Ion analyser  c~·u~CA 
- X-ray dif:{rnctograph  S~~IFE:L'LT-PHILIPS 
- Electron-microscope  J?HI1Il:'S  EH  100, 
Optical microsco1Je  J.:=ICJilliJ.T 7  LEITZ,  ZEISS  and  metallogra-
phic  pre~aration chcin 
- Ion-microscope  TnUB  TKUBNf  .. H  ;... 
- i\.:U.li.l.~I~  1Jilatomet2r  (up  to  1500°0  under  high vacuum  10  5) 
- Lc:bora.tory  furnacGs  for  thermc.:l  treatment under  high 
vacuum  up  to  1200°C 
Possible areas  of  applicati6~ 
- StuQy  oi metal alloys 
- Ilicrostructure · 
Study  of  phase  tr0.nsfor,nations 
- Study  of dispersed  phas~ alloys 
Possibly interested industries 
Non-ferrous metallurgical industries in general 
E.efcrences  o.eo  nG::;;.:t  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.: IV/2/b 
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-
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tion
1
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15~  No.2  Hbr.  1968 
- ;:'ihe  influence  of : =icro:9orosi ty on  the Ductility of 
JU-Al  0  11.lloys  ~;?  H.  Lellerer,  G.  ?iat-Gi  9  - J  0  of L:at. 
Scien~e~ 3,  1968  (Letters  of  the  Ed.) 
-
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G.  Beshi  9  B.  I-Ienry,  :.·o  Nasi~  - :.Iemori  .....  presentata al XII 
Convegno  AIII,  l:lilG.n,  17-20  June  1968 
- 11 The  i'im2  ~.remperature Dep2ndence  of  the  He.::rc~ncss  of Disper-
sion-Strengthened  .Aluminiu.r~l  .. A.lloys" ~  H.  Kelle=r-'er, 
G.  Piatti  9  - J.  of Nucl.  Lc.teri--:tlS  27  ~  ·1968 7  245-256 
"Craclc  ll'orm:·.tion  in Sintorc;d  Two-rh'-.tse  Alloys",  H.  Kellerer 7 
G.  Piatti,  - J.  of  ~~t.  Sci.  3,  196G 7  486-497 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity No.:  IV/2/c 
A.r:.:;a  of activity 
l)is:persion h-:.rdened  materials  and :particulc.rly aluminiw'11 
h£1-rc~ened with dislJcrsed  alumina 
- Production of dispersions  of very fine  sized  al~unina in 
aluminium, 
- =··_easurec-:snts  of  dech~  ... nical J?YOl')erties  ~  Stress  strC?-in~ 
creer 9 
- Observation  of )lilstic phenoe1eno.  on  s.__,J_ple  surfaces  9 
Electron microscope  observation of dislocations, 
Influence  of  plc~stic  (·_cformation  on  intcl-:.lal friction 
Exuarit:lental facilities 
Ins  tron,  tensile  tes  tine)  n .. chine~ 
- 2  ua.chincs  for  crec) 7 
- 3  equi:_)uents  to  measl.LI."G  internal  f:tic·iJJ.on  (:.crequency  of 
1  cycle  to  50  kilocycleo)~ 
- 2  elect~on microscopes 
Possible  arec~s  of  2:J?.£l_=h_c_p, ti<?E 
- Heavy  Hater reactors 
- Aeronautic  industry 
- High  -~edpe:ra  tur·e  r~12, t8~-ials 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e 
1~efeJ:GnceD  see  no:::t  :;;>age .L~cti vi  ty no  0  ~ IV/2/  c 
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Patents 
- li\..furkwijze  voor  het  bereicien van  een dispersielegering
11
, 
G.  Holle  beck  9  H..  Hi j t11an 9  P..  Schiller  9  A..  Schneicl_ers, 
j_~egis·cered in the  Netherlands~  No o  67. 16230  9  29  o  ·11  ..  19G7 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e Activity  No.~  IV/2/  d 
.Area  of  acti~:::_i_!,l 
ComuGtence  acquired  _,:::,.;..; __ .._... ........ _  ~  .... ,....----....~--
- Impre~nat~on of  ~raphite by  MG  and its alloys 7  by Al-
Si ( 13f;Si),  B;y  :Bi  2nd  othGr  u1a torials  o 
- l\~easm"ements  of  GJ.,jchanical  and  thermal properties 
- Preparation of  test fuel  elemonts  for irradiation e:;:pe- · 
riElents  anC:~  for  specio.l  mock-u:p 
Exn  '?Iirr~~t::.~l~1=  ac=U-_tt_~.§-~ 
Furnaces  imprcr;:ns.~ion 
:b'  P  1 00  k:i/  em 
1  Tmax  gsoo·c 
max 
maximum  dimension  of  samples~  9)  20  mi-1,  h  60  mm 
.  2 
F2  PmcLX  40  kg/em 
T  8oooc  max 
mc:-.xinrun  dimension  of  samples:  9)  200  mm 7  h  1000  mm 
F3  Pmax  40  kg;c~ 
2 
T  1500°C  max 
Possible areas  of aunlication 
- Cl~.dding of fuel  elements  and  .. t<.._terial  for  core  structure 
- Heat  exchanger,  che1~1i cnl  inC:LUS try 
- Brushes  and  special  8lectrodes 
References  see  nGxt  p2go 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e ~  .. ctivity No.~  IV/2/d 
Contributions __ to  Scientific and  technical  Jour.na.ls 
-
11 l'r-o~1rieta  Gleccaniche  di  una  grafi  te  impregnata  con 
metalli';~  17
1
•  Lanza- La Eeta  ..  Ito  Noo5,  1967 
Zxternal Reuorts 
- ''Obtention  G.' illl  ~rc~i_Jhi te  iu)ermeEble  :par  impl"egna tion de 
metc:rt.:L.;c  fond  us  il 9  H.  JJU.I'g 9  F 0  I__l<..-.l1ZO.?  G  0  1'!larenc;o 
:8UI?.-29G8  f 
"Effects  of  1'hermJ.l  AnneoliDG'  ancl  CyclinL_S  on  I1iL;ht  .~.letal 
It:!.precnated  Grapl1i te'i 7 
Ho  J3urc;~  F.  Lanza~  G  .......  a:ren~.o  - (to  be  ~'Jublished) 
"Evalu2tion of  a  Gra)hito  f{c:('lectol'"'  in a  Heavy  \·;·ater 
~.~oG.era  ted  :::~eactor 11 ,  P.  L~~·nza 
Patents 
"Procedimen-~o 'Jer  effettuare siunti  con  carpi  in grafi  te 
imprcc;n _  ta,  p--·r· ticol_.l-n~cnte crafi  te  itJ.ll)l-o~n~;_ ta  con  meta.lli 
o  loghs  leg0 cre fusi  ii? 
Larengo.G.  - Dep.  9o3o1966,  NoD  15358 
"Proccclime::nto  di  fc:~bbi·icGL~ionG  di  elemonti  combusti bili 
nuclec:ri  con  inC3lJ.liciatura  di  e;r<:.:,fi te  imprec;nata  con 




IL  J3u:cg ~  F Q  £~nza  9  Go  F2rengo 
Other  re-c>orts 
11:ESiJL;ricl-.LZe  di  irr2.g{:;i2r:1ento  in  CT~-:.0  di  1:m  el2monto  in-
guainato  ci_i  0Tafi te  iill)regnata  (i_i  le,:~;he  c\.i  l~CJ.gnesi0
11 , 
J?.  Daniele,  Jo  Donea~  lil.  Lc.~nz:::t.- j_Jresented  to  a 
S;y-etlJOsium  at  }~ome  on  CI_:_~o  F:i:ograr~l,  July  1968  (to  be 
published) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69e V)  CHEMISTRY 
V/  1  OHGALIC  CHEI·.~ISTRY 
V/2  NUCL:S_ill  AifD  nADIATI0N  CfiETiiS'lRY 
V/3  HIGH  'r:S]TEi:~.A'I'URE  CHE:·LISTRY 
vI 4  Ciillf.1ICAL  EFG  IJ:L~~;-~HING 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  Noo~  V/1 
:Arf!:.'?-__ of activity 
Orgc.,nic  synthesis 
Organic  labeled  compound  synthesis 
Structure determination and  theorical model  evaluation 
Competen?e  acquired 
Synthesis  9f  several quinqua,  hexa  and  higher poly-
phenyls  com~ound 
Synthesis  of substituted aromatic  compounds 
- Synthesis  of deuterated  (partial and  total)  compotu1d 
- Synthesis  of  C,14  labeled .hydroc.;.1.rbono 
- Electronic  configuration studies  of  these  molecules 
Experi~Gntal facilit~~ 
Laboratory  equipped  fO:J..'  organic  :::ynthcsis  ana.  purification 
Existing programs  for  theoretical  evaluation 
Possible areas  of  applicatio~ 
- Synthesis  of pure  :reference  corapound  for  industry 
and  biology 
- StructuT'e  detcrrninc:. tion 
Possible interested industries 
Chemical  industry and  biology 
References  see next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  V/1 
References 
- Synthesis  of Tritiated Biphenyls Labelled at Specific 
Positions 
(In Collo  with PoPh.  H.L.Otto) 
JoLab.Compds.  2,  349  (1966) 
Abbau  von /-1  - 14c 7  -p-Terphenyl  und r·4 - ' 14c 7  -p~ . 
Ter:phenyl zm.a  Nachweis  der  spezifischen Ivlarl:ieru..ng 
(In Call. with '\[. IIafferl and  Ko Ho Bloss) 
Chem.Ber.  'i01,  1917  (1968) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity·  No.~  V/2/ a 
Inorganic  and  orsanic analytical  chern.istry,  radiochemical 
methods  of analysis  (production  of radioisotopes)Q 
Co r.lp e ten  c e ,_c.:-c  .9. ui  r e_(l 
Qualitative and  quantitative analysis  Ol  various  materials 
( orge,nic  coolants  7  Urani  UGl  and its compounds,  raetals  alloys, 
gases,  pesticides?  bioloGical materials  etcoo)  . 
Trace  analysis  - Isotopic analy-sis  - Structural stuciies  and 
analysis  of  organic  molecules  - Org&nic  microanalysis  - Syn-
thesis  of reference  products  or  standard  - Researches  and  de-
velopments  of  a  new analytical procedure  and  instrumentation -
Techniq"tA.es  of automation and  computer  applications  - Tech-
niques .of fast and  thermc:l  neutron activation - Rac1io--- .. ctivi  ty 
measureGlents  techniques  ~ Chemical  and  radiochemical  s~~)ara­
tions  - Radioisotopes  production - Basis  studieo  on  ionization 
potentials,  bon~ing ener5y,  radiolysis~ reaction kinetic, 
excitation )rocesses  in flameso 
Ex:Jerimen-'cal  fc:'.cili ties 
14  MeV  neutron generator  - Irradiation channels  in Ispra  I 
reactor  - x- ray  spectror.1eters  ancJ.  co1.-1ntinc  equi:pments  - Ra-
diochemical laboratory facili  tief;  - Ultraviolet,  Infrared 
and  l:"iaman  s:pectrorrl.eters  - Gas-chrom& tosraphes  with electronic 
inte6rators and  com)uter- I.Io.ss  spoctrometers with associated 
facilities  (leak c.1etector,  nitrogen 1-iquifier,  mass  spectrum. 
di~i  tize::·  vri th punger,  pov·:er  genera  tor,  microphotometer)  -
X-ra~r fluorescence  spectroc;raphc  - X-ra;)r  diffractogra1)h -
X-rny  spectrog-raph with  elect~_--on excitation - High  t0ti1perature 
diffraction chauber  - Optical  emission spectrocraphs  - Optical 
emission  s:pectroineter  vvi th associated  electronics  - Arc  ancl  spark 
sources  - Flame  analysis  Sl)ectror11eters  with associated electro-
nics  - Optical  emisEion accessory  equipment  (microphotometers? 
spectrum  pJ_ oj ectors,  dark rootn  :1.:-acili tics)- VaculJX£1.  hot  extraction 
gasec  in r:1.etals  analyzers  - Electroo.nt::~lytical facilities inclu-
ding coulometers,  polarographs  and  :potentiometJ.'iC  instruuents  -
Ultraviolet and  visible  spectrophot.ometel's  - Elemental micro-
analyzer for  C,  H  and.  N in  OJ.....,[;anic  compound  - Carbon  2nd.  Sulfur 
analyzer in met<:.ls  - I, ow  temp ora  ture dry asher  - Special 
equil)IJ.ents  for  orgc~nic synthesis  ancl  microanalysis~ 
Possible areas  of  applic~tion 
Ans.lytical  p:i.-o[;rans  in any industrial and research activity 
References  see  nex~ }age Activity  No.~  V/2/a 
11ef2:i:"UDC8S 
- M~ss spectrometric studies  on  =  o-terphenyls-2-13c  : 
identification of  compounds  related to its synthesis  and 
fragmentation processes 
A.  Copet~  S.  Facchetti 
Organic  I.I2ss  SlJectTometry  "i968  val. 1  pa.g.881-90  (1S68) 
- Dosage  de  l'Hydrog~ne 9  de  l'Azote?  de  l'Oxyg~ne dans 
le  monoc<:~::...-bm"e  d'Ur2nil~Gl 
A. Colombo 1  G. Ser:'"'ini 
An~~l. Chim  .. Acta  3 5  ( -, 966)  169-180 
- A  denounta.ble  vrn"ter-cooleC.  holloH  cathocic  lac111  for  ator11ic 
absorption spectroscopy· 
G.Tiosoi?  N.Om2netto 
AlJpliecl  S:::_Jectroscopy 9  2 -~,  329  ( ·;  ~~67) 
'J:he  application of X-ray  d.i~'f~"action ana.lysls  to 
Ul"ani un  c erc-:.rJ.li c 
R.Conti,  C.Toussaint,  G.Vos 
Part  I  and  II 
Anal.Chim  .. .H.cta  No.  37  (1967)  277-283 
Anal. Chim. Acta  No.  41  (-196C)  83- 91 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Electron and X-rays  irradiation 
Use  of labeled  com1Jounds 
Activity No.:  V/2/b 
Irradic~tion of  organic  and  inorganic molecules  with  a 
2  ~·:ev accelerator  o  JJos :tmetry vvell  known 
Irradiation with a  X-ray  rl1achine 
Irracciation an0.  analysis  of  C  14  la·oeled  com.pounds 
Ex~eriQental facilities 
~  -------
2  ~~ev electron accelerator  (horizontal) 
Po\:er  0  ~ 5  k\.'  vvi th a  90°  beam deflector and  scanning 
lJOSfii bili  -Gy 
Vessels  and  loo:pes  for high temperature. experiments 
(4  v)  X-ray machine 
P2.ci:a1··d.  counting  equipment  for  C 
14  compounds 
All  l:inds  ot' irr  z..;_C_io. ti  on  v;i th X-rays  and  ele  c -'crons 
Possible interested industries 
Chemical  anc~ petrochedica.l industries 
References  see  next  pa~e 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No,~  V/ 2/b 
l.~o:L'erences 
- The  Iormation of Bitrophyl in the  Radiolysis  of 
Carbon-14  Labeled  Cycloheptatriene 
G.  Ju.~)e 
(in Collo  with  A.P.~olf) 
CheuoBer.  94 9  2328  (1961) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No  0  ~  V/2/c 
Ion  It!lplc.ntation  Technicj_ues  for  Sei~icondt.:!.ctor Doping 
Com~etcnce acquired 
--·-- _,.,;,  -~-- ..  - ........  ~,  111"'1!...  ....... -.,- -...-
l'Tethods  ar..d  Techniques  for  d.e~,. elo:pment  of  1=")-rr 
junctions in silicon and  co:.L"rnanium  fOJ.'  radiation 
dstGctors 
- .f:Ie'--,s~Lt'GL-1211'~8  ·t:;c;cln:iques  for evaluation of  olc8trlc~·.l 
characteristics of  the  semiconductor  deviceo 
E~:•JG::iraental facilities 
'. --~-- ~ ··--- ~·- - -- ~ - ~-- ~- -~· --
- J~z:.borc:  .. .-tory  foT  ~~~echa:n:.tc:al  and  chedical  treatGlent  o:~ 
scmiconduc:tors 
~lec·~:ccnic  laboratory~  ·:  CCJ  keV  ion 
accelerator in constTuction 
Possible  are~.s  of  d1YJlication 
~-·  ----- ~  ~·-·  _ _._...  -~ ..  ~-·~-- - ~--
>unst:ct.h  .. tion oi  seuiconul.:LI:toT  electronic  C.evic8r;:; 
dioCLes  C:.llc:i  rectifieTs  ~  bipolc:tl'  transistors?  J'.I08)E~  7 
sol2r cells  7  inte__;-c2ted  cil  ... cuj_ ts  7  rc  .. dic~tion :  .. etectors 
Possible  interest2~  in~ustries 
-----M------~-~-- ~----·--·~ 
All  the  manufactDTers  of  se1n.iconCt.uctor  devices 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. r 
Activity No.:  V/3/a 
Pyj_"'OChimie  et Pyi'OG'letalll..lr sie 
Zlectrolyse iene  ilProcess  chemis·try~' 
Etudes  thcrLaoc-;_ynar!1iq_ues  chiraiques  iJ.  haute  temperature 
(c!.eslli"'es  cie  poton.-ciel  cl' electJ.:-ode  en scls fonclus  -
i:lesure  cle  solubili  te  clans  les  me tau.-"'\:  liquid.es) 
JJ-~ours  a h~---~_te  temperet ture  (H. F.  12  kW;  :.I. 1:'.  50  k\:- et  6  I~\~) 
- AIJj_):.:,reils  de  t_lesures  classiques 
- Possi  bili  te  cle  travsiller avec  raC:.,.iotr.:..'.ceurs 
Possible.areas 2f applicatio~  . 
- Procedes  LO  oetallurgie extractive 
J:tu<J.e  QCS  piles  OU  8.CCUL.lula teu:·  S  a haute  teE1perat"LIT8 
(voir  o  Rechercl1e  en pho.se  d' exploration) 
EUR/e-IS/121/69  e. .. ., 
Activity  No.~  V; 3/b 
Ar_~~-?i:_activitx 
Eigh  tcE1lJerature  pyrolysis  of  orgnnic  compounds 
l)egr-ada-cion studies 
Coupe tonce  __ ac~ljr~d 
2laborated.  c~egLadation  stuc~'ies  of  organic  coolants 
J.eter::1i-nc.:·.tion  of  the  l::ine·L·iC  laws  ai1l1  calcu~ation of 
the  Jl  .•. T·rheni  us  therElOcl;y-nam.i c  c ens tants 
.:in  iL'l~Jortant set of  ovens  ior OlJeration3  up  to  700°C 
Testinc of  organic  an~ inorganic  compounds 
Possible  in~erosted inLustrios 
CheiJ.ical  in(:~ustl..,ies  intc::estGd  in decorJ.J)Osition  studies  of 
hiGh  temperature r8sistant  cowpouncls 
References  see  next  page 
• 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity Noo  ~  V/3/b 
References 
- ·.rho  therr..lal  dc:compoci ti  on  of  o-,  m- ~  and  p-Te:r}Jhenyls 
in the  Presence  of  clay  Eliner~ls 
(in Collo  with  H~Tiau) 
- Paper  preseLted  before  the  division of petroleum 
cheGlistry  1  Jl.merican  Chei.~licl-.1  Society'}  - ~_j_ami  Beo..ch 
==eeting 7  April  9o-1tl.  1S67 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  V/4/a 
1.. ~-,  ,...,  of  ·  · ----·-l· -- .. ,·~:~  ..  LL~'-;;';:.t.  (,... ..  L,LJ  V-..v' 
-.-;-~-.---~-...  ·-- -· 
Control  7  ctud~y- o.nc~  trec:.traent  o::  active  anc~ non-active 
effluents 
i.JecontarJination  anL~  lJU.Lification  of polluted V'later 
- Combustion  of high  molec1.-llar  vveight  cOUlJ)Ol.-mds 
- Flocculation-b&sic  anu  applied studies 
~  r~, ~ detGctors 
thin layer distillation column  20  l{g/h 
l)ilot flocculation  - sedimentation installation 5  m3/h 
~  potential-aete~ 
sub,:ler  t.;ell  com  bus ti  on ins  tall& ti  on  50  kg/  h 
I'osai  '!?_~e .. area  of  a:p:;~_=i:-_sa_tj._o_Yl: 
.• :ate::  }.)ill. ifi  cation method  n cascade
11  (poll  uti  on) 
Do)osition aspect in Cecalin2tion 
Possible interested industrius 
All  incius-'c1·ies  concer1.1ed  v1i th vn:+te:-'  pollution 
TieJ:'e:t. l:ncos  see  n·::;:ct  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. .Act  i vi  -cy  H o . :  VI 4/ a 
References 
G-as-Ph8.Ge  cont.I'olled  Llc..ss  transfer  of  J~c•_ckcd  columns 
correlated  to  the  l~c1ing :point 
l1" ]_rO::_Je z  CarC:Lozo 
Chemo ~ngo Sci  ..  J.1. 9  783/796,  1  s~62 
The  decontaoin2tion of synthetic effluent  Dy 
flocting 
Nature  199 ~  687/D,  'i 963 
RoLopez  Cardozo  and  Po  ~ejonghe 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  ~· • 
Activity  No.~  V/4/b 
Purification by distillation,  liquid extraction and-. 
catalytic- experi1~1ents 
- Distillation of  or~anic coolants  on  pilot scale 
- I1.1rification by liquid  extrc~ction of high molecular 
HGic;ht  compounds  for  or.:;a:aic  coolants 
- Catalytic  elimination of  chlorine  and  oxygenated 
con1r-ounds  in orcanic  cool2  .. nts 
- Distillation columns;  liquid-liquid extraction laboratory 
:pl~~nt  450° C,  10  mn  Hg 
- Loop  and  auto-claves  and  colut:1ns  for  catalytic  e~cperiments 
450c0 7  25  ate'_. 
- Advanced  equipment for  basic  catalyst studies  (BE.T,  DTA 
ther3obalance,  microscope,  ultracentrifugation 50.000 
rpn) . 
Cat2lytic studies  - Particle size deteruin2tion 
AQsorption and  desorption studies 
Possible interested industries 
Oil refining  pl~nt - catalytical processes 
References  see  next paee 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No ..  ~  V/  4/b 
Heferences 
- Minox,  a  catalytic Deoxygenation process  for irradiated 
organic reactor  coolants 
H..  Lant;enl:ara:p?  R.  J...JOl)ez  Cardozo  and  H  ..  · NorO.meyer 
Eurc.tom  Ispra - Internal  ~-u~:port  No.  101 -i/ 1966 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. 
• VI/  1  BASIC  SOFT-jARE 
VI/2  APPLICATION  SOFTWARE 
VI/  3  TB.ANSL~ITTING SYSTEM:S 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  VI/1/a 
Area  of  actj..  vi  ty 
Systems  of coordinated subroutines  to facilitate  efficient 
use  of periphericnl devices  or  solution of special problemso. 
Cou:petence  acguired 
CALCO:L.:P  routines  - Se-t  of. Ii'ortran  oriented routines. allowing 
n  very  easy preparation  of~a  t~pe which  ~ill be  used 
by. 2..  0Ji100l.:.P  DAT.A. ,P~o·rTER  ~  Although indi  vid-u.al  subrou-
tines  may  be  used' ·for· SlJEic;Lal  p~pose c1esiGn 7  the rea-
lisation of  a  gTa2·)hic  w{th···scaling  data~ axis  L>l"adUc'l.-
ti  on  and· la  bellinc-9  · pl.o.ti"ting  of s evcral  curves  r!1ay  be 
J.'"'un  with  2~  sit:111le  call of  a  subroutine.  Uri tton for 
IBJ:I  7090;  then translated and  adapted . to  IJI·i  360. 
FIOT  FOHTRAN  cor~pati  ble input  output  package  vi·o::cl;:ing  in 
trap mode  allo··.iinG  complete  ovel-laplJing  of  CPU  and 
challi1el  time  o 
(2  versions  corresponQing respectively to version  2 
and  3  of Fortran II  on  IE~ 7090) 
LISTPROCESSING  System  of  T'Ol~TilAN  oriented subroutines allowing 
crGation anc1  manipl:~lation of very  co·:~lplex lists of 
variable len:;th data.,  Developed  fol"  ITII.i  360  and  usecl 
in Hybrid  All~~che  o 
SAliYJ3  PrOS"l"'am  runninc;  on  IBI':l  7090  or  IBH  360 under  control 
of respective  systems.  Allows  direct solution of  systems 
of first ·OrQer  differential equations. 
i.rhe  evaluc:. tion. of  the  deri  vates is expl"'essed in a 
Fortran subroutine  o  I
11acili  ty for use  of  tabulated. func-
tions1  delay functions  and  automatic printing or 
plotting of results are  providedo 
Computing facilities 
IB1.1  7 090  7  IBM  3 60/6  5 
Possible areas  of application 
General  support  to  problem programming 
Possible interested industries  or  organizations 
All  computing  centers  and European  computer manufacturers 
References  see  next  page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No.:  VI/1/a 
References 
P.  ti:oinil 7  J..  Pire  ~ 
11 Pro:;1·ar~mla  tion relative au  C.t~:..J..1CO~J?
11 
Kun  2280of  (1965) 
P.  I~oinil,  J .. Fire  ~  ·' Co::1tou.r  rrau  subroutines" 
EuR  2241 .. f  (·i965)  ... 
J.  Pire  1  I1o  Sant;el"'Llano  ~  i'Fortran lnl)Ut-output  PackaGe  in 
1'rap-J :octe"  EUTt  2760 0  f  ( 19 66) 
H.  D  1 Hoop,  Ro  Eonterosso  ;;  "SAHYB-2 ~  A  Proc;raDt:!le  lor  the 
Solution of differGntial  equations  usin~ an analo0ue 
o::Liented  languac;e
11 
EUR  3622.8  (1967) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No.:  VI/1/b 
Ju  ... eo..  of activity 
Sir~1ulation of  computers  on  complex  systems 
Conpo tence  €:_CCJ. uire<± 
- Simuld  tion of  IBI\1  1401  on  IE:I  7090 
Simulation  II3~~1  Disks units  1301  of  IBM  ?o·go  computer  on 
IDni  2311  d.iG}Jacks  uni  ·cs  of  360/65  co111puter 0  Complement  to 
IBI'.·I  Emulator 
- Simulation on  IBl'~ -3 GO/ 6 5 ·_of  C.AE  510  with cons ole  ty}Jewri ter, 
p&per  tape  road. ..;r  and  punch  m~i  ts,  printer an0.  card  reader~ 
drum Ylith decentr-alis2.tion 1..mi -c  ~ · Si1:1ulc~tion  of special  ca-
dencers  anc:.-_lo~  input'}  diG;i tal i:nput  anc1  output,  control  con-
sole and  tGlep:rinters is  i•ll"')lemc:a ued  to  tr~l:e  ce..re  of  Sl)CCial 
needs  of. T. I.  So  control  sys~tem of  rectctoJ:  ~;:-~sorto  Simulation 
is develop_ed  ·~7itll  S~JGCial  r-l:.·g:-.:trd  to  lJroc.,Tai~'!.  debug~inG· aido 
Computing  faci_li.~ies_ 
- Test  and  ev:J.luation  of  nGw  computer  lo,;.,ic  or  o·cher  equipment 
at design level,  system testing or  evalu2tion,  debugging 
- Blimination of  obsoleted  cooputsrs without  need  of 
repro~_.ramming 
Possible interested industries  o~  organizatio~s 
All  computinG  centers,  european  conputers  manufacturers 
References  see  next page 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity Noo:  VI/1/b 
l(eferences 
Extern_.l  re~oorts 
- =*  -
A  .. F .R.  Brown~  ''The  Compilation and  processing .of  IB~::  1401 
)YOGrams  on  the  IBI.~  70S0
11 
Vol.  I  The  coopiler language  1Jrogram1~1inc; 
Llanual 
Vol.  II  The  compiler  prosram description 
Vol  o  III  ~J:.lhe  sinrula.tor  lJY00 ram  · 
Vol.  IV  7lo~.?  chu.rts  of  tlle  compiler  and.  of 
t~1e  s i  u.1.1lc:" ·i:; or 
:CUR  2 6 3  7 "  e  (  -J  9  6 6 ) 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity No.:  VI/1/c 
Area  o_f  acti  vi~ 
JJefini  -Gion  of problem-oriented  languo.ges  and  developr.1ent  of 
correspondinG  compilers 
Comn~~nce acqui~_ed 
S~c>eciu.l  language  for  eJq:;ression  of problens  depending  on re·-
solution of sets  of differential  eq_uatiunso 
The  solution may  be  obtained  by  means  of  digital or  analo,:; 
computeT'S c  In this last case  the  compiler  gives  pannel  conllec-
tions  and st0tic  check values  (y:ritten for  IJ3i.I  7090)(AP.il.CHE). 
Development  of previous  lClnGL.lage  to  t.ake  account  of  nevr  possi-
bilities as  con~ition~l 2ssembly?  use  of  external subroutines, 
logical variables  etc.,  oriented versus  more  mo~ern hybrid 
analog computers  (Being developed  on  IBM  360)(Hybrid Apache) 
Little  II :l?ortran-like  ll  language  7  s·i  ving  imc~ed.ia  te diagnostic 
ancl  allowint::;  ii."nmedia tc  execution  on  sta  tew.ent  basis;  designed 
for  reQote  console  conversational use with Iill1  360  (LICE)o 
A  COBOL-like  prograuming languac;e  which  per-;ni ts  to  compile 
pro;_;rams  on  IBN  7090  vvhi ch  can  be  r1.ll1  on  IBM  1401 o  }\::t,l"'t  of  the 
system is a  1401  sir.}.ulator  on  IJ3T:I  7090  Vlhich  permits  to run 
the  p~oblem directly. 
Speci2.l  purpose  lJrograGlming  language  for  automatic  pTocessing 
of  texts in n2"t'lrral  language  (SLC  ==-·  Sinn:.lated Linbruistic 
Coi.Llputer).  An  operational version exists for  IBM  7090o  A  nev.r 
ilil1Jroved  vers:ion is being developed  for  IBII  360  under  O.So 
Conputing facilities 
IBH  360/65?  IBH  7090 
Possible  areas  of application 
All fields  (numerical  or  non numerical)  of application 
where  special :problem-oriented programming  lanL,Illage  is advan-
taeeouso 
Possible interested industries  or  organizations 
All  computint;  centers  and  european  computer  manufacturers 
Hefercnces  see  next  page 
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References 
A.  Bro\·Jn~ 
11 The  SLC  Programr!ling  lan{S"Uage  and  systens for  D.achine 
Translation" 
Vol.  I  ~  ProGram~un~ Thmnual  (Revised Edition) 
Vol. II  :  Utility -!JTOGrams 
EUR.  2418.e  (1965) 
S.  Perschke~  "The  compilatioE and _procesoing  Of  IBM  1401  pro-
grams  on 
Vol.  I 
Vol.  II 
Vol.  III 
Vol.  IV 
the  IBLI  7090" 
The  compiler  lo.nguage  programminG  manual 
'J:he  com.piler  proGram description 
The  simulator  :prog.cam 
Flo\T  chc:.rts  of  the  coml;ilor  o.ncl  of  the 
simulator 
EUR  2637.e  (1966) 
J.  Annino,  G.  Buccari,  A.Debrou.x:,  G.P.  Del13igio,  H.D 1Hoo:p, 
A. Geranzani,  C. Green~  C. Pic;ni:;  I).  Wood~ 
"Internc  .. l  s·cruct"Lrre  of  tl1e  A).:..,che  sys·cem  and  the 
nroced"lU"e  to  "l:.se  it on  the  di~i  tal  con""Juter
11 
tun  2278.e  (1965)  ~ 
"APACHE:  Analog Prograr:J.c.in_;  and  checking programmers 
manual" 
EUR  2437.  e  (1965) 
G.  Buccari,  G.P.Del  Bi~io,  A.Geranzani,  P.Sangerm2no  - Wood: 
11 APACHE~  Analog Programming  and  Checking  - System 
programraers  Guicle
11 
EUR  3052~  e  (1966) 
C.  Bona~  "An  Apcche  subroutine for  ~:Seneratinc; Fade's  circuits 11 
EUR  3559.e  (1967) 
A.  Caracciolo,  I.  Galligc.ni~ 
11Sulla soluzione  di  alcuni :pro-
blemi rela  ti  vi  allo.  t:taduzione  d:i  un  lJ:cogramma 
l!'ortran per  1&  CLP" 
Il traduttore Fortran per la CEP 
Automr_~zione  e  Strur..1entaziol,le  vol.X, 1,  1963 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  VI/2/a 
Area  of acti  vi~ 
?,~2thods in Automatic  Docun1entation 
CoEluctence  acg__ui~"ecl 
- A project was  started with  the  principal objective  of 
autor.aa tic indeKing within  the  fr2mev1ork  of the  EURATO:  ~ 
Nuclear Documentation  Systema  Many  tests had  been per-
formed  which pointed  out  that  \Vi th the  approaches  adopted 
autom~tic indexing  can reach the  level  of  ro~tine work  in 
manual  indexing  ..  An  experinental  systera is being lJrepared 
with facilities for  improveu1ents  o  ~::..periences  had  been  gained 
in text manip1_.1  .. lations  and  associa  -t:;ion  methods  0 
- The  problem  of  as3oci&tion idctors has  been  studied and  some 
new  c:.~l:)proaches  introduced for  further  researcho 
IBM  360/65  anu.  IBM  7090, 
Text  collections in ::1a.chine  readable  form, 
glossaries 
Possi  bl~-·  ~areas  ·"_qJ  app~i_<?._?.j;i?._P-
- All kind  of  information retrieval systems  (e.g.  Docuoenta-
tion,  l.lanagem8J.1t  Information) 
- Information Ret:L"'ieval,  Autornatic  Inde::ing  9  =~achine 
Translz, ti  un 
Possibly interested  ind~strics or  or~anizati~~ 
Documentation  Centers 
References  see  next  p&&e 
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References 
Lustit?;,  G.~  Prob1em.e  der  automc.tischen Schlat;wortzuteilung 
16.  (..) ahresversammlung  G.er  Deutscl.:.en  Gesellschaft 
fUr  Dokun1entei tion,  Oktober  1964.,  Bad  Diirkheim 
Lustig,  G.;  Statistische Beziehungen  zwischen Schlagwortern 
und ihre Verwend1..mg  im  Information Retrieval 
Lustig,  G.: 
17.  Jahl"'esversamHlung  der Deutschen  (;.~esellschaft 
fU:r  DokuGlentation,  Septel:llber  1965,  Konst._:,nz 
A  new  Class  of Association Factors 
~roceedings of  the  FID-IFIP  Conference  on 
J:.Techanized  Information Storage Retrieval and 
Dissemination 
Rode  1967 
North Hollc.nd  Publishing Company,  Amsterdam 
Lustig,  G.:  The  Development  of  a  Automatic  Indexing Systew 
at  EUHATOr.L  Proceedings  of the  5th EURATOH-
sponsored  meeting of librarians workinG in the 
nuclear field,  Ispra  (Italy)~ April  1968  (in  ~ress) 
Fangmeyer,  H.  and Lustig,  G.  ~  The  EUR.d.tOII  Aut  om~. -tic  Indexing 
P:;:oject 
Proceedings  of  the  IFIP  congress  68,  Edingburgh 
Contributions  to scientific and_ technical  journa_~s 
LustiG  7  G.  ~  Die  au  tom& tische  :6u-~eilunL; von  SchlatS.rvvortern  des 
EURA1.'01:.I-
1rhesaurus, 
NEUE  rr·ECHNIK  -~ 968  (in }Jl-. ess) . 
EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  VI/2/b 
}  .. rea of acti  vi tx 
Tiachine  Translation  (IIT),  T·:Iachi·ne-aided  Translation  ( I.:LA
1:r) 
Comnete~ce acguired 
- ~~Eg~~~-~!:§~~!~!1:~~~  Operational flus sian to English l'IT  ser-
vice  I  or  scie.:.:tific and  technic  ...  ~l publications  o  Current  aware-
ness  with  the  T.:::T  systecr  (New  Titles)  ..  NT  of Russian abstacts 
and  SDI  in preparatio:g..  Ex:Jeri:nental  application of  I.IT  system 
in documentation  (automatic  assir;nment  of English keywords 
to Russian abstracts)  ..  Nevi  Russian-Enclish MT  project in 
course  of  impleuentationo  · 
- Machine-aid.ed  translation~  Automatic  co,~~::>ilation  of multi-
Ianguage-teriiiii.oiogy-g-Ios sari  e s  ( ELir:O'l'El1lJ)  in  co  o:p era  ti  on 
with the  terminology  office of  the  EECo 
Automatic  dictionary search facility for  transl2tors 
(DIC.AU·roi-n  developed  b.Y  the University of Brussels under 
contract of  ZU1~A·roJ:~ 
Specic.l-purposes  pl"OGl"'C1T)ming  lungau'-~e  SLC  for  na tu:cal  langu&ge 
text processing operational with  ITI~.I  70CJO;  in course  of  imple-
mentation.  in a  modified  and  icrJroved  version  (SLC-II)  for 
IBM  360  under  OS  control  ... 
tlachine  dictionaries $ussian-En0 lish,  150o000  entries for 
science  and  technology).  Concordances,  TI.ussian  text collections 
on  illagnetic  tapeo 
Keypunch  service for Hussian  texts with  IBti  026/029  and 
Russian keyboard  Flexov:ri ter 
Possible areas  of application 
Scientific  an~ techniccl  info~mation 
Documentc.tion 
Possibly interested industries  or  organizations 
Research offices and  translation anu  docwnentation services 
Ref0r2nces  see  next Dage 
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Contri_butio~_!9__scie~!_ift<? and  technical _j_ournals 
Perschke,  S.  ~  !1a.chine  translation - The  second  phase  of 
develolJment?  Endeavour,  Volume  XXVII~  No.  -101, 
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External reports 
Brown,  A. 
Perschke, 
Pe:.:.-schke, 
: 11 The  SLC  Progra(:tlming  Language  and  System for 
liachine  Translation
11  (2  volwnes) 
EUHAT01.1  Report  EUR.  2418. e  ( 1965) 
S.:  Operational Analysis  of Verbs 
EUilATOli  Tieport  EUR.,  297  e  ( 1963) 
S. ~  The  COG1puter  Programs  of  the  SLC  Syste·Gls  for 
11achine  Translation 
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EUR/C-IS/121/69  e. Activity  No.~  VI/2/c 
Area  of activitY-
All  kinds  of administ:L'ative  data processing  (A~~D.I\)  com:prising-
intec::rated  systems  and  data collection 
l:Iany  kinds  of A.DoP.  lJroblems,  corr  .. prising library and  documen-
tation  problems~ statistical and  8anagement  problems 9  have 
been  solved :for  the  Em'"'opea,n  Coi:illluni ties  0 
The  advanced  type  of  cia ta,  ha:ncl.ling  as  intended  by  the  term 
'
1 intef)Ta  ted  systems 
11  has  been  undertaken~ 
- an integrated library system  d0~tined to  handle all aspects 
of library t:lana.:;eDent:  acCJ_uisition,  catalog  __ ing 9  loan and 
bi  bli  ogra:phi cal information  0  -1./ari  ous  :functions  in this 
system are  treated in real  tiwe  (see rer.1) 
- an  inteGra  ted  system perforulinG  mai:ntenc:,nce  11lanning, 
accom1ting of various  dis)Osuble  resources  9  i:'i.i.k.ncial 
accounting and  the  collection of reliability ~2ta for  the 
ESSOR  reactor  (see refo2) 
an  intec;ro.  ted  system  coverinG  })l,~ nning  5  control  of progress 
in  production~  cost  1  stock  anc,:_  peTsonnel  accounting for  the 
·mechanic&l fabiication  ue~artmento 
An  analysis is going  on for  the  construction of  c::.  ~-1anagement 
information system  covsrin0 the  Cotni~luni tarian  resea:L~cho 
Computint:; facilities 
IBM  7  0 9 0 7  IBU  1 4  0 1 ,  IBJ\~  3  6 0/  G  5 ( 51 2K) ,  IBl  1 3 6 O/  3  0  ( 1 6K) 
IB~!I  display 2260,  IBiii  357  dc::,to.  collection system. 
Possible areas  of application 
V~rious realised  proced~rres arc  of  a  general interest and 
might  be  used  by  others with only minor  modificationso 
The  vast  experience  acc 1uired in CLii'ferent  fields  guarantees 
adeq_uate  solutions for all kinds  of  AoDoPo  ancl.  mo.nc.:.gement 
applications which might  be  required~  Also  an  experience in 
teleprocessing use is available. 
Possibly interested  in~ustries or  or6~nizations 
In principle all governmental  institutions,  enterprises 
and libraries might  be  inte::;:ested. 
Refer~nces see  n8xt  page 
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Area  of activit-1: 
Analysis  of  Complex  systems .by  means  of mathematical  models 
and  computer  aided simulation 
Competence  acquired 
Detailed analysis  of  the  behaviour  of'  such physical  or physi-
co-chemical  systems  as  ph9tomulti~liers,  semiconductor detec-
tors  vvi th special ·devices  (diodes) 7  multistage distillators, 
cracking furnaces.  I.iacro-econorJ.ical  studies  on  the nuclear 
fuel  consumption for  the  l)roduction  of  electric  energy  o 
~omputing facilities 
Digital~  I.ffi.~  7090,  IBH  1  401 ,  IBT-,f  3 60/6  5  ( 512K) 9  IH.I  3 60/3  0  ( 16K) 
Possible areas  of application 
Econometrics,  ecology 9  biological  or biophysical studies, 
technical systems  desib~ 
~ossibly interested industries  or  organizations 
El·ectronic,  chemical~  phz::.rmaceutical  industries·, 
government  administration 
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nr..  Cocchi,  '1.  Di  Cola:  Stati~tical study of  the  effects of measure-
ment~ errors  on  the  extrapolated radius  and  height  calculation f0r 
a  cylindrical reactor,  - WTR  1624.e  (1964) 
'1.  ~i Cola,  A.  ~ota:  BDr~~- a  code  for  fa~t netron  spectra determi-
nation by activation  analy~is.  - EUB  2985.e  (1966) 
A.  Borella,  G.  Guzzi:  Computer  program  system for  a  tuantitative 
analyeis by neutron activation and  gamma-ray  spectrometry.  -
W.JR  531.~  (1964) 
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Activity  No.~  VI/2;i 
Fluill  a:c.d  T,Iat;ncto-Ii'luid-JJ;yp.amics 
Comuetence  acc~ired  ·--~  ---~-~~-
The  c.ain  source  of  p:L·oblems  in fl·t:id- and  Glagneto-fluid-dyna-
ELics  hc:..s  been in the  dor21ain  of  pl'-.sma  physics  and reactor 
safetyo 
Particularly  phenoc~ena of  shoclt  waves  propagation and  inter-
action have  been studied. 
The  main  effort  h~s been  done  in ·0he  developmGnt  and  appli-
cation of  n1.unerical  r_:1e-chods  fo1  the  solution of  one  and  two-
dimensional  problemso 
IBU  7090 9  IBN  360/65 
DaGa  Plotter - Calcomp 
Plasrn<.-1.  physics  7  nuclear  and  aerospace  enti_;ineering 
Poss~bly interested industries  or  orQaniz~ti~ 
N~cle~r and  aerospace  industries 
~eferences see  n~xt page 
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Contribution  t_£__gong~-~esses  c..nd  i:Ieeting~ -
S.  Al  bertoni  ~  C.  Cercignani,  I-\  Stella,  A.  Taroni  ~  "Tecrilli-
che  di  simulazione  e  lora applicazione  a  certi problemi 
di  fluid.odinamica
11
- Convegno  sulla simulazione  9  Venezia 
27-2G.5.1966 
Supplemento Rivista Calcolo  N°2  al Voloiii  (1966) 
S.  1:..l b~rtoni  ~  C.  Cercicnani  7  J.-...  Taroni  7  L  0  Guerri:  11  Numeri-
cal  Corr11Juta tion i.Iethods  of  Implosion Pl'"'Ocesses 
11
, 
Conference  on I-'Iegagauss  Hagnetic  ljiielcl  Generation by 
Explosives  and Related Experinents,  Prascati  8ept.1966 
EUR  2750.e(196G)  p.203-233  . 
External  re~)orts 
Lo  Guerri~ P.Stella,  A.  Taroni:"Computation  of  the  motion 
of  a  liner under  the  impact  of  a  uniform gas  flow11 , 
ET.; H  3 1 57 • e  ( 1  9 6  6 ) 
L.  Guerri,  P.  Stella,  A.  Taroni~  11 Computation  of the  compres-
sion of a  magnetic field by  mearis  of  a  lin2.r  driven 
by an  explosion
11 
- EUR  3288.e  (1967) 
P.  li'asoli  Stella,  L.  Guerri~  "Propag~~zione e  riflessione di 
impulsi  di  p  ... essione in presenza di  ostacoli piani  e 
cilindrj_ ci  ;; . 
:i:::UR  Heport  to  be  published 
L.  GLerri,  A.  Taroni  ~  'jNwnerical  exlJeriments  on  the  propa-
gation of  shocks  in a  :;:Jolytropic  gas" 
EUR  2 3  0 0 • e  ( 1  g-6 5 ) 
Others 
B.V.  Robouch,  G.  Di  Cola 
11  Sur  quelques  c.:,ctions  noncy:i.!.1C~ric~  r~es  do  Z-pinch 
en  chasse  neige
11 
LGI  69/9  (1968) 
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Activity  No.~  VI/2/k 
A£ea  of activitz 
Elasticity (Structural Dy-nauics  and  Stress Analysis) 
9ompeten~e acguired 
Various  problens  in structural  dyne,mics  and  stress an&lysis 
have  been solved anulytically or numerically with the  aid 
of  a  computor  o  A  good  experience  ha.s  been acquired in the 
applic2  tion of numerical  Glethods  0  In particular a  general 
code  of structural dynamics  has  been  developed which makes it 
possible  to  analyse  n  wide  class of structures. 
IB~:T  7090?  IBM  360/65  ~  Data Plotter  - Calcomp 
PoDsi~~b)-3  areas  of applica  t~..££ 
Nuclear  and  mechanical  enginverin~ 
Possibly inters_ted  industrj.es  or  otgc:nizat_:J:.?J?:§. 
Nuclec::..:r·  and  mechc':-Ilical  industries 
References  see  nuxt }age 
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External reuorts  '  * 
A.  Benuzzi 1  P.  Fasoli Stella 
11 Studio numerico  e  ~nc:.li tico di  UJ."1  problema 
vibratorio  con  condizioni  wl  contorno variabili 
nel  tempo" 
BUR  report  to  b8  published 
A  o  Benuzzi  1  L o  Guerri,  A  o  Ver::....,~ni 
11 Analisi nuneri  ca  di  car  a tteris·tl  che  dinarai che 
di  siste:~li  a  numero  eleva  to  di  C:L."'adi  di li  b2rta'
1 
TIUR  re)ort  to  be  ;ublishe& 
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4ctivity No.:  VI/2/1 
Independent  01·  delJen<ient  SUlJervisor  systerJ.s. for  p:coblem 
proc;rams  scht:duling  and  libraries  systems  gestion with spe-
cial control  langun~es  · 
_Compete nc  8  --~  c q uir  ~~ 
140'1  system~  independent  system allovring quick look-up 
and  loading of  problem prograns  VJrittc;n  on  a  library 
tape  . 
GLEE  system for  Im.~  7090.,  Allouing loading from  disks 
programs  and related data libraries,  used  in con-
junction with Fortran II moni toi'  anc3./ or  IBSYS  system 
nui.~.PSS  ~  indepenclent  system for  IBI1.l  360/30~  c.'t.llows  use  of  tape 
program library or  card  rea~ programs  to  be  run in a 
multiprogramming  environment 
Cl1..Ll.OHTE  System~  throu2:h its control language  allows  the auto-
matic  execution of  sequences  of  programs  (both scienti-
fic  and  com1~Jerci2l oriented)  in which automatic  trans-
fe:::_  of data is required  o  'rhe  syster!1 runs  under  0. So  of 
IBI.~  360.  Prograus  and.  clat<:~  are  stored in auxiliary 
memor·i es  o 
Teleprocessing  system~  extension and  adaptation of  H.AoSoPo 
system to allow use  of automatic  remote  stations for 
datu acquisition control  of process  etc.  and/or 
conversational  s·!Ja tions 
Cofrroutin')' facilities 
-"~--- Q  --------
Possible areas  of application 
All areas where  more  scientific  s::_J,::cific  control  or faci-
lities on  computersjthan  thoso  delivered by  the  manufac-
turers,  are required. 
All  computinc;  cen·L;eJ.'s  and.  european  computer  manufacturers 
References  s~e next  page 
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Contribution to  Congresses  anO.l!_eetings 
Caronte~  accepted for  lJrecentation at  "The  Effective use 
of  Cocrputers  in the  nuclear industry",  conference 
at IrnovNille,  Tennessee?  April  21-23,  1969,  and 




J.  Pire  9  L.  Sangermano  ~  "EilltiPSS  16K  banc._c 11  mul tiperipheric 
supervisor  systemnQ  Description et mode  d'emploi 
EUR  3295Qf  (1967) 
J  o  S 0  Annino,  L.  Sangerm.ctno  ~  il GLEE  Generalized library editor 
and  executor"  v 
EUR  1843.e 
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• Activity Noo:  VI/3 
- ~olecomuunication and  teleprocessing 
- Digital high  speed data transmitting systems using cables 
0om~etencc_acquir£~ 
A  frequency-multiplex-sy~;t~m. for  tv;enty  channels  providing 
a  total  c~c.ta  flux  of  2.  1 OJ  Bauds  has  been  develo:ped 
(DATIL1 .. C)  Q 
- A  bipolar-ng-pulse  transuission  Sj;stem  +JerforDinc  a  dats 
flux  of  2. 10  I3aud.s  hc::.s  been  investigated~  tvvo  p:::..·ototype-
statio~s  (transmitters?  receive~o)  have  been realized. 
Half  or full  clu:plex  moc:_e  can  be  ac~1ieveu. 
Transmission distances  are  up  to  3  l::m  using a  coaxial 
cable  Yli th e mm  outer  clia;-_'"'.Ct8r  0  S:~scia-1  advo.ntc'.J;e  of  the 
system~  da~.1ping-free  ra~·;1ificc.-cions  allov1  connection of 
various  remote  stations and  computGrs  to  one  cable 
(ORLOC).  -
A  date~ link usin&  the  transmission modes  of point  2)  is 
operating for  on-line  connection  of analyzers  with the 
central computer  360/65 in the research center  of  Is:pra. 
Exnerimental facilities 
CentT·al  computer  IB:M  360,  ternrinals  peripheral units  IB11 
1070?  digital de:,ta  sources  ~analyzers  7  di  ?;i tal voltGle ters· 
etc  a) o  Blectronic  ls..boratories  for  research?  design and  main-
ten;_:__nce. 
Pro~uction facilities for  develored equipnents. 
_J?ossi ble  areas  of ap·Dlication 
Tele-processing~ data  transmission between foi.  central 
computer  and  remote  stationso 
References  see  next  page 
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l~ethod.e  ffu- die  Auswahl  der  Tra__;erfroquenzen  im  DATR.AC-
System 
EUR  2969 .. d 
- Studie  einer generellen technischen  Losu~g des 
DntenubertragunGsproblems  in· einem Kernforschungszentrum 
EUR  3470  d. 
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